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Abstract 
Political communication literature has documented various forms of framing election campaigns 
although that on Ghana are few. These included issues, horse race, coverage tone and presidential 
candidates’ media visibility leading to an incumbency advantage. These are normally attributed to 
news values that reflect political power such as relevance and politicians’ elite status. Hence, this 
study is intended to explore explanation for the trend of campaign coverage in Ghana, a developing 
democracy, using four Ghanaian newspapers in 2008 and 2012. Through content analysis and in-
depth interviews, the thesis grounded in gatekeeping and framing theories, has demonstrated that: 
(1) the state-owned newspapers did not give an incumbency advantage (2), the coverage was issues-
based (3), election stories were more positive in tone (4), there was media bias and (5) politicians 
paid money (‘soli’) to journalists for coverage. These empirical findings show that during the 
campaigns, gatekeeping and framing practices were driven more likely by the ‘soli’ norm rather 
than the norm of objective and impartial journalism. Thus the study offers a new explanation why 
there was no incumbency advantage, why the press bias, why coverage was largely positive in tone 
and why issues-based framing. However, horse race appears to have the potential to dominate 
Ghana’s elections coverage. The conclusions of this study, one argues, were as a result of interplay 
between candidates’ desire not only to dominate the newspapers but also to be projected positively 
and journalists’ desire to make money from politicians. Simply put: stories of elections published 
by the newspapers were defined by   ‘soli’ journalism which promoted ‘protocol’ journalism. This 
means most election stories that reached electorates were from speeches of candidates. Therefore, 
the stories lacked critical interpretation of campaign events raising issues of capacity of the press 
in Ghana to function effectively as public sphere contributing to participatory democracy.    
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The media are expected to play a crucial role in democracies, however, the question is: How 
effective are the mass media in executing this all important role in emerging democracies such as 
Ghana? Newspapers, radio, television and the internet have become major channels of information 
for people across the world, however, what does this say about the functioning of democratic 
governance and its processes? Currently, there is a debate as to whether free media are enhancing 
or rather undermining democratic governance especially in emerging democracies such as Ghana, 
which reintroduced democracy in 1992. This is because in the advanced democracies such as the 
United States whose media are driven by market forces, the media are agued are finding it difficult 
to perform their democratic roles. This, it is said, is leading to cynicism, apathy and ignorance with 
regard to politics among citizens of democracies across the globe. Examining the role of media in 
democracies, Muller (2014) points out that democratic media should supply societies with relevant 
political information, which should reach a considerable number of citizens with the media 
upholding the public watchdog role as they also provide a public platform reflecting the diversity 
of societies. 
 
 
In this case, Muller (2014) appears to sugguest that democratic media can play their roles better if 
they take on the public service character to promote programmes, events and services of the state 
and non-profit institutions that will meet the information needs of citizens. This will include 
election campaign events, which go to help voters to decide who to vote for. It will also mean that 
during elections the press will exhibit the capacity to provide electorates the needed platform for 
rational public debate of issues of common good. This will require the press to help enrich voters 
with relevant sufficient information that will well educate voters about not just policy issues 
candidates are championing, but also issues about competence, intelligence,  credibility and morals 
of candidates for voters to be well informed in order for them to take the critical decision as to 
which candidate deserves their votes. In effect, one fundamental question to ask is: In a society 
such as Ghana, where due to resource challenges and high illiteracy rate newspapers are restricted 
to only the urban communities, how can the ideal public sphere be achieved to help sustain its 
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democracy? Equally legitimate question is: How is it possible for newspapers, which are being 
driven by profit motive including the state-owned take on the character of public service at a time 
when there is an attempt for scramble for meida audience of Africans including Ghanaians by 
powerful global media institutions (Willems and Mano, 2016)?  
 
 
Of interest to this study, therefore, is the framing practices in the media; specifically, newspapers, 
of multiparty election campaigns in post-dictatorship Ghana and the relationship existing among 
the press, economic interest and political actors in the country. In the study, framing of election 
campaigns, political actors’ methods for influencing and shaping election journalism practice 
coupled with the influence of economic interest of journalists and the media are explored. The aim 
is to elucidate how these critical relationships weaken or deepen democratic culture in Ghana. At 
the core of this study, is the attempt at theorizing the function of the press establishment and how 
it relates to the public sphere in the context of an African democratization process. Communication 
research theories such as gatekeeping and framing of journalism practice will inform the study. 
 
 
This investigation attempts to address issues of framing election campaigns and to establish 
whether in the context of democratization process, “changes in the array of forces that exercise 
control over cultural production and distribution limit or liberate the public sphere” (Golding and 
Murdock, 2000: 78). Using the research questions for the study, the thesis examines ideal forms 
of journalism practice, gatekeeping and framing practices, which give guidance to an ideal press 
serving as a critical platform for crucial quality discussions in an emerging democracy such as 
Ghana. The ideal public sphere provides the platform “where popular political will should take 
form and citizens should be able to constitute themselves as active agents in the political process” 
(Dahlgren and Sparks, 1991: 2). Thus, one of the cardinal roles of the press is helping to bring 
about actively informed citizens, who can be engaged in rational debates and contribute to the 
democratization process of the country. This is crucial for enhancement of democracy in Ghana. 
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The present chapter introduces the media and the political systems in Ghana in setting the 
background for the election of 2008 and 2012. It proceeds to touch briefly on how party system in 
Ghana has evolved since independence and how the media landscape has changed with time. The 
statement of the problem, research objectives and significance of the study follow. The chapter 
concludes by giving a brief overview of the organisation of the remaining chapters of the thesis.  
 
1.1 The media 
From the onset of the third wave of democratization (Huntington, 1991), a number of dictatorship 
regimes including Ghana have been transformed. For instance, Ghana today can be said to have 
relatively stable political institutions, access to the mass media, expansion of the mass political 
audience, the elevation of the news media to a more powerful institution and a proliferation of the 
main means of communication. The news media have been an important catalyst in the 
democratization process. The fact is that the media and modern democracy are strongly connected 
- the media serving as a link between the political leaders and citizens. Strömbäck (2005:332) 
believes that the media are in need of democracy. This is because democracy stands out as the only 
system of governance today that ensures values such as freedom of speech, expression and 
information as well as the independence of the media from the control of governments. Political 
messages and actions of politicians get to the public through the media. Perception and voting 
decisions are made possible by political stories supplied by the media. Although free elections are 
critical it is not enough for democratic governance. Blumler and Gurevitch (2005:104) observe 
that to ensure some level of political awareness, public discussions and media participation, a 
democratic society needs extensive and intelligent news media to report on public affairs. In effect, 
democratic governance demands the kind of media that is truly free and also give access to citizens 
to engage in quality debate.   
 
The media, Strömbäck (2005:332) acknowledges normatively, play three significant roles in 
democracies namely: (i) ensuring the supply of information in societies (ii) serving as a platform 
for public discourse of variety of political ideas and (iii) media establishment positioning itself as 
an effective watchdog overseeing activities of political leaders. The role of the mass media is 
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critical in every democratic governance. The media can be used as tools for the resolution of 
societal conflicts in order to ensure peaceful atmosphere for development (Curran (2005:137). 
 
 According to Miller (1965:7) “the core of politics is the resolution of societal conflicts.” Once a 
society needs intelligent and informative journalism to help sustain the workings of democracy 
(Curran, 2005:136) then it becomes the responsibility of the media to support body politics to 
achieve a stable democracy. There is sufficient evidence that demonstrates that media framing and 
selection of perspectives of different political actors in news reports have real consequences for 
the public (D’Angelo & Kuypers, 2010). Indeed, how the news media frame politics has significant 
cognitive, attitudinal and behavioural effects that are especially important during election 
campaigns when voters are called upon to elect their political leaders. A number of studies have 
shown that differential framing is capable of increasing or decreasing voter knowledge of political 
issues, change public perceptions of candidates, impact the level of support of certain policies and 
affects public opinion and voting decisions (de Vreese, 2004). 
 
Considering the importance of media framing for public knowledge, candidates’ perceptions and 
policy evaluation as well as the significance of news for voters, it is critical to investigate the news 
framing of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana. This study, therefore, examines the 
news media framing of the two elections by the four leading newspapers in Ghana. Contrary to 
election news framing research in the U.S., the analysis shows that election framing in Ghana used 
issues framing at the expense of horse race. The analysis also demonstrates that unlike previous 
studies, horse race framing is emerging in the political communication of the country. Besides 
these, the press in Ghana appears to give intense publicity to the two candidates of the two main 
political parties. This study conflicts with earlier research that negative coverage dominates 
elections. Again, study also shows that although the news media are accused of corruption and 
lack of professionalism, what seems to motivate their selection and representation of politics, 
specifically, election events and issues is economic interests. 
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1.2 News media and politics 
Undoubtedly the news media institution is key in the development of societies. It is an institution 
which gathers and processes political, social as well as economic ideas and activities taking place 
in societies across the globe and then disseminates the information. By this act, the news media 
are engaged in the process of globalization. In effect, the news media are making it possible for 
citizens across the globe to share ideas and experiences. With the availability of new enhanced 
information and communication technology, the same information can reach mass audience 
simultaneously (McQuail, 2000). Due to the enhanced new information and communication 
technology, societies around the world get to know the political, social and economic growth of 
other societies. In the world today, various fields have turned to the news media as an important 
and reliable platform for public discourse. Politics is one area which cannot do without the news 
media. The institution of politics is one discipline which relies so much on the news media to 
engage citizens. Perhaps it is against this background that scholars maintain that the news media 
are potential tools for the kind of civic participation as well empowerment leading to human 
development.  
 
For the past decades, studies have revealed that the news media play “the role of civic teacher” in 
democracies (McCombs, 2004:51). This is done by the media setting citizens’ agenda of issues. In 
effect, the media pass on to the audience issues and events they cover including positive and 
negative tones. Amatya Sen points out that “Political and civil rights give people the opportunity 
to draw attention forcefully to general needs and to demand appropriate public action. The 
response of government to the acute suffering of its people often depends on the pressure that is 
put on it. The exercise of political rights such as voting, criticizing and protesting can make a real 
difference to the political incentives that operate on a government” (Sen, 1999:6). 
 
At the present time, democratic societies around the world are engaging the news media as a 
critical tool for mobilization of citizens as well as drawing attention to electoral activities. One 
significant principle of democracy is for democratic societies to be holding frequent, free and fair 
elections to elect their leaders to govern them. The electorates as well, become aware of political 
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parties, political actors and issues they articulate; the news media, therefore, become an important 
tool used by political actors to reach out to the voters, who at the end of the day decide those they 
believe are best suited to be their leaders. 
 
In their book, Mediated Politics: Communication in the Future of Democracy, Bennett and Entman 
(2001) point out that traditional characteristics of doing politics are still with us; from the old 
fashioned door-to-door canvassing of votes to political party and social movement organizations. 
One acknowledges that such old fashioned mobilization of citizens demands much effort, 
determination, time and energy on the side of candidates and political parties to achieve a good 
result. Therefore, political actors find it more convenient to engage the news media and journalists 
to reach out to citizens with their messages. This is evident not only in the developed democracies 
but also in the emerging democracies including Ghana. Strömbäck and Kaid (2008) argue that 
election news coverage is critical for democratic societies since it is a prerequisite for a well-
informed voter. Election news coverage, therefore, adds to the enhancement of democratic 
practices.  
 
During election campaigning, political actors experiment with various techniques and strategies in 
an attempt to win voters to their side in order to get sufficient votes to win the election. In pressing 
home their intentions, political actors apply various methods to make known their positions on 
individual issues and policies. They resort to making promises to the voters as to the policies they 
would pursue if voted to power. While some candidates focus their efforts on the strategies that 
they would apply to transform their plans into reality, others would want to engage in debating or 
resorting to criticizing the opinions of their competitors. With politicians applying various methods 
in approaching issues, problems and events, the news media in their coverage frame the issues that 
emerge in various forms. Depending on the policies of the media, journalists may decide to present 
election stories using the horse race frame or issue frames or personalization frame. The various 
forms of frames used by journalists may go a long way in influencing electorates’ perceptions 
about the various candidates, political parties as well as the electoral process. 
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It is evident that news media frame an issue or event differently, depending on the type of media 
policy, the editorial policy of the media, ownership affiliations of the media towards a particular 
candidate or party as well as the economic, social and political situation of a particular country 
(Strömbäck and Kaid, 2008). To explore these differences, researchers are motivated to carry out 
studies in order to examine how journalists in their coverage, frame election campaign issues and 
events. 
 
According to scholars such as Esser and Angelo (2006); Vreese, Peter and Semetko (2001), 
findings from a number of researches talk of cross-national variations in the framing of election 
campaign events worldwide. This thesis is interested in examining how the press frames election 
campaigns in emerging democracies like Ghana. The study, therefore, engages the 2008 and 2012 
Ghanaian general elections by both the state-owned and privately-owned newspapers in Ghana.  
 
1.3 Structural development: The experience of Ghana 
It is suggested that the media positioning themselves as an independent power base have 
contributed to changes in election campaign strategies and candidates have no alternative than to 
adapt to new media interests. According to Swanson and Mancini (1996: 13), this adaptation is 
being done in many democracies across the globe. They claim that “this is a process of media 
contents and forms, but also to structures of relationship and ownership that increasingly are 
assimilating the systems of mass communication found in different countries.” The above 
statement suggests that structural development appears to have led to changes in politics including 
election campaigning across the globe. The account of the structural changes in Ghana is expected 
to provide the context for the study. In particular, the role of the media and consequently the growth 
of democratic practices are outlined below. 
 
1.3.1 The old order gives way to new 
Hallin and Mancini (2004: 29) note that changes in political communication today is probably a 
result of collapse of old political arrangements. For the past two decades the political system as 
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well as the economic system of Ghana have seen some significant developments. Ghana’s Coat of 
Arms has the inscription: Freedom and Justice, which happens to a significant objective of Ghana’s 
independence movement in the 1950s. However, this objective appears to be too difficult for the 
country to achieve as difficulties in Ghana’s democratic governance began to appear after 
independence in March 1957. The liberal democratic rule soon degenerated into a quasi-
dictatorship, which led to the first military coup of 1966 (Gyimah-Boadi, 2002: 2). Ghana again 
made some attempts at liberal democracy from 1969 to 1972, and again from 1979 to 1981. 
However, each of those democracies was overthrown. Ghana’s current resurrected democratic path 
started in the early 1990s with the formulation of the 1992 constitution. The constitution provides 
a two term limit of four (4) years each for the president elect through universal adult suffrage and 
a parliament. To citizens of Ghana, democratic governance means the country having free and fair 
elections every four years to elect their political leaders. Due to this political democratic culture, 
election campaigns by candidates and political parties are critical and important to citizens. 
 
Again, Ghana has gone from the model of protectionism to operating an open free market 
economy. The country has in effect, evolved from an economy almost controlled by the 
government to one that is almost private in nature. The country has a new industrial policy which 
has the objective of promoting increased competitiveness and enhanced industrial production, with 
increased employment and prosperity for all. The country also has a new trade policy with the 
objective of ensuring “a consistent and stable policy environment with which the private sector 
and consumers can operate effectively and with certainty” (Ghana’s Trade Policy Framework and 
Industrial Policy).   
 
This economic system transformation has had an effect on the media system. Ghana’s media 
landscape has developed with the times and become pluralistic. There is freedom on the airwaves 
as well as the print media. The criminal libel law has been repealed and the National Media 
Commission (NMC), an independent body insulated from government interference, as the referee. 
Advertising is helping to fund a pluralistic media in Ghana. With the privatization and deregulation 
of the economy and the media system, there are more television stations, radio stations as well as 
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newspapers, which are allowing for more competition in the media industry. The internet is also 
increasingly being used.   
 
These developments in the political as well as economic systems have presented Ghanaians with 
a new reality. This new reality meant a more open and market-oriented Ghanaians, the expansion 
of independent mass media with television taking the centre stage, commercialization of the media, 
deepened election campaign competition, especially between the two main political parties of the 
NDC and  the NPP.    
 
1.3.2 The political system in Ghana  
The historical narrative of Ghana indicates that the country has emerged from many political 
transitions which can be recounted as follows: from slavery to colonial administration, then to 
multiparty democratic governance then to military autocratic rule and finally to multiparty 
democratic governance since January 1993 when Jerry John Rawlings was sworn in as the first 
president of the fourth Republic. 
 
April 1992 will go down as a very significant period in the socio-political life of Ghana. Citizens 
of the country had the opportunity to vote in a referendum for Ghana to go back to constitutional 
multiparty democratic governance after military interventions in 1966, 1972 and 1981 which 
suspended the constitutions of 1958, 1969 and 1979 respectively. The constitution after the April 
1992 referendum put in place independent Electoral Commission (EC) with the responsibility of 
organising presidential and parliamentary elections on December 7 every four years by secret 
ballot under universal adult suffrage. On December 7, 1992, the first multiparty democratic 
elections under the fourth republic took place followed by the 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008 and 2012 
elections. According to Boafo-Arthur (2006: 37), the efficient manner the Electoral Commission 
has been organising elections in the country is acclaimed across the country. In a post-election 
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2004 survey, 96.1 percent of respondents expressed confidence in the EC. Ghana, therefore, awaits 
the 2016 election as this study was being conducted. 
 
Beyond these successful elections one can argue that there has been some level of progress in the 
consolidation of multiparty democratic rule within the framework of the 1992 constitution.  There 
is tolerance of opposing views, free exchange of and circulation of ideas and mutual respect among 
contending leaders and their followers (Ninsin, 2006: 63). There is political liberalization which 
guarantees the rights and liberties of citizens as well as free and independent media which are 
holding government accountable on behalf of Ghanaians. Whitfield and Jones (2008: 1) argue that 
Ghana’s practice of democracy is one of the political success stories in Africa although the 
democratic development of Ghana still has a long way to go. 
 
1.3.3 The political party system  
Dahl (1967: 203) argues that “no full-fledged modern democracy lacks parties that compete for 
voters and offices in national elections.” Indeed political parties have occupied the centre stage in 
the democratic governance in Ghana and have provided the needed forum for citizens’ 
participation in politics notably elected leaders. For instance, candidates who put themselves up 
for election are voted once every four years to become the president of the country as well as 
members of parliament running on the tickets of political parties or as independent presidential or 
parliamentary candidates. The multiparty democratic election experience so far recorded indicates 
that winning election as an independent candidate is a difficult task to accomplish in Ghana’s 
electoral process. The 1992 constitution of the country is a combination of some elements of 
American presidential political system and British Westminster parliamentary political system. 
With Ghana’s system, the President, who is elected through political party primaries then gets 
voted for and elected by popular vote directly in the same manner as a Member of Parliament will 
also be voted for and elected into office. 
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In the 1950s, political parties in the country identified with either the right or left ideological blocks 
with capitalists and socialists as their political orientation. As the founder of the Convention 
Peoples’ Party (CPP), Dr. Kwame Nkrumah – the first President of Ghana- took on the character 
of the left, the UGCC party (the first active political party in Ghana) which then transformed to 
become United Party then Progress Party and now New Patriotic Party prided itself of belonging 
to the right ideological orientation (Auebo, 1997). 
 
The resurrection of multiparty democratic governance in Ghana in 1992 saw the emergence of a 
third force in the Ghanaian political landscape. The NDC was born and according to Carbom 
(2003: 10) it virtually took the ideological character of the CPP as a radical social democratic 
party. Winning the 1992 and 1996 democratic elections, the NDC positioned itself as one of the 
two most powerful political parties in Ghana relegating the CPP (the first party to govern Ghana) 
to the third position. However, it seems the earlier ideological positions of left and right have with 
time been influenced by factionalism tendencies such as religion and tribe. Ninsin (2006) points 
out that political parties in Ghana have lost their ideological characters noted for during the early 
period of independence and are now concerned with organising voters during election campaigns. 
Jonah (2007: 6) puts it more succinctly when he points out that political parties appear to be “more 
like vote-gathering machine.” 
 
Policy issues are therefore not informed by ideological discourse. This, it is suggested, could be 
due to factors such as frequent military interventions, illiteracy and poverty. Ninsin (2006) notes 
that illiteracy rate is about 40 percent of the electorates who are also trapped in abject poverty. The 
illiterate electorates can hardly come to terms with abstract capitalist and socialist ideological 
discourse because they do not feel the impact of such ideologies on their lives. It is rather those in 
the privileged elite class who engage in ideological discourse and make some sense out of it. 
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With the political parties engaging in ethnic as well as religious emotional rhetoric as a strategy to 
win votes during elections, it appears the number of electorates who would engage in ideological 
discourse would be insignificant. A situation is created in which citizens allow their family 
attachment to political interest to influence the decision they take with regards to the candidates or 
political party they vote for. Other electorates are also influenced by the electoral hype of 
candidates and political parties especially by the use of mass media during election campaigning. 
These two factors, which define and identify electorates, also bring about some aspect of political 
party organization which includes party membership, candidate selection and funding political 
party activities. Ninsin (2006: 12) points out two forms of political party membership in Ghana. 
According to him, these are formal and informal membership. The formal group of membership 
are card-bearers who are interested in various activities of the political party. This group takes 
active part in party meetings, pay dues and attend party rallies during election campaigns. They 
even go to the extent of mobilizing votes for their party to contest elections. 
 
The informal member, on the other hand, only votes for the party during elections. One can even 
decide to vote for the presidential candidate of one’s political party and vote for opposition 
parliamentary candidate or vice versa. This kind of voting is referred to in Ghana’s political 
communication as ‘skirt and blouse’ voting. For instance, “The Attorney General and Minister of 
Justice, Dr Benjamin Kumbour appealed to the constituents to desist from the practice of voting 
‘skirt and blouse’ as they did in 2004 and 2008 elections” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, October 19, 
2012). Unlike the formal member whose vote is dependent on family, economic and ideological 
considerations, the informal member votes in a particular direction. For instance, ethnic 
background of the candidate could influence the direction of one’s voting pattern.  
 
Political party membership also leads to the question of election campaigning and party funding. 
In Ghana it has been observed that political party funding, which is mobilized through dues, money 
from party leaders and sympathizers is woefully insufficient for effective and efficient political 
party organisation and management (CDD-Ghana, 2005). Ninsin (2006: 15) observes that in a 
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situation where workers’ income is so low and formal political party membership is also low, 
political parties are unable to mobilize sufficient money and resources. This has created the 
opportunity for Ghanaians who are wealthy and appear like political entrepreneurs (political 
financiers) to take over the political parties. These political entrepreneurs, therefore, use their 
wealth to influence electorates as well as editors and election campaign reporters before, during 
and after elections. According to Nugent (2001: 4), lack of sufficient political party funding has 
also led to the creation of a two-political party system in Ghana from independence to date since 
smaller political parties are in no position to compete effectively for lack of funding. Therefore, 
the multiparty democratic system in Ghana is dominated by two political parties: the New Patriotic 
Party (NPP), which is seen as pro-market, pro-business, and property owning democracy party 
(i.e. the right of every citizen to persevere to own property) and the National Democratic Congress 
(NDC) which is also regarded as social democrat (i.e. the protection of the rights of socially 
disadvantage groups). 
 
Gyimah-Boadi and Asante (2006: 248) point out that although the NPP and the NDC claim to be 
defined by ideologies, their source of strength is rather ethnic affiliations rather than ideological 
persuasions. The dominance of the two political parties in the Ghanaian multiparty democratic 
governance leads to one crucial question: To what extent is the media in Ghana upholding the core 
value of democracy (such as equal and fair coverage of election campaigns for all candidates and 
political parties) in order for electorates to make informed decisions?   
 
1.3.4 The media system   
If there is any particular institution in Ghana that has benefited from the steady growth of 
democratic governance, it is undoubtedly the mass media. Since its liberalization about twenty 
(20) years ago it has indeed been transformed to a point where the system has affected the 
relationship between political institutions and citizens as is the case in most liberalized democratic 
societies (Negrine and Stanyer, 2007: 1). Both the print and electronic media appear very vibrant. 
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In the past the media landscape in Ghana had only the Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC) 
and the two regulated daily newspapers namely The Ghanaian Times and the Daily Graphic. 
 
Since 1996 when the Ghanaian market was liberalised and the media industry deregulated, the 
media landscape has now over 149 radio stations, about 450 newspapers and 10 television stations 
as well as cable networks including the BBC, CNN and Al Jazeera (A Journalist Guide for covering 
post-elections in Ghana, 2010: 21). This has led to keen competition in the media industry in order 
to win loyal audience to secure greater share of the advertising account.  
 
With the state losing its control of the media, Ghana’s media have moved from virtually state-
owned to a vibrant free independent media. This situation has opened the door for free and 
diversity of debates making it possible for the public with various backgrounds to contribute 
especially to radio debates through ‘phone-in’, ‘mail-in’, text-in’. As indicated in A Journalist 
Guide for Covering Post-Elections in Ghana (2010), “the role of strong and growing media 
deserve special mention in its contribution to the deepening of Ghana’s democracy especially the 
private radio stations and increasingly available ICT tools such as mobile telephony. These two 
forms of media have given Ghanaians tremendous voice and space to contribute to matters of 
political, economic and social interest.” 
 
One noticeable feature is discussion programmes on television and radio which focus on 
newspaper stories.  Newspaper captions on the front pages give people some insight into who and 
what are making the news and they then decide on which newspapers  to buy or not. In Ghana, 
radio appears to be the favourite medium as both the English language as well as the local 
Ghanaian languages are in use for broadcast. Ghana’s culture makes it easy for one to get informed 
as information is shared at all places including markets, work places, in vehicles, restaurants and 
pubs across the country through discussions, debates or commentaries. On the other hand, 
newspapers are mostly found in regional and district capitals and are of less importance in the rural 
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communities which have high percentages of illiterates. According to Gadzekpo (2005), 90 percent 
of Ghanaians had tuned in to the radio in the past seven days while 69 percent tuned in at least 
once in a day. 
 
In the case of newspapers, the state-owned, The Ghanaian Times and the Daily Graphic give 
national coverage with privately-owned newspapers such as the Daily Guide, Ghanaian Chronicle, 
The Crusading Guide, and the Public Agenda as the most influential privately-owned newspapers 
providing national political coverage. In Ghana, according to Press, Power and Politics report 
(2000: 13) information on newspaper circulation figures are not reliable. There is no law for 
publishers to make public their circulation figures which they themselves are not ready to make 
them available because of assumption that giving figures out would undermine their sales and 
income. The state-owned, the Daily Graphic newspaper happens to be the most noticeable and 
prosperous newspaper in Ghana followed by The Ghanaian Times with a big share of advertising 
revenue without state subventions. The media have been accused of “reneging on its watchdog 
role turning itself into an appendage for the two leading political parties in Ghana, the NDC and 
the NPP” (A Journalist Guide for covering Post-elections in Ghana 2010: 22). In election campaign 
terms, the NDC and the NPP appear to recognise the growing force of the mass media in Ghana 
and are therefore using them to run their election campaigns. Hence the media appear to becoming 
susceptible to their manipulation.  
 
The section appears to suggest that the 1992 constitution, which led to the collapse of the old 
political system, marked a watershed in Ghana’s media history. This is because it came along with 
freedom of speech and expression including the right to freedom of the media and the 
establishment of the independent National Media Commission (NMC). The positive contribution 
of the constitution on media freedom has made possible for the country to hold successful 
multiparty elections since 1992. This structural development has helped bring about an explosion 
in the media landscape with a significant number of newspapers, radio stations and television 
channels coming into existence. Understanding the structural changes is, therefore, essential for 
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this study. The section outlined the development that has taken place to show the level of support 
that the changes have given to the new democratic process in Ghana leading to successful elections 
including the 2008 and 2012 elections that this study has chosen to explore. This, is expected, to 
build a strong foundation for the study to make some sense. 
 
1.4 The 2008 election 
The 2008 general election was the fifth of such elections since the resurrected multiparty 
democratic governance in 1992. It was the second time that power had been transferred from one 
democratically elected president to another. The election took place on December 7. According to 
the Commonwealth Observer Group report, the 2008 election was hard-fought for two reasons: 
the National Democratic Congress (NDC) desire to come back to power after eight years staying 
in opposition to the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and the discovery of oil deposits, which was 
expected to increase resources at the disposal of the winning candidate and political party. 
 
The report on the election drew attention to the deepening of the democratic governance of Ghana, 
which was conducted in an open, transparent and inclusive manner. As a result of this, the Group 
described the 2008 election as creditable on the African continent and the world at large.  
 
The presidential election result, which was declared by the Electoral Commission (the body 
constitutionally set up to conduct the elections), indicated that in the first round of voting no clear 
candidate emerged. Neither Prof John Atta Mills of the NDC nor Nana Akufo-Addo of the NPP 
received more than 50 percent of the votes. The former had 47.92 percent while the latter also 
polled 49.13 percent. The remainder of the votes were split among the other parties in the race. 
Therefore, in the absence of a clear winner, and in accordance with Article 63(3) (4) (5) of the 
1992 constitution, a presidential run-off was necessary to determine the winner. The run-off was 
slated for December 28, 2008. 
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1.4.1 The 2008 presidential run-off  
Whereas the December 7, 2008 was issues based, the Commonwealth Observer Group report 
pointed out that the tone of the run-off campaign moved focus to personality politics and party 
loyalty. Ethnicity also became a crucial feature and heightened political tensions in some parts of 
the country. Among the concerns expressed by the report included: 
 
 Politically – biased  coverage of the elections by some sections of the media; 
 Pernicious influence of money and patronage in inducing support. 
 
The run-off witnessed a relatively high voter-turnout, which suggests the determination and 
interest of Ghanaian citizens in enhancing the democratic credentials of the country through a 
credible transfer of power. On January 3, 2009, the presidential election was won by the NDC 
candidate, Professor John Atta Mills with 50.23 percent of the votes cast, defeating the NPP 
candidate, Nana Akufo-Addo who had 49.77 percent. 
 
1.5 The 2012 election 
The December 7, 2012 general election was the sixth presidential and parliamentary elections since 
the resurrection of multiparty democratic governance in 1992. On July 24, 2012, President Atta 
Mills unexpectedly died and the then vice president, John Dramani Mahama, was immediately 
sworn in as the president of the country. It was the perception that the death of President Atta Mills 
was expected to have an influence on the election. 
 
In June 2012, the Electoral Commission announced that 45 new electoral constituencies and 
districts were going to be established based on the 2010 census figures. This announcement was 
met with protest from some stakeholders and the Electoral Commission was challenged in the 
Supreme Court. The decision of the Electoral Commission was finally upheld in October 2012. 
Immediately after this, attention shifted to the nomination of candidates and election campaign 
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activities. The two main political parties promised to utilize the resources of the country including 
the new-found oil for industrial revolution, enhancement of education, creation of jobs, providing 
better health services and also improving as well as expanding infrastructure. 
 
One major area of divergence, according to the Commonwealth Observation Group report, was 
education. While the NPP promised free Senior High School education immediately if it should 
come to power, the NDC on its part cautioned the electorates that NPP’s promises were unrealistic. 
The NDC campaigned that when voted back to power its educational policy would include the 
phasing-in of free Senior High School education over a twenty- year period. The election was 
virtually a two-horse race between the NDC and the NPP. There were eight presidential candidates, 
with running mates, seven of whom were on the tickets of political parties and an independent 
presidential candidate. When on December 7, 2012 the election was held, the incumbent, John 
Mahama of NDC won with 50.70 percent and was sworn in as the president of the country. Some 
of the concerns that the report recorded included: 
 
 Monetization of the political and electoral processes including alleged widespread bribery 
and other forms of corruption; 
 Abuses of incumbency, including the use of state vehicles, state security, state officials and 
state venues and paraphernalia; 
 The winner-takes-all politics of exclusion, perpetrated by governments in power against 
losing political parties; 
 Politicization of ethnic issues, which is one of the biggest threats to the holding of peaceful 
elections in Ghana. 
 
Although the democratization process of Ghana has been described as a political success story in 
Africa (Gyimah-Boadi, 2008; Ninsin, 1998), Dr. Kwasi Aning of Kofi Annan International 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC) in Accra cautions that “politicians in Ghana are still in 
the business of deliberately preaching hatred, busily  exploiting ethnicity, regionalism and 
religious groups just to win power and we sit here and think that Ghana’s democratic credentials 
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are interact” (October 25, 2012, www.ghanaweb.com / GhanaHomePage). Aning may not be far 
from right. The NPP brought three retired South African police officers into the country illegally 
and they were consequently arrested for “training some young men in various security drills, 
including unarmed combat, weapon handling, VIP protection techniques and rapid response 
manoeuvres” (Daily Graphic, Tuesday, March 22, 2016). Confirming this story, the Deputy 
Communications Director, Perry Okudzeto, said the officers “were in the country to train some 
operatives of the party to engage in crowed controlling, protecting the flagbearer as well as the 
running mate” (The Ghanaian Times, Wednesday, March 23, 2016). This is contrary to the laws 
of Ghana as no individual can raise a private army without proper authorization and necessary 
clearance. It needs to be acknowledged here that the democratic gains so for achieved by Ghana 
over the years, could not have been possible without the needed structures for structural 
development in the country as a foundation on which to grow and sustain real democratic culture. 
 
 
1.6 Problem statement 
If election campaign issues and events are selected and represented to favour one particular 
political party or a candidate, voters decisions as to who to vote for could be influenced. Again, 
issues and events that election campaigns coverage focus on matter for the practice of democracy. 
In all these, the factors that go to influence selection and representation of election campaign 
stories are critical indeed. These acts, it could be argued, may go to undermine democracy, 
undermine citizens’ capacity to take political decisions and act upon them since election campaigns 
coverage are important in building and sustaining democracy, especially, in an emerging 
democracies including Ghana, where democratic norms and institutions are less developed. 
 
Election campaigns are not limited to only media coverage. The role the media play in election 
campaigns appears to be critical in building a democratic culture. For many people, the media 
happen to be the election campaign itself. This misconception goes to emphasise the point that the 
behaviour exhibited by journalists, including editors, in framing election campaigns is crucial. This 
might have influenced the framers of the 1992 constitution of Ghana to guarantee that the state-
owned media in particular have the responsibility to ensure free, fair and equal coverage to all 
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political parties and candidates especially during election campaigns. Media coverage helps 
citizens to decide as to who should constitute the political leadership of the country. Studies so far 
indicate that the state-owned media are not abiding by this constitutional provision and opposition 
parties have been disadvantaged in favour of incumbent political parties (CDD, 2004; Gyimah-
Boadi, 1997, 2001). Besides this, the media in Ghana, which are noted for their issues coverage 
appear to be engaging in horse race framing as well as personalization of election campaigns. As 
a result, leading to the infusion of American style of election campaigns coverage in the country - 
in effect, confirming the argument that election campaigns and their coverage across democracies 
are taking similar form. 
 
With such journalism practice in the country issues are raised with regards to models, theories and 
frameworks proposed by earlier researchers. There are questions as to how applicable and 
generalizable these models are to media coverage across different countries other than the 
originating country of study. There is scarcity of empirical findings from developing democracies 
such as Ghana to enable one to find out whether coverage of election campaigns follow the same 
logic as identified in the advanced democracies.  
 
This study would be valuable because it would allow for comparison of coverage of election 
campaigns by making available comparable information to go with the previous studies. At this 
time when there are questions as to the trend election campaign coverage is taking globally, it 
appears necessary to be in the position to compare the most recent election campaign coverage 
with earlier studies. Another point is that coverage of election campaigns in Ghana by these four 
targeted newspapers is very significant since they represent the best in Ghanaian newspaper 
journalism. 
 
With the above assertions very strong claims can, therefore, be made about the need for further 
research campaign coverage by the press in Ghana. Hence the fundamental question driving this 
study is expressed as follows: What is the nature of election campaign coverage in Ghana and what 
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explains the trend of coverage and how does it compare with election campaigns coverage across 
democracies?  
 
To this end, the study will explore political communication concepts such as horse race framing, 
issue framing and personalization of election campaigns. This will allow the study to compare 
Ghana’s election campaign framing with other democracies across the globe since it is claimed 
that democratic elections across the globe are looking similar in form. Secondly, the study will 
also explore the extent to which the press met the 1992 constitutional requirement of ensuring free, 
fair and equal coverage for all candidates and political parties for the 2008 and 2012 elections,  
whether there was media bias towards incumbency or otherwise. Finally, the study will examine 
what goes to influence selection and representation of election campaigns stories. This is to place 
Ghana’s journalism practice within the context of global journalism practice.  
 
By providing data from an emerging democracy such as Ghana, the content analysis and the in-
depth interviews should represent a contribution to a growing body of literature on comparative 
communication studies, which includes media bias, incumbency coverage advantage as well as 
‘soli’ journalism model, a model which appears to be influencing and shaping election campaign 
coverage in Ghana. The results of the study are, therefore, intended to encourage media and 
journalists to be thoughtful in understanding the potential benefits responsible journalism brings 
to society and to develop creative, educative and persuasive approaches for coverage of election 
campaigns in Ghana. 
 
1.7 Research objective 
The thesis has three major objectives to accomplish in order to resolve the research problem. The 
first is to explore the trend of election campaign coverage in Ghana. In this regard, the research 
will determine the reporting approaches adopted by journalists and how these approaches compare 
to other newspaper coverage within the period. The second is to research what goes to influence 
the selection and framing of election campaign issues and events by the gatekeepers of the press 
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in Ghana. In this examination, the study will also demonstrate the differences as well as the 
similarities that exist between the state-owned and privately-owned newspapers in the selection 
and framing of election coverage stories for readers. 
 
It would demonstrate how these factors parallel gatekeeping and framing theories engaged in the 
literature. The gatekeeping and framing theories are supposed to provide some guidance as to the 
ways that the media choose to represent stories and the stories to publish. The third and final 
objective would, therefore, find out the opinions, attitudes, feelings and experiences of officials of 
parties about the coverage of election campaigns in Ghana in the context of the 2008 and 2012 
election campaigns. This would demonstrate the extent to which politicians and political parties 
were satisfied or otherwise with the coverage of election campaigns by the press and the 
impression they have formed about journalism practice in the country.  
 
1.8 Significance of the study 
The media continue to influence political and social issues. On one hand, the media are used as a 
political tool for the legitimacy of a government by shaping a society’s political culture and 
influencing public opinion. In addition, the media serve as watchdogs of government activities. 
Assuming that the media are capable of influencing politics, scholars have been examining over 
the years the kind of relationship that exists between the media and politics. Politics and News 
(1982) by Black, Tuchman’s Making News: A Study in the Construction of Reality (1978), 
Lasswell’s Propaganda Technique in the World War (1938) and Communication and Democracy: 
Exploring the Intellectual Frontiers in Agenda-Setting Theory (1972) by McComb, Shaw and 
Weaver are some few examples in this regard. The findings of each of these studies suggest that 
the media can influence the shaping of politics. The 1992 constitution of Ghana makes it possible 
for citizens of Ghana to renew their democratic rights to elect their president once every four years. 
Therefore, voters will need the mass media to supply them with the necessary information about 
the candidates, their campaign activities, plans as well as their messages. This major responsibility 
of the news media in democracies makes framing of candidates and their activities critical since it 
can add to voters’ decision making as to which presidential candidate deserves their important 
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votes. In this regard, the media disseminating accurate, fair and credible election campaign stories 
become so crucial in giving meaning to the concept of democracy. 
 
It appears then that the media have been playing a significant role in deepening democratic 
governance in democracies across the globe. This recognition makes it imperative for studies to 
be conducted into how the media in a young democracy such as Ghana are also performing their 
role in helping to enhance and sustain democratic culture. The other justification is that many 
studies that are available are contributions of the media to the Western developed democracies, 
however, the same cannot be said about developing democracies including Ghana. For this reason, 
the current thesis will provide data on performance of the media with particular reference to 
newspaper journalism and its role in multiparty democracy by studying the 2008 and 2012 
coverage of election campaigns in Ghana. In addition despite the recognition of the benefit of 
combine research method for a single study, a comprehensive study engaging the combine research 
methods into coverage of election campaigns in Ghana is scattered in the literature. 
 
Also it is significant to examine how far theories of gatekeeping and framing influence selection 
and  representation of campaign issues and events for publication in the state-owned as well as 
privately-owned newspapers in Ghana and the extent to which these practices lead to bias coverage 
or otherwise. This study is also significant because it discusses the issue of ‘soli’ journalism 
practice influence specifically in election campaign coverage in Ghana. The use of the four 
newspapers, two state-owned and two privately-owned as the sample size for this study is lacking 
in comparative media research in Ghana. The findings can contribute to find a way as to how to 
harness their similarities as well as differences in enhancing election campaigns reporting in Ghana 
for the common good. The choice of election year, 2012, is also significant because it is an 
opportunity to examine if its election campaign coverage demonstrates an improvement over the 
coverage of other previous elections with regard to providing free, fair and equal coverage for all 
candidates as well as political parties as guaranteed by the 1992 constitution of Ghana. Finally, the 
outcome of this study can be compared with the trend of coverage of the impending 2016 election 
campaign in Ghana. 
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1.9 Organisation of the study 
The study is made up of nine chapters. Chapter 1 sets the stage by examining the media as well 
as news media and politics. It briefly narrates the 2008 and 2012 elections in Ghana. Structural 
development appears to have contributed to the changes in election campaigning and its media 
coverage across the globe. The chapter outlines Ghana’s structural development, which has led to 
the country’s new political system and new economic atmosphere. This is to help put the study in 
context. Research objectives, the significance of the study as well as the arrangements of the 
subsequent chapters are provided. 
 
Chapter 2 provides literature review on the subject matter and on democracy. It captures the public 
sphere and democratic media. It also examines the ideal public sphere and its contribution to the 
African political environment. The theoretical framework for the study is provided in Chapter 3. 
It explores gatekeeping and framing theories and how they are related to the practice of journalism. 
Chapter 4 explores the evidence of coverage of election campaigns across the globe including 
Ghana. The chapter helps to have an insight into the nature of previous framing of election 
campaigns in democracies across the globe.  In Chapter 5 methodology of the study, which is in 
the form of quantitative content analysis and qualitative in-depth interviews is presented. It 
outlines the processes involved in the collection and analysing the information. The results of the 
study are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7, gives the findings and explores the concept of 
personalization and how it relates to the political communication of Ghana. It explores the bias 
nature of the Ghanaian press as well as examines any coverage incumbency advantage.  Chapter 
8 presents the outcome of the qualitative in-depth interviews by focusing on ‘soli’ journalism 
practice and how it impacts gatekeeping and framing practices in the Ghanaian press.  Chapter 9 
concludes the study with a summary of the findings and a discussion on how the study advances 
the debate on gatekeeping and framing practices in the context of the 2008 and 2012 election 
campaigns in Ghana.    
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Chapter 2 
The Literature Review 
Understanding democracy, media and the public sphere 
2.1 Overview of the chapter 
Since 1960, societies in Africa have demonstrated some level of similarity in terms of lacking the 
most fundamental structures of democracy. This was so striking to the extent that some scholars, 
politicians as well as policy makers felt that multiparty democratic governance could not take root 
in Africa. For instance, until 1982, just one-tenth of societies in Africa could boast of elected 
presidents. As of 1991, there was no significant development in Africa’s forward match towards 
democracy (Ndulu et. al., 2007:135). At the present time however, the democratic story of Africa 
sounds different. There are hopeful signs that democracy is taking root. The need for news media’s 
role in helping to grow democratic culture has been advanced by a number of scholars. Democracy 
calls for free and open discourse using a number of communication channels to enhance 
democratic practices in emerging democracies such as Ghana. Scholars such as McConnell and 
Becker (2002:1) are of the view that media’s contribution to the public sphere allowing citizens 
access to information about the world and encouraging debates on various issues will help citizens 
to arrive at informed decisions. In addition, independent mass media assist in ensuring that 
structures are put in place to allow for free and fair elections by covering and disseminating 
relevant election stories in an objective and independent manner. 
 
To advance the debate, the chapter attempts to treat the question of the role of the media in 
democracy. It will review some literature which is expected to address the question of mass 
media’s role in enhancing democratic governance and arrive at some conclusions. In achieving 
this, the chapter explains and examines the key concepts of democracy, the public sphere and 
media to establish the relationship that exists among these concepts and how these concepts help 
shape and influence framing of election campaigns in Ghana.  
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2.2 Democracy: The debate  
A notable feature of the post-Cold War world is the expansion of liberal democracy. While some 
scholars see democracy emerging as truly a “universal value” (Gershman, 2005 and Sen, 1999), 
others believe that democracy has come far because of the failure of alternatives (Burgess, 2001). 
Democracy’s popularity today can also be attributed to the geo-political space which is favouring 
some advanced democratic societies. For instance, the United States of America appears to have 
taken upon itself the lead role in promoting global democratic agenda which it is argued is not for 
the world to be safe for democracy but rather “only in a world of democracies can the United States 
of America be safe” (Jervis, 2009:13). 
 
The introduction of democracy in Athens is believed to have been a great source of inspiration for 
the growth of modern political thought (Held, 2006). Its political ideals such as equality among 
citizens, liberty, respect for the law and justice have influenced political thinking in the West (Held, 
2006:14). Held points out that the notion of human beings as individuals with rights cannot be 
credited to the Athens. The development of modern liberal democratic thought is said to have roots 
from the struggles between monarchs and estates as to who had the rightful authority, peasant 
rebellions against high taxation, the spread of trade, commerce and market relations, technological 
advancement, the consolidation of national monarchies in England, France and Spain, the 
influence of Renaissance culture, religious strife and the challenge to Catholicism, the 
confrontation between church and state. All these, Held observes, contributed to the emergence of 
liberal democracy (Held, 2006: 56). 
 
This development led to creation of capitalist class or the bourgeoisie which became an economic 
force in Europe and America. The interest of the class could not be met with the autocratic rule 
and its corresponding monopolization of political power in place. Capitalism, as McNair (2003) 
points out, demanded an atmosphere of freedom to achieve its objectives. Autocratic rule was 
finally replaced with a representative democratic theory with citizenship rights rooted in the 
ideology of economic and political power of the capitalist class (McNair, 2003: 16-17). 
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Currently the world is experiencing a remarkable growth in the practice of democracy. A lot more 
societies in Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas appear to have found democratic governance a 
better political governance system. With such a political development, democracy has become one 
concept discussed by scholars as well as politicians. The worldwide discussion of the concept and 
its relevance in today’s political debate calls for thorough debate that there is some relationship 
between democracy and media.  Scholars including O’Kane and Beetham make the point that the 
notion of democracy is interpreted differently by different people since in practice there are various 
types of democracy in various countries. In other words, the way and manner democracy is 
practised cannot be said to be the same in all countries (O’Kane, 2004: 22-28; Beetham, 1991:1). 
With this, the study will proceed to offer some definitions of the concept and go on to identify 
some of its distinctive features in this section.  
 
The concept of democracy includes the rule of the people, majority rule, dictatorship of the 
proletariat, rule of the people’s representatives, self-government by the masses, multi-partyism and 
a free society (O’Kane, 2004: 22-28). As some scholars associate the concept of democracy 
exclusively with the Western world, others argue that the concept of democracy is a global notion 
that is practised taking into consideration the socio-cultural environment of each society (Owolabi, 
2003: 442). While some societies including the United States and France took revolution for the 
notion of democracy to be successful, in other societies such as Germany and Russia, revolution 
has hindered its consolidation (O’Kane, 2004: 89-112). Considering all these inconsistencies that 
go to undermine any attempt to define democracy, some scholars are sceptical about the reality of 
the concept of democracy or the possibility of ever arriving at a precise definition (Barry, 2000: 
285-286; Grimsley, 1973: 106-108). 
 
Abraham Lincoln, in his attempt to demystify democracy defined it as “the government of the 
people, by the people and for the people” (Schmidt, 2002:147). This definition is significant as it 
places value on the people who are made the final source of political power in the state. In 
summary, democracy literally means people’s government. According to Schumpeter (2003:50), 
democracy is: “That institutional arrangement for arriving at political decision which realizes the 
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common good by [themselves] decide issues through the election of individuals who are to 
assemble in order to carry out its will.” What is critical here is the recognition of citizens being an 
important part in the decision making process for their common good.  Schmitter and Karl (1996: 
50) give another definition of democracy. They note that democracy is “a system of governance 
in which rulers are held accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, acting 
indirectly through the competition and cooperation of their elected representatives.” For these 
authors citizens are the most crucial in democratic governance. Citizens have full rights to take 
part in the public realm, where the state and citizens meet and take decisions for the common good. 
The authors believe that in democracies citizens have freedom of speech, access to information, 
freedom to associate and to select their leaders through political competition.  
 
Indeed liberal democrats believe that for a society to qualify to belong to the community of 
democracies, it has to meet some basic principles which include citizen participation, equality, 
political tolerance, accountability, transparency, regular free and fair elections and economic 
freedom. The other principles which constitute democracy are: control of the abuse of power, a 
bill of right, human rights, the rule of law, accepting the result of elections, a multiparty system 
and the separation of the powers of the executive, the legislation and judiciary. Although scholars 
place emphasis on different aspects of it, there is a general consensus that liberal democracy is 
characterized by the above principles (Carter and Stokes, 2011: 1). 
 
Fukuyama (1992) notes that liberal democracy is today the only political governance theory that 
has been able to stand the test of time. With the collapse of the communist ideology, Linz and 
Stepan (1996: 15) also note that liberal democracy remains “the only game in town.” Ottaway 
(1995: 235) argues that liberal democracy is the most desirable and the only viable political 
governance theory for any country in the long run because according to him, it is the “democratic 
solution.” The spread of liberal democracy has been linked to: the high level of excitement 
generated by the ‘third wave’ of democratisation, the fall of communism as political and economic 
competitor, growing desire for liberal democracy, globalisation and the rise of a unipolar system 
headed by a liberal democratic enormous power, the United States of America. This interconnected 
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historical factors favourable to liberal internationalism gave high hopes for seemingly democratic 
world, (Huntington, 1984).  
 
One common concern of scholars, politicians and policy makers is how liberal democracy can be 
enhanced and preserved as the best form of political governance in modern world. It is by reference 
to the seemingly problems of democracy that one can examine the extent to which the concept is 
meeting the aims its proponents set out to achieve. The study, therefore, proceeds to review two 
significant problems associated with democracy which have attracted debates for some time now. 
 
2.3 Democracy: The challenges 
Democracy appears to be the only political system in existence today for exercising political 
power, which allows for the creation of institutions to formulate and implement policies, which 
are directly or indirectly decided on by citizens. Since it appears to be the only system today for 
mankind, it is necessary to continually identify its shortcomings for public discourse so as to 
improve and preserve it. This section attempts to highlight two significant shortcomings of 
democracy to pave way for two alternative forms of democracy, which are expected to deepen the 
system to be more efficient and attractive.  
 
2.3.1 The tyranny of the majority 
Despite the strengths that are associated with liberal democracy which include citizens electing 
their leaders, protection of people’s rights, freedom of expression, media freedom and freedom of 
association, prominent personalities such as Aristotle and Alexis de Tocqueville harboured the fear 
of tyranny of the majority in democratic governance (Cunningham, 2002:15). For instance, 
Tocqueville was of the view that the majority with its capacity could turn democratic governance 
into despotism by the power of political and intellectual manipulation. In effect, the tyranny of the 
majority is undesirable because those who form the minority do not get their way in certain matters 
and if all are supposed to be equal then no one particular view should have greater weight than 
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another view. On this point, Tocqueville, who was interested in governments reinforcing the 
strengths of democracy, noted that: “it is the very essence of democratic governments that the 
empire of the majority is absolute; for in democracies, outside the majority there is nothing that 
resists it” (Mansfield and Winthrop, 2000: 235).  
 
With his observation of the American democracy, Tocqueville argued that the laws governing 
democracy favour the majority since the laws emanate from the majority, which he believed could 
be mistaken (Mansfield and Winthrop, 2000: 222). It is possible for the majority to act improperly 
and those who constitute the majority would also not act against their own interests if even their 
actions appeared to be immoral. Those who are in majority would always have their way at the 
expense of the minority. In effect, by the nature of democracy, the majority of people who govern 
ensure prosperity for those who rule and they fail to meet the interests of the minority who allows 
for such a rule. For Tocqueville, the power of the majority could go beyond politics to intellectual 
tyranny, which would then allow the majority to have “hegemony over thought.” This, according 
to him, would be as a result of majority’s skills to persuade. (Mancini, 1994: 48). 
 
However, John Stuart Mill believed that the fear of the tyranny of the majority had no basis since 
democracies by upholding the ideals of democracy could prevent tyranny. Unlike Tocqueville, 
Mill had more faith in the intellectual elites to occupy the most active positions in government 
because as intellectuals, they would serve justly for the reason that their intelligence would allow 
them to be rational and impartial (Mansfield and Winthrop, 2000: xxviii-xxix). On his part, Bryce 
(1907: 341-347) observed that the issue of tyranny could not stem from the coercion of the 
majority, but rather the minority recognising and accepting the majority’s power hoping that one 
day the minority would overcome the majority and have the power and control. One would ask to 
what extent voters’ seemingly irrationality also contributes to undermine democratic governance? 
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2.3.2 Voters as irrational in democracy 
In democracy voters are expected to apply the principle of rationality in their voting decisions. 
They are to have engaged this rational principle through good reason taking into account the 
implications and consequences of the available alternative positions of the competing political 
parties or candidates. However, some scholars argue that voters are ignorant about politics to the 
extent that they do not know who their representatives are, what they do and therefore, what they 
stand for (Keane, 2002:3; Somin, 1998). In effect, it appears voters cast their voters out of faith 
rather than conviction and through wishful expectation than by careful prediction and 
consequences. In his book, The Myth of the Rational Voter Why Democracies Choose Bad Policies, 
Bryan Caplan argues that democracy fails because voters are worse than ignorant and in one word 
irrational. This irrational behaviour according to him, informs the voting pattern. With such a 
situation, voters may not consider the need for betterment of the society they belong to. They, 
therefore, are not in the position to vote to that effect. Such voters may probably end up voting 
based on the personality charisma of a candidate or some other superficial reason. In Ghana for 
instance, electorates may vote based on religious or ethnic grounds.  
 
Throughout the book, Caplan, an Economist, who focuses on the views of voters on economic 
issues because political decisions also centre on economic issues such as trade, welfare, job and 
economic growth, explains that a number of people become rational when it has to do with job, 
hiring workers, buying a shirt and selecting a business strategy. He argues that voters become 
rational because they believe it is costly to be wrong in this case. The author argues further that it 
is virtually costless for an individual to hold on to ones preconceived beliefs and it is cheap to 
believe something when it is even obviously wrong. Such people, find it virtually impossible to 
retrace their logic and ask themselves whether what they believe in is really true. According to 
him, some people recognise thinking as something that hurts and so they try as much as possible 
to avoid it if necessary.  Caplan notes that this also happens in politics “since delusional political 
beliefs are free, the voter consumes until he reaches his ‘saturation point,’ believing whatever 
makes him feel best” (Caplan, 2007: 132).  
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With such seemingly weaknesses in the practice of democracy it is obvious that scholars will be 
engaged in debates to explore a better way of improving and preserving democratic governance, 
which appears to be accepted worldwide as a better political system. After all, examining and 
discussing various forms of democracy is itself a valuable democratic process encouraged in 
scholarship. There are different models and variations of democracy and among these are: 
deliberative democracy, which places value on the communicative aspects of democracy and 
participatory democracy, which also aims a greater level of involvement from citizens.    
 
2.4 Deliberative democracy and participatory democracy: Towards democratic efficiency  
Democracy is a form of government with the supreme power belonging to citizens of the nation 
and allows this power to be exercised through agents (people) elected by citizens of the nation. 
This underscores some differences in the practice of democracy. This section seeks to understand 
the nature of two forms of democracy: deliberative democracy and participatory democracy (which 
some scholars believe have the capacity to help improve the practice of democracy for the system 
to respond to the ideals of liberal democracy). The fact remains that conditions and situations of 
today are different from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when the liberal democratic 
governance was developed. It is therefore necessary, to explore how other forms of traditions can 
be made to help in making contemporary liberal democracy functions better, i.e. for the two 
different models to enhance participation and political decision making in democracies. 
 
Deliberative is: “a decision-making procedure founded on the exchange of reasons and argument 
and democratic in so far as it is inclusive” (Elster, 1998: 8). A democratic deliberative procedure 
is all about public debate and reciprocal reason-giving, which is expected to achieve either a 
rational consensus, shared  solution or arriving at better decisions. Meanwhile, participatory 
democracy is also “virtually every form of organization that brought more people into the decision-
making process” (Mansbridge, 1983: 376). The term, according to the author, is associated with 
the combination of equality, consensus and face-to-face assembly. In other words, any issue that 
has social implications and consequences has to be conducted in public in participatory form and 
this calls for active citizenry that could and should be educated. 
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In participatory democracy, there is equality in the exercise of the power of decision making.  The 
equality of power that citizens have when it comes to taking decisions is significant to democracy 
and participation. The key issue here is not public discussions or public reason-giving but 
individuals’ participation in the process of making decisions and doing so in condition of equality, 
which creates the space for all individuals to exercise a fair share of power (Pateman, 1970: 43). 
In other words, participatory model of democracy, strives to create a political system that ensures 
the development of the social and political capacities of all citizens for quality deliberation and 
citizen engagement. This approach provides a channel of influence in policy making, engages 
citizens in a process of deliberation and public communication, and has the ability to attract a 
constant and increasing number of participants (Serult and Welp, 2015). It may be argued that 
representative democracy cannot be considered as participatory in the sense that it assumes a lack 
of time, knowledge and will in individual citizens, to contribute to policy making (Fischer, 1993). 
 
In deliberative democracy, democratic decisions are considered legitimate if arrived at by authentic 
deliberation. In effect, it is authentic deliberation because it is a process involving decision-makers 
of equal political power and not decisions influenced by economic wealth or interest groups. In 
this case, if it happens that decision-makers are not in the position to arrive at consensus after using 
authentic deliberation method, then they have the option to vote on the issue applying the majority 
rule (Leibj, 2006). In summary, deliberative democracy is a political system with emphasis on 
deliberation in decision-making process with elements of both consensus and majority rule. This 
form of democracy, therefore, appears different from the traditional democratic theory in the sense 
that authentic deliberation, and not just voting, is the primary source of legitimacy for the law. 
 
One significant strength of deliberative democratic model is its capacity to generate ideal 
conditions of impartiality, rationality as well as knowledge of the relevant facts concerning a 
specific issue for discussion. This, therefore, allows for decision-makers to deduce what is morally 
correct (Elster, 1998; Nino, 1996). By the nature of the model, it is observed that it is less partisan 
and more sympathetic to opposing views with emphasis on evidence based reasoning rather than 
opinion. The system is also credited for its allowing greater commitment to the decisions arrived 
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at by those involved and greater chance for widely shared consensus building, which goes a long 
way in fostering social harmony among citizens from different backgrounds (Fishkin, 2011). 
While participatory democracy is based on the direct actions of citizens with some power and take 
decisions on issues affecting their lives, deliberative democracy on the other hand, is based on 
argumentative exchanges, reciprocal reason-giving and on public debate. 
 
From the above, democracy at the end of the day amounts to self-rule. However, since it is not 
realistic for such self-rule to be expressed by all citizens, everywhere and on all issues constantly, 
structures must be put in place that allow this to be realized on their behalf through vestation of 
power. Barber (1984: 267) believes that it is only by this practice of participation can the meaning 
and function of active citizenship be preserved. According to him, to delegate the governing power 
ends up giving away civic activity, accountability, civic responsibility, our secondary rights against 
government and our primary right to govern. Barber (1984) points out that if indeed democracy 
gives citizens the right to govern themselves and not to be governed then liberal democratic 
institutions are not democratic. In this case, the author suggests a progressive and gradual 
introduction of politics in participatory mode and of participatory ingredients within the fabric of 
liberal democracies. This is not to destroy the virtues of liberal democracy along with its defects 
but rather to move it towards civic engagement and political community (Barber, 1984: 308-309). 
It must be noted the Barber’s participationist view has some element of deliberative democracy. 
For instance, ‘the public talk’ which calls for a platform for public discussions of public issues 
toward decision-making. However, liberal democracy which can be enhanced by participatory 
democracy and deliberative democracy is finding it difficult to take root in Africa. One might ask: 
“What factors are militating against the fashioning of true democracy in Africa?” 
 
2.5 Limitations to the application of liberal democracy in Africa                
Those who thought democracy was not meant for Africa would today be revising their notes. 
Today there is some encouragement and greater interest in the practice of democracy in Africa 
although the expansion of scholarship in the area has not been met by expected expansion in scope. 
Examples of some societies in Africa, including Zimbabwe, Kenya and South Africa, teach the 
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promotion of liberal democracy. The practice is however being undermined by a number of 
inhibitors. The experiences of Botswana however go to indicate that the inhibitors should not stand 
in the way of the emergence of a relatively liberal democracy fused with participatory democracy 
and deliberative democracy. It is suggested that to promote democracy in Africa and see the desire 
result, it would need rethinking, extending as well as advocating the way democracy itself is 
conceived. 
 
2.5.1 Lack of economic freedom 
It is argued that “the more well to-do a nation is, the greater its chances to sustain democracy” 
(Zakaria, 2003:69). Economic growth appears to be one critical factor for ensuring liberal 
democracy and its growth. The fact still remains that most societies in Africa are poor. According 
to IMF World Economic Outlook report (2016), in 2016, GDP per capita of United States alone 
stood at 52,400 US dollars. Meanwhile, Seychells, which has the highest GDP per capita in Africa 
accounted for 15,400 US dollars. Since the 1990’s Africa has held multiparty democratic elections.  
This unfortunately, has not led to Africa becoming a truly liberal democratic society. With this 
background, Zakaria (2003: 97) believes that it is not by accident that South Africa and Botswana, 
the most advanced African liberal democracies on the average, enjoy higher per capita incomes on 
the continent. For instance, South Africa and Botswana in 2016 had average gross national income 
per capita of 4,768 dollars and 5,897 dollars respectively (IMF World Economic Outlook, 2016). 
 
With this evidence, one is tempted to go with the suggestion that the higher the level of economic 
growth, the greater the possibility of democratic entrenchment. Larry Diamond also believes that 
it takes a deep reform of the instruments and institutions of democratic societies to bring about the 
needed conditions for real economic take-off (Diamond, 2008: 48). Collier (2007: 71) in adding 
to this debate, observes that democracy will need a critical number of educated citizens who will 
develop and improve reform strategies. This will bring about positive change. No matter the nature 
of relationship between economic prosperity and democratic governance, Africa’s seemingly 
propensity for ethnic conflict and civil war inhibits democracy and economic growth. 
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2.5.2 The ethnic factor      
No region or society on earth can build real liberal democracy with the kind of conflict and civil 
wars that Africa has experienced since decolonization some decades ago. The colonial rulers 
exploited the ethnic factor to their advantage by divide and rule. After decolonization the mind-set 
has not changed despite inter-marriages. There is still violence taking place in the eastern Congo, 
which has drawn in 10 countries leading deaths and destruction. Most of these conflicts on the 
continent are linked to ethnic and religious differences. This situation has affected economic 
growth of societies on the continent and also limited democratic growth and political tolerance of 
minorities. Political parties in Africa are not properly founded on well-defined ideologies. They 
are rather defined by their policies and electorates’ perceptions based on ethnic and regional 
considerations. Therefore, politics is a struggle between majority winners and excludes minorities, 
considered as outsiders or opposition (Schmidt, 2005).  
 
The prolong ethno-nationalist conflicts in a number of African societies has also limited the growth 
of broadly based civil societies as well as trans-ethnic national institutions. The xenophobic 
violence in South Africa in 2008 is a clear sign of the existence of dangerous ethnic-nationalist 
feelings. While it may be argued that by the nature of democracy, it is a political system of racially 
and ethnically inclusiveness, it however functions well in political units largely ethnically 
homogenous in character (Muller, 2008). It must be noted that it is not simply tribal identities that 
bring about civil unrest and ethnic strife. Leaders may deliberately incite sections of citizens to 
ethnic violence (Guest, 2004: 111). This attitude of some of African leaders leads to probably the 
most significant limitation to democratic governance in Africa. 
 
2.5.3 The entrenchment of political elites  
Lack of success in creating more democratic space in Africa over the years is also due to the desire 
of African political elites to hold on to power. This situation may be due to the absence of real 
democratic counterweights, independent institutions as well as civil society organizations. 
According to Mapuva (2010: 369), civil society organizations in Africa, have logistical and 
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viability problems and these have made them to compromise their activities as campaigners of 
democratic governance and human rights. The desire of political elites to hold on to political power 
at all cost and  its subsequent  effect on the creation of democratic checks and balances, to a large 
extent  have contributed to Africa’s inability to genuinely democratise. 
 
Although one can argue that in Africa today, there appears to be more personal liberty and more 
space for the opposition, African leaders still control resources and patronage. In effect, “capture 
and control of the presidency is still the singular ambition of Africa’s politicians” (Prempeh, 2010: 
111). At the moment, a number of African societies continue to witness constitutional reforms that 
extend the time limit of the incumbents instead of reforms that will go to establish and deepen 
democratic checks and balances. The continued one-party supremacy of many African 
democracies because of ethnicity and weakness of the opposition have also undermined the 
effectiveness of constitutions paving the way for the majority party leaderships to misuse and 
abuse power. Again, democratic practice in Africa is relatively young and for that matter, 
institutions are still dependent on the president and his patronage. It also seems that there is no 
serious attempt on the part of the opposition to reform government and institutions. Opposition 
forces, which are expected to drive political reforms in Africa to speed up democratic governance, 
have rather “been motivated by the near-term goal of forming government themselves” (Prempeh, 
2008: 112). For instance Prempeh asserts that the New Patriotic Party’s enthusiasm for political 
reforms in Ghana vanished into thin air the moment the party won election and came to power. 
 
There is no doubt that the factors attributed to Africa’s democratic practice failure are complex 
and may be explained as country-specific. Meredith (2005: 14) observes “although Africa is a 
continent of great diversity, African countries have much in common, not only their origins as 
colonial territories but the similar hazards and difficulties they have faced. Indeed what is striking 
about the 50-year period since independence is the extent to which African states have suffered so 
many of the same misfortunes.”  
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Currently Botswana is widely being acknowledged as a shining reality of liberal democracy on the 
continent. From 1966 when it had its independence, all its elections have been contested freely and 
fairly. For decades the country has been nurturing free market economy. Botswana’s economic 
freedom is highly associated with growth and it is also credited with political and civil freedom. 
This can be a source of motivation for the rest of the societies in Africa; that liberal democracy 
allows more space for participation and consensus building. Media freedom and freedom of 
expression and education of citizens should be paramount to allow citizens to engage in rational 
debates on issues taking advantage of the public sphere to deepen democracy in Africa. 
Meanwhile, Peters (1999) draws attention to some obstacles to democratic practices. 
 
2.6 Two seemingly obstacles to democracy 
John Durham Peters (1999), makes the point that democracy has had two obstacles to deal with 
since its inception running into the 18th century. These obstacles are scale and human nature. He 
recounts that Athenian democracy was formulated for a population who were in the position at any 
time to assemble on a day’s notice from a restricted geographic area. According to Peters, Plato 
on mathematical grounds estimated 5,040 as the ideal population of citizens to make democracy 
work. Thus democracy was formulated having in mind a relatively small city-state with the space 
for citizens' participation and public debate. Peters notes that until the 18th century, scholars could 
not envisage the practice of democracy on an extended scale (Peters, 1999: 99-101). 
 
The second obstacle to democracy is human nature. According to Peters, democracies have been 
scenes of confusion and disorder, not in harmony with personal security, the rights of property and 
have been violent. Again factionalism has made it difficult to bring together majority or minority 
to rally around and support a common interest. Citing James Madison in the famed number 10 of 
the Federalist Paper (1787- 1788), Peters notes that factionalism has been the mortal disease of 
democracy and was sown in human beings (Peters, 1999: 101), making effective practice of 
democracy difficult and driving some scholars (Waruiru , 2007; Wasserman and de Beer , 2009) 
to argue for an alternative political democratic governance. 
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Waruiru (2007) and Baker (2002) observe that the Western-derived liberal democratic theory, 
which Ghana is for instance experimenting with, is partly to be blamed for the political problems 
facing the African continent.  They argue that the theory did not take into account the historical 
and social realities of African countries. Rather, the theory was developed with the Western 
countries’ social and political conditions at the time in mind. These conditions were fundamentally 
different from that of Africa. Waruiru (2007: 5) argues: “It is unrealistic to expect African nations 
to have set up successful democratic societies, given the high poverty rates and low levels of 
civilization of most of the population.” According to him, this was the reason that led to the failed 
attempts to establish democracies in African countries such as Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, and 
Guinea. However, from the literature, it appears that there is the need for African scholars to 
undertake a number of studies into how to fuse participatory democracy and deliberative 
democracy into liberal democracy to create a political system that gives citizens more space to 
participate in the political process of their societies. After all, the African traditional governance 
made space for broader participation and consensus building.  
 
Wasserman and de Beer (2009: 435) caution that with the struggle for press freedom and 
democracy in a significant number of African countries today, African scholars and researchers 
should avoid Afro-centric sentiments that can lead to uncritical acceptance of authority, 
undemocratic exclusion of minority voices to stifle free speech. In effect, comments and actions 
of African scholars should inspire confidence that it is necessary and possible for Africa to build 
the kind of democracy that will take into account the voices of the minority as well as majority.  
 
Democratic political system that emerges in any country should aim at targeting its citizens who 
through constant negotiations and dialogue make the public sphere a useful forum for political 
discourse. The next section of this chapter examines the concepts of the public sphere and 
democratic media.   
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2.7 The public sphere and democratic media 
At the centre of this discussion is an effort to theorise the function of the press as a platform for 
public discourse and engagement within the context of an emerging democracy. How the media 
mediate the participation of citizens in discussions during election campaigns inform the function 
of the press in democratic governance. Informing this study is the argument that the media are 
supposed to contribute to democratic governance. Therefore, how the media mediate various 
representations on different kinds of democratic life such as election campaigns can add to or 
undermine the participation of citizens in democracies.  The kind of relationship that exists among 
democracy, media and the public sphere has for some time now become an intensive scholarly 
discourse. Habermas (1962) is credited for his influential thought on what the concept represents 
and why it is critical. His thought on the concept, first discussed in his book, Structural 
Transformation of the Public Sphere will be the reference point for this brief discussion. Citizens’ 
participation in and access to the media have raised the important issue as to the nature of the 
public sphere with its capacity in providing the neutral space which allows for the expression of 
common concerns and also for effective collective action against established power. 
 
Baker (2002: 126) views democracy as respecting individuals or citizens who are in the position 
to discern between what is right and wrong, thus making the public sphere a critical factor in 
democratic governance. The public sphere is the means by which democratic decisions are reached 
through the media which serve as the interface between the government and citizens. It is argued 
that public information flow is necessary to keep democracy intact. This shows the extent citizens 
can act based on informed decisions and demand transparency and accountability from the 
governors. 
 
Reading Habermas (1989), one learns about the birth, growth and decline of bourgeois public 
sphere in France, Germany and England between 16th and 18th centuries. One learns how the 
bourgeois class got together in public places, for instances, pubs and coffee houses in England 
‘table societies’ or discussion groups in Germany and salons in France. The bourgeois class gave 
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expression to the concept of the public sphere through publications such as newsletters and 
pamphlets. They published and disseminated stories on issues from cloth and tobacco shipments 
to trade taxes. The institutions of the public sphere created the opportunity for citizens to discuss 
the actions of governments and then held governments to account for their performances. For 
Habermas the concept of the public sphere demonstrates a realm existing between the state and 
civil society. This makes it possible for decisions to be reached publicly by rational discourse. 
Habermas (1989: 49) refers to the 19th century England Press as the golden era of the public sphere 
which refers to “a realm of our social life in which something approaching public opinion can be 
formed. Access is guaranteed to all citizens. A portion of the public sphere comes into being in 
every conversation in which private individuals assemble to form a public body.” In other words, 
Habermas equates the public sphere to a Greek-like format which gets citizens together for them 
to discuss issues of common good in a face-to-face situation. 
 
However for Habermas, the media should share the blame for the ineffectiveness of the ideal public 
sphere. The media, have taken on the character of a commercialized media tool in the early 20th 
century (Habermas, 1989: 85). With the media relying heavily on advertising for revenue, citizens 
are looked upon as consumers of media products and no longer as participants engaged in 
discussions of common good in the political arena. In such a situation, private interests as well as 
government interests would compete in order to win the attention of citizens. For this reason, media 
products would be made more sensational than rational. Public opinion shaped out of the 
discussions of citizens would not mean anything to politicians who would rather project 
themselves to be admired by the citizens, turning them into spectators.  
 
In other words, the public sphere has been rendered ineffective by over concentration of media on 
advertising and public relations selling instead of discussing relevant ideas. In effect, the 
relationship between the public sphere as a platform for public discourse and the participation of 
the individual has been undermined. Citizens have been made objects of news and information 
they have not been part of constructing. Habermas, (1989: 171) states that “inasmuch as the mass 
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media today strip away the literary husks from the kind of bourgeois self-interpretation and utilize 
them as marketable forms for the public services provided in a culture of consumers, the original 
meaning is reversed.” To illustrate this point, it is observed that during election campaigns in 
Ghana, the stories that get published in the newspapers are about what the political actors say and 
do and not the debate on issues that are important to citizens. Hardly will one find space for letters-
to-the-editor being used for public discourse on election issues.  
 
Curran (1991: 42) and Dahlgren (1991: 5) disagree with the position held by Habermas on the 
media as a democratic public sphere in capitalist societies. According to these authors, studies 
show that the press, especially in the latter half of the 19th century was factional and limited, 
consisting of small, polemical, destructively competitive publications and so that period cannot be 
referred to as the golden era of the public sphere. On Habermas’ idea of the bourgeois public 
sphere, Dahlgren sees it as ideological distortion which portrays the class bias of Habermas. 
Dismissing the pessimism of Habermas on the public sphere of the media in advanced capitalist 
societies, Dahlgren (1991: 9) though admitting its dominance, argues that “under the periods of 
liberal and advanced capitalism there have existed other fora which have shaped people’s political 
consciousness, served as networks for exchange of information, rumour and gossip, and provided 
setting for cultural expression.” 
 
Apart from Habermas’ public sphere, Hannah Arendt’s work, The Human Condition (1958) is also 
significant in discussing the public sphere, which according to her, is “the common world that 
gathers us together” (Arendt, 1958: 52). Arendt therefore, describes the public sphere as a platform 
of communicative power between governments and citizens they govern. She contends that the 
essential thing of power is not about someone’s will rather it is about a collective will in a 
communication with the aim of reaching mutual agreement. In other words, power is only 
meaningful if built out of a collective effect of speech which leads to agreement for everyone 
involved. Habermas (1986: 78) notes: “power is what keeps the public realm, the potential space 
of appearance between acting and speaking men, in existence.” And what establishes the difference 
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between legitimate power and illegitimate power is the public realm. For Arendt, it takes 
participation of citizens as well as education to determine a democratic role for the media. 
Democracy is not just about putting in place structures. It is also about educating citizens in 
citizenship. That is citizens being equipped with relevant skills and values that are needed for 
building a lasting effective participation (d’Entreves, 1989: 17). Although education of citizens 
can enhance participation, one cannot also dismiss the social factors that allow for exercising a 
lasting authority over others. 
 
It has been suggested that emphasis be placed on two essential basic elements of liberal democracy. 
These are participation as well as consent. For instance, a significant number of women and the 
poor in a number of countries including Ghana do not have the opportunity to actively participate 
in formal politics; hence they do not give their consent to be governed. Phillips (1991: 38) argues 
that political equality is meaningless as long as there are in place social arrangements that prevent 
a significant sector of society from taking part of decision making processes. The issue of structural 
inequalities offer some challenge for the development of media. Citizens of the resurrected 
multiparty democracy in Ghana, for instance, will be far from equal in their ability to be active 
participants in the public sphere. Therefore, the role of education as well as developmental nature 
of participatory democracy need significant attention.  
 
Through the media, various individuals can be united under a political community.  A collective 
identity under modern conditions can lead to a constantly negotiated process for actors to debate 
and stand up for “competing conceptions of cultural and political identity and competing 
conceptions of political legitimacy” (d’ Entreves, 1989: 14). This can be achieved not by religious 
or ethnic affiliations or some common value system but rather unity through sharing a public space. 
According to d’Entreves (1989: 8), “what unites people in a political community is, therefore, not 
some set of common values, but the world they set up in common, the spaces they inhabit together, 
the institutions and practices that they share as citizens.” 
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With the media playing their educative function, the opportunity is created allowing every citizen 
the right of opinion and action which enhance the capacity for expression and views of citizens. 
“The cultivation of one’s moral imagination” d’Entreves (1989: 18-19) argues, “flourishes in such 
a culture in which the self-centred perspective of the individual is constantly challenged by the 
multiplicity and diversity of perspectives that constitute public life.” It will appear that a powerful 
independent public service media is arguably a meaningful direction for providing public 
information for all citizens in order to give meaning to the democratic public sphere needed for 
active citizenship in emerging democracies including Ghana. 
 
2.8 The media, the public sphere and the African experience 
Against the background of the discussions of the public sphere above, one can conclude that the 
public sphere is indeed needed in emerging democracies for open discussions of all issues of 
general concern and also for critical examination of societal problems in order to influence political 
action. It therefore becomes necessary for this study to focus on contextual discussion of the 
functions of the media to exlpore their relationship to democratic governance and the public 
sphere. The idea here is to help situate the discussion. How then does the concept of the public 
sphere find expression in the African situation? 
 
Much commentary on worldwide discussions on the function of the mass media in societies have 
centred on their democratic role in developed democracies in the Western World. There is also 
discussions on the function of the media after independence of African societies. However, these 
discussions on Africa’s mass media have mostly been on the economic development of the 
continent and individual societies. Meanwhile the economic situation in Africa needs much to be 
desired. 
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With respect to individual independent societies, the function of the media was expected to 
organize the people to focus on economic development through the supply of information that the 
government believed was crucial to achieve such a goal. Since national unity was seen as a 
necessary condition for economic prosperity, the mass media were, therefore, given the 
responsibility of achieving that objective often by paying less attention to disagreements, dissent 
and even corruption within the state and government. It must be noted that some attempts made 
by privately-owned media by presenting alternative ideas and exposing corruption had to pay a 
price either arbitrary arrests or detention without trial, torture or even death (Asante, 1996).  
Ronning (1994: 1) observes that early 1990s will go down as the period “when the interest in the 
debate over press freedom and the role of the media in democratic process suddenly burst into the 
open in Africa.”  Ampaw (2006: 1) also makes the point that “the highly open space for free 
expression in Ghana is unarguably the country’s most important gain in the people’s struggle for 
democratic public life, space, culture and governance.” 
 
The sudden change of the mass media establishment as primarily a tool for economic development 
to a tool for democratic governance arguably, may be as a result of both internal and external 
forces. Either citizens were not seeing the expected promised economic prosperity which led to 
disappointment and frustration among African societies or that the desire of citizens led to open 
governance and participation in the political process. One other reason may also be the fall of the 
one-party governance and military dictatorship in a number of African societies. This situation 
brought about emergence of multiparty political systems and established the foundation for 
increasing pressure for democratic governance in Africa (Kupe, 1999). In addition, with the end 
of the Cold War (between 1989 and 1991) and demise of communist system, the debate for liberal 
democratic governance spread to Africa (Ronning, 1994). With their relationship to socio-political 
and economic growth, the mass media were thus seen as an establishment for supplying 
information needed for democratic governance. 
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Although the issue of economic growth was still an important issue, democratic governance took 
the centre stage since democracy was seen as an important condition for economic growth. The 
system of centralised decision-making process being practised by African societies did not create 
sufficient space for public discourse and participation, between 1960s and 1980s. According to 
Kupe (1999:2), this was not different from the situation that existed during the colonial 
administration. The emerging debates called for private media that would be a check on 
governments to allow freedom of the press and the rights of citizens, allow institution of political 
parties to compete for political power and be voted for in periodic elections (Ronning, 1994).  
 
It is worth noting that the press in Africa since its emergence in the 19th century in the colonial era 
did not develop as a platform for African citizens. It had very small space for those who could 
speak the foreign languages (Mytton, 1983: 37). The point can still be made that even with the fall 
of colonialism and the expansion of the media landscape in African countries, there is still the 
issue of access to the media. This to a large extent is undermining the participation of African 
citizens in the political process. In the days of the colonial administration, the mainstream 
newspapers available in most of the African societies were platforms for the elite class made up of 
mostly the colonial settlers (Mytton, 1983). In most cases the newspapers were forum for 
ideological state tools used to support the colonial agenda (Ziegler and Asante, 1992).  
 
Finally, when African societies became independent, the political leaders who founded newspapers 
and used them as platforms for mobilizing citizens for political democratic reforms after winning 
political power stood against democratic press. With these authoritarian posturing, the media 
system was expected to be a subordinate partner to development and nation-building agenda of the 
leaders (Asante, 1996). Even with the privatisation of some African economies as well as the 
institution of multiparty democratic governance in the late 1980s and early 1990s, which have 
contributed to the expansion of the media landscape, the media can still be seen as having some 
challenges to deal with in order to be in the position to provide ideal public sphere that is needed 
to deepen democracy to ensure consensus and participation. In this case, three critical factors have 
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been identified by Ansah (1991) as undermining media in Africa to meet the ideals of the public 
sphere. These are the crisis of power, the crisis of media ownership and the crisis of resources.  
 
The crisis of power is as a result of weak African states, lack of legitimacy and disregard for the 
media as establishment for bringing about dissent. The crisis of legitimacy allows the state to 
intimidate the media and journalists. The crisis of media ownership is the fact that in many 
societies in Africa, the main media outlets are owned and controlled by the state. With such media 
structure, incumbent governments tend to influence and shape content to their advantage. Ansah 
observes that even in African societies where there is space for private press in the 1990s, some of 
these newspapers are being influenced by international or regional corporate interests. Where such 
newspapers are locally owned they face financial difficulties. They also face human resources 
problems, which combine to limit their circulation to urban areas. The poor financial situation of 
the press has resulted in poor infrastructure and distribution systems. The problem is blamed on 
the small market of the continent for newspapers. African continent with its illiteracy and poverty 
do not make it possible for the majority of citizens to have access to the press. The few attractive 
newspapers have to rely totally on advertising for funding, which means that such newspapers are 
influenced by advertisers. This situation can undermine the effectiveness of the public sphere 
thereby affecting the potential of the media. 
 
It should be of great concern that after two decades of democratisation, instituting democratic 
culture in citizens of Africa is far from reach. Organising free and fair elections in most African 
societies is still a problem. Institutions of multiparty democracy in Africa including Ghana are yet 
to involve citizens in negotiations which are required to instil democratic values in citizens. 
However, despite this gloomy picture, Habermas’ public sphere offers citizens of Ghana and 
Africa some hope. 
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While it is argued that mainstream media have over the years served as an arena for discussion of 
elite policies, it is also argued that media including newspapers have been influential in Africa’s 
democratisation. The kind of relationship between public sphere and media has increased the 
promotion of democratic governance. While accepting the limitations of the media in Africa as a 
platform for rational public discourse, Kupe (1999: 6) observes: “the African press of today is 
much better than that of decades prior to the 1990s. There is some degree of probing, analyses and 
an attempt to be an open forum for debate and discussion, which facilitate a wider diversity of 
views, ideas and opinions in the quest to build democratic societies.” Irrespective of its limitations 
in meeting ideals of the public sphere, the media located in Africa including Ghana have played a 
critical role in advancing democratic governance. It is therefore necessary that the role of the media 
including newspapers is examined in relation to the nature of their framing and gatekeeping 
practices in order to determine how they are contributing to influencing and shaping public 
opinion. In this case, the study is drawing on two theories of mass communication research to 
address the critical question of how the media choose to present a story and how particular news 
stories come to be included in newspapers and delivered to different audiences. This is important 
since even seemingly trivial decision can help influence the world view of voters during election 
campaigns in an emerging democracy like Ghana. 
 
2.9 Summary of the chapter 
The chapter discussed the public sphere as it relates to democratic life of citizens. This created the 
necessary entry point into theorising the function of the media in an emerging democratic society 
such as Ghana. The chapter in its analysis has demonstrated that there is consensus among scholars 
that the public sphere serves as a forum for issues of importance to a democratic community. Also 
the public sphere is ideal for examination of performance of media in societies. In discussing the 
public sphere, one recognises that its functions are key to the practice of liberal democracy and the 
media’s role in democratic governance is to a large extent similar to their public sphere function. 
In other words, the media have the capacity to provide the needed space for citizens representing 
various social interests to deliberate on topics of common good. 
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In exploring the functions of media in relation to the public sphere in the context of Ghana, the 
study decided to choose election campaigns coverage of the press. This was to allow the study to 
explore the interface between the state and private press relations as well as patterns of press 
representations of political competition in an emerging democracy. The aim was for the study to 
capture the story of media framing of Ghana’s multiparty democratic governance. In so doing, 
some attention was focused on democracy, it challenges and how other forms of democracy can 
help deepen its practice for it to become more attractive. The chapter also highlighted the 
limitations to the application of liberal democracy in Africa and how the media and the public 
sphere can help with the promotion of the practice in African societies. The next chapter introduces 
the conceptual framework to help explain how the media, which serve as the public sphere, select 
and represent events as well as issues meant for citizens.    
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Chapter 3 
 Introducing the conceptual framework: Framing and gatekeeping theories 
3.1 Overview of the chapter 
Hoover says theory is “a set of inter-related propositions that suggest why event occur in the 
manner that they do” (Hoover, 1984: 38). Foss, Foss and Griffin (1999: 8) also define theory as “a 
way of framing an experience or event, an effort to understand and account for something and the 
way it functions in the world.” In effect, theories promote understanding and help to explain and 
predict phenomena. This chapter therefore, introduces framing and gatekeeping theories and how 
they apply to Ghanaian press reportage of 2008 and 2012 election campaign news. 
 
Elections are said to be the centrepiece of democratic governance. They create the opportunity for 
citizens to express their views, hopes and aspirations, discipline their representatives and 
ultimately determine the destiny of their societies. Elections are citizens’ power and to use this 
power effectively, citizens need to be aware as to where candidates and political parties stand on 
public policy issues. Apart from citizens, two other groups are critical in the process of 
electioneering. Firstly, the politicians would make their positions on issues known and secondly, 
the media are expected to report thoroughly, accurately and be impartial on what the political 
competitors are up to.  
 
This responsibility of the media during election campaign periods presents them with a critical 
challenge in terms of how the news gatherers arrive at the stories they are convinced will fit the 
frame of their particular news outlet, how the news processors decide what to accept from 
journalists and how to present the final product. With the two theories, it is expected that one may 
come to understand what is going on in the Ghanaian media and why the four newspapers under 
study would frame and select the election campaigns stories they ended up publishing which, it is 
assumed, contributed to the decisions voters took as to who they voted for.    
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3.2 The theory of framing  
This section of the chapter examines media framing of election campaigns in Ghana in the context 
of issues, horse race and personalization. Framing, also referred to as ‘representation’ in media, 
comes with two aspects which are: selection (or accessing of sources or claims-makers) and 
presentation (or evaluation of arguments or actors) Hansen (1999: 55). Entman (1993: 52) points 
out that “framing involves selection and salience. To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived 
reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a 
particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/ or treatment 
recommendation for the item described.” 
 
Framing directs attention to particular information about an issue or event. The reason is for such 
information to stand out as the essence of communication. This goes a long way to make the issue 
or event look or sound important. According to Entman (1993: 53), story placement or repetition 
or relating the story to well-known cultural symbol can help information become salient and salient 
is important in frames. It takes cultural understanding which is in the minds of the public for 
framing to become effective in forming public opinion. The frames that are set by the media are 
made possible by the information journalists gather from political elites (Scheufele, 1999: 105; 
Entman, 2010: 401). Kuypers (2002: 7) also observes that facts until they are framed are neutral. 
Thus, how events and issues are framed by the press affect how events and issues are understood 
by the public.  
 
Framing, which includes game or strategy frame, positions political candidates in a frame and then 
presents them either as winners or losers in a game, emphasising the strategies of the candidates. 
The game frame also personalizes the story and makes it look like conflicts among politicians 
(Lawrence, 2000: 95). Lawrence (2000: 100) observes that if the media engage in game frame the 
act undermines politics and makes it virtually impossible for politicians to effectively discuss 
policy issues for the public to know where the candidates stand. This, Lawrence points out, 
presents politics as being self-interested calculations and manipulation in the eyes of the public.  
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The basic idea behind framing is to choose and rank the facts or images according to their 
significance over others, thus ending up projecting a particular interpretation of events 
unconsciously (Norris et. al, 2003: 11). The media industry including Daily Graphic, The 
Ghanaian Times, Daily Guide and Ghanaian Chronicle are engaged in framing which is a way of 
giving some interpretation to issues and events journalists cover taking into consideration some 
factors such as the editorial policy of the media outlet. In doing this, journalists unconsciously end 
up introducing some bias. According to McQuail (2005: 379), the information that gets to the news 
room has an in-built frame which serves the interest of the source. For instance, the Northern 
Ireland issue was covered by the British media as threat coming from the IRA. This kind of 
coverage made it to look as if the IRA were the only cause of the conflict with the British being 
the only victims. Also the problems in the Middle East are framed to look like a war against terror 
or Muslim fundamentalism (McQuail, 2005: 379). It is worth noting that the same events can be 
and are indeed framed in various forms in different countries depending on political factors and 
public opinion. An example is how the Iraq War was reported to appear differently in the media 
outlets in the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany (McQuail, 2005: 380). However, 
Scheufele and Tewksbury (2007: 1) note that it is not the intention of all journalists to try and spin 
a story to deceive the public. According to them, there are some journalists who see framing as a 
necessary tool for them to use in order that they are able to present complex issues and events 
effectively and in a manner that makes their news stories easy and accessible to even lay audiences 
(Scheufele and Tewksbury, 2007: 11-12).  
 
Gitlin (1980) observes that frames are theories of what are in existence, what happens and what 
matters. The media frames make it possible for media outlets as well as journalists to manage 
numerous complex events and issues in a systematic way for news stories to meet the editorial 
policies, established routines and conventions known to the journalism profession (Gitlin, 1980: 
6-7). Meanwhile an empirical approach to framing is suggested by Tankard (2001: 101). 
According him, to identify and measure news frames, eleven focal points will have to be taken 
into consideration. They include headlines, subheads, photos, photo captions and leads. The rest 
are source selection, quotes, pull quotes, logos, statistics and charts as well as concluding 
statements and paragraphs.  
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Therefore, the way and manner election campaigns in Ghana have been covered over the years by 
the Ghanaian press should then be subjected to the conventional norms of framing associated with 
the practice of journalism across democracies. The framing theory considers media representation 
as basically constructed other than neutrally expressed. Factors, such as norms, values of 
journalism, editorial policies of news media outlets and the interests of political and economic 
elites contribute to give meaning to the form that framing takes in representing either events or 
issues to citizens of various societies. There is concern as to whether the profit-driven media 
industry in a developing society such as Ghana can be in a position to create the required space for 
public discourse based on objective and balanced framing of relevant issues and events of common 
good. 
 
A number of media scholars are of the view that the discussion about framing or representation 
cannot be complete without a look at an important social variable such as class. Curran (1996) and 
Golding and Murdock (2000) conclude that contemporary media industry has basically been 
turned into platform to serve competing capitalist class interests. As the major source of income 
for most newspapers across the world is generated through advertisements, news media are not in 
the position to focus on the interests of all readers at the same time and in equal treatment. It is, 
therefore, clear that framing of events and issues cannot be neutral for the common good. What it 
means is that economically poor readers do not have the purchasing power and are therefore not 
useful to advertisers who are looking for good market for their goods and services. Hence, the 
reality is for the media industry including the four newspapers selected for this study to aim at the 
segment of citizens within the high purchasing power bracket. Readers are seen as consumers and 
not participants in the public sphere which raises the question about media representation or 
framing. As Murdock (2000: 16) argues, “viable democratic politics depends on a shared 
commitment to renegotiate not simply individual entitlements but what we mean by the common 
good. This requires debate and dialogue across class boundaries and class interests. The cultural 
industries provide the major areas where these encounters now take place. The relative openness 
of this space and its hospitality to dissent is therefore crucial to sustaining democratic life.” 
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In the context of resurrected democratic governance in Ghana, questions of the role of media in 
supplying the required information to address the concerns of citizens during elections remains a 
critical item on the agenda of national debate against a history of chequered political experiences. 
In effect, framing is a conceptual tool available for media and individuals to use to analyse, 
evaluate and disseminate ideas within a society (Neumon, Just and Crigler 1992:60). Thus framing 
defines for citizens the parameters for discussion of ideas and events of public interest (Tuchman 
1978: iv). In all these, definitions of media frame are about silencing of some perceived reality. In 
other words, a particular issue which is to be silenced or projected is selected and given the required 
attention and treatment while excluding the issue considered to be of not much importance. In sum, 
scholars such as Matthes (2009) points out that there are a number of different definitions, 
approaches and types of framing. 
 
These frames which have been conceptualized at various levels are referred to as issue – specific 
and generic frames. As issue – specific frames refer to certain issues such as the framing of the 
Intifada (Cohen and Wolfsfeld, 1993). Generic frames also referred to as a game or strategy frame 
refer to structural aspects and features of news that cut across variety of issues such as election 
campaigns (Matthes, 2009:360) and political cynicism (Cappella and Jamieson, 1997). It is 
virtually unimaginable to think of the practice of politics without the media institution. The 
evidence is that politics rely so much on both the electronic and print media. One crucial event, 
apart from the game of football, which easily gets the media to focus attention on in both the 
advanced democracies and emerging democracies such as Ghana is undoubtedly, election 
campaigns. Journalists, in reporting election campaigns, find themselves using variety of frames 
to disseminate stories on election campaigns. Strömbäck and Kaid (2008) point out that the variety 
of story angles developed by journalists when framing election campaign stories are informed by 
the type of media, the nature of society’s political arrangements as well as socio-economic 
conditions of the society. 
 
A number of studies on election campaigns framing have been undertaken in different democracies 
across the globe. These studies were meant to examine the trend of election campaigns coverage 
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across the globe and to find out whether election campaigns framing is looking different or similar 
across the globe. However, unfortunately most of these researches have been undertaken in the 
advanced democracies. These are societies whose political, socio-economic as well as political 
arrangements are quite different from emerging democracies such as Ghana. A good number of 
these researchers suggest four dominant types of media frames. These frames are game frames, 
issues frames, episodic frames and personality frames (Domke et. al, 1997).The current study is 
focusing on game frames, issues frames and personality frames. 
 
In this chapter, the focus is on the generic frame often referred to as a game or strategy frame. 
However, the game frame discussion will be expanded to also include the issue frame to find out 
the space allocation devoted for horse race framing of election campaigns in Ghana. The objective 
is to compare it with that of issues to make judgement as to which of the two frames is actually 
dominating election campaigns framing in the country. It is also an opportunity to relate it to the 
situation in the United States’ mainstream political news coverage and other democracies across 
the globe as it is evident in studies that the dominant election campaigns media frame in many 
advanced democracies is horse race (Fallows, 1997; Farnworth and Lichter, 2011).  
 
This study proposes to identify some of the frames engaged by Ghanaian journalists in the 
coverage of the 2008 and 2012 elections in Ghana. In the content analysis of the campaigns, the 
study identifies the following main frames: Game or horse frame and personalization frame. These 
will, therefore, be used to analyse the coverage of the campaigns of 2008 and 2012 Ghanaian 
elections by four of the most important newspapers in Ghana. 
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3.2 .1 Game frames: Conceptual definitions 
Game framing appears to be the most popular frame used by journalists especially during election 
campaigns in the advanced democracies (Domke et. al, 1997; Mantler and Whiteman, 1995). Game 
or horse race framing is used by journalists in telling stories on election campaigns usually using 
the language of competition or game with focus on a candidate’s  campaign strategy as to who is 
ahead or behind in the political contest. It is a frame that demonstrates also the self-interests of 
political actors (Patterson, 1993; Graber, 1993). Iyenger (1991) observes that game frame or horse 
race framing of election campaigns is interested in telling the story about the electoral changes of 
competing election competitors, opinion poll changes of candidates, fund raising activities, 
delegate counts instead of issue positions of competing candidates. In other words, horse race 
journalism is not interested in focusing citizens’ attention on issues of competing candidates. 
 
In summary, game framing or horse race framing can be identified with the following 
characteristics: It focuses on who is winning and who is losing the contest, it uses the language of 
war, games and competition, and talks of performers. Other characteristics are: Horse race focuses 
on candidate’s style and perceptions and finally horse race places value on opinion polls and 
candidate’s chances in the political competition (Jamieson, 1992). Cappella and Jamieson (1997) 
point out that horse race journalism dominates the United States coverage of news. To this end, 
Patterson (1993) presents evidence of increase in the application of horse race framing. 
 
In acknowledging this view, Aalberg et al. (2011:165) also make the point that those electorates 
who are over exposed to much horse race framing and less issue framing are less likely to learn 
and become aware of the issues positions of the contesting candidates who they are supposed to 
vote for in order to help resolve some of the problems of their society. In the face of this, some 
scholars are of the view that horse race framing of politics goes to undermine democracy since 
such frames have negative implications for democratic governance. Such scholars make the 
argument that horse race framing of election campaigns may end up producing politically less 
informed electorates (Aalberg et al., 2011; Cappella and Jamieson, 1997). If knowledge is indeed 
power, then politically less informed citizens are made powerless since instead of being exposed 
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to issues framing they are rather exposed to horse race framing. If citizens view politics as a game 
being played by political actors for their selfish interests then citizens would not be too interested 
in being part of the political process (Blumler and Coleman, 2010). However, there are some 
scholars who disagree with the notion that framing politics as a game or horse race negatively 
affects the quality of information the media supply democracies leading to citizens’ distrust of  
media and therefore, in the long run, affecting the needed participation of citizens in the political 
process (Newton, 2006; Norris, 2000). These scholars, for instance, believe that publishing opinion 
polls rather captures public attention to politics and for that matter election campaigns. This, they 
explain, is because horse race election news is more interesting and exciting. 
 
The emergence of game framing or horse race framing as a journalism practice is traced to two 
key factors. These are: The political system of a society and news being considered as business 
(Fallows, 1997; Patterson, 1993). We are in an era in which election campaigning has become so 
demanding that it takes well refined strategies to organize and manage the political platforms as 
well as attractive images of candidates to compete. Since communicating politics to the public has 
now become more professionalized, political journalists believe that there is the need for these 
strategies to be exposed to the voters. This end up in horse race framing. Horse race framing of 
politics allows political journalists to protect their independence and uphold one most significant 
principle of journalism, which is objectivity. In the face of this, a ‘rule of product substitution’ has 
been suggested by Zallar (2001). The rule explains that the harder presidential campaign teams try 
to have control over what journalists would like to report about their candidates, the harder 
journalists try to report something else instead (Zaller, 2001:248). Simply put, game framing of 
election campaigns, it is observed, may help journalists to have control over the news stories they 
publish since they also see the need to bring some quality in the coverage of politics as well as 
election campaigns. The analysis of opinion poll for information, for instance, allows political 
reporters to improve the quality of their interpretation of data. 
 
Andersen and Thorson (1989) make the point that the popularity of television today, new enhanced 
technology coupled with so much interest in commercialization of the media have all contributed 
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to the increasing framing of politics including election campaigns as a game or horse race. This, 
they argue, is a reflection of the nature of journalism we are experiencing in democracies today. 
Fallows (1997) also argues that the attraction of horse race framing to political journalists is 
because with just a little effort journalists are able to gather, process and get ready with their news 
stories on deadline. Horse race framing is also easy and more attractive since it does not demand 
as much resources as demanded by researching to produce a story on the substance of complex 
policy discussions. 
 
Moreover, game framing also makes it possible for journalists to quickly and efficiently report 
opinion polls allowing the electorates to have their eyes on the election campaign activities as to 
who is winning and who is losing. In addition to the above reasons, opinion polls by their nature 
make news stories more scientific and somehow objective as compared to news stories developed 
from the observations of journalists and speeches by political actors (Lavraks and Traugott, 2000). 
 
Although the increase in game framing or horse race framing of politics, in this case election 
campaigns, is said to be as a result of some changes in political systems and the media there is 
some newsworthiness in the horse race. This makes such framing attractive to election reporters 
to cover and editors to select for publication or broadcast. This is because the frame seems to be 
in tune with some of the values of news (Galtung and Ruge, 1965) which have over the years 
guided the practice of journalism in some societies including Ghana for some time now. To 
illustrate this point, framing election campaigns as a horse race, brings to the fore journalism’s 
values such as drama, conflict and negativity. With these values, election campaigns coverage end 
up focusing intense attention on the political elites and political parties or groups. Therefore, game 
or horse race framing allows journalists to uphold the news values of time and novelty required 
for their daily news publication (Skewes, 2007). Careful and time consuming interpretation of 
issues or policies as election campaigns stories for the electorates may be stale and also appear 
repetitive. In such a situation, readers, listeners or watchers may not find such stories interesting 
to read or listen to. 
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While there has been a lot of discussions on and studies into the game or horse race framing, the 
factors that drive journalists to focus so much attention on the game framing of politics is yet to 
attract the needed attention from scholars. The journalistic practice of framing politics as a game 
is being practised in virtually all democracies (Strömbäck and Kaid, 2008). It is much more popular 
in the commercial US news journalism (Patterson, 2000) than in some other countries. For 
instance, societies with proportional multi-party political arrangements (Denmark, Finland, Israel, 
Netherlands Norway, Sweden and Switzerland) where the news markets are also more regulated 
by the state, horse race framing of politics is limited. In those democracies issues framing is more 
dominant (Binderkrantz and Green-Pedersen, 2009). 
 
There is another form of framing that is attracting the attention of political communication scholars 
currently. This is personalization framing of election campaigns. The study, therefore, is also 
exploring the concept and how it relates to election campaigns coverage in a developing 
democracies such as Ghana. The intention is to examine whether or not the concept is leading to 
newspaper coverage bias and also if by focusing on candidates it is creating newspaper 
incumbency advantage. In other words, the press personalization of election campaigns in Ghana 
can appear as if presenting one presidential candidate as undeserving while another presidential 
candidate is presented as capable.    
 
3.2.2 Personalization: Conceptual definitions 
Rahat and Sheafer (2007) view personalization of politics to be a “change in the presentation of 
politics in the media, as expressed in a heightened focus on individual politicians and a diminished 
focus on parties, organizations and institutions” (Rahat and Sheafer, 2007:67). However, this 
definition can be problematic because one is unable to establish whether the definition includes all 
political actors or it refers to just political leaders. One is also not very sure whether to include 
every candidate contesting the election or only the main candidates. There are scholars who refer 
the attention put on a select number of political actors as ‘presidentialization’ (Vliegenthart et. al., 
2010). This means, for instance, the media focusing on the leading candidates contesting for the 
position of prime minister in parliamentary systems. To illustrate this point, in the UK and 
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Germany which have two dominant political parties, this would mean attention of the media would 
be on the two top candidates contesting for the position of Prime Minister (Langer, 2010; 
Reinemann and Wilke, 2007). Extending this concept to Ghana, we will be referring to the 
presidential candidates of the two leading political parties, namely, the NDC and the NPP. 
 
However, the picture looks different in societies such as the Netherlands and Sweden which have 
more political parties. In these societies the focus of the media is on the main candidates of all 
political parties contesting the election (Johansson, 2008). Balmas and Sheafer (2010) point out 
that there is a personalization that focuses on leaders of political parties and there is another that 
also focuses on all individual political actors leaving out party leaders. Therefore, there is the 
general visibility of political actors in media coverage as opposed to political parties and 
concentrated visibility on a few political party leaders.  
 
Personalization, which refers to privatization, comes with some other meanings. In defining it, 
Rahat and Sheafer (2007:68) say it is a media focus on the personal characteristics and personal 
life of individual candidates. Langer (2007:379) refers to this trend as the “politicization of the 
private personal life.” This, therefore, means the media’s attention on politicians’ personal life and 
personal qualities. Personal life here means the media investigating the private life and personal 
interests of political actors whereas personal characteristics also refer to shifts to non-political 
traits such as personality traits. For instance, studies have been conducted on the areas of 
competence and intelligence of politicians (Balmas and Sheafer, 2010), credibility and morality 
(Benoit and McHale, 2004), empathy (Benoit and McHale, 2004), appearance and looks (Tsfati 
et. al, 2010) and charismatic communication skills (Sheafer, 2001).  
 
In all these, Langer (2007) proposes two methods for studying the visibility of politicians. One is 
counting the number of stories that mention one or more of the main candidates or leading 
politicians. These stories can then be presented in relation to the total campaign coverage or the 
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total news coverage. The second is to focus on references to both political actors as well as political 
parties.  
 
This study limits itself to the number of times the newspapers under study featured the presidential 
candidates in their stories in framing the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana. The results, 
which will include the frequency of candidates’ appearances, tone of coverage and the issue of 
incumbency will be related to the situation across the globe to find out the influence of the global 
trend of election campaigns media coverage on that of Ghana. This is expected to show the extent 
to which framing of election campaigns in Ghana is similar or otherwise in form to the other 
democracies such as the United States, which, it is argued, is promoting its brand of election 
campaigning across democracies. 
 
In many ways, the field of democratic political processes including election campaigns, whether 
influenced by the American style of campaigning or otherwise, opens up a big space for the 
analysis of media bias. Many people perceive that the media to a large extent are bias in their 
coverage of issues including election campaigns. In the next section, the study explores whether 
there was media bias within the specific context of 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana. 
The attempt is to answer questions such as: Is there partisan media bias in presidential election 
campaigns? If so, what is the magnitude? Is one candidate covered more than the other? Is the 
press more negative in tone about one candidate than the other? 
 
3.3 The concept of media bias 
Media bias is a term used to describe “perceived inaccuracies to be found within media 
representations” (Hartley, 2007: 17). The concept is usually referred to in relation to news and 
current affairs stories. Claims to bias indicate that some opinions have been privileged over other 
coverage of issues or events. Report of media bias may be understood that the mass media 
establishment is expected and can be objective in covering the news. However, Langer (1998: 17) 
points out that news and any form of media representations need to be seen as a ‘signifying 
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practice’. In other words, news become real by the examination of selection and presentation rather 
than trying to invoke news in abstract and arguable external requirement of ‘objectivity’.  
 
Journalists in their practice of the profession can and desire to report the truth, Gunter (1997: 11) 
argues that this “can ever be anything more than relative.”  In effect, news stories must be 
understood as a journalist presenting not facts, but rather a selection of discourse which expresses 
one’s thought on an issue or event. Meanwhile claims of bias, which is of different forms are 
discussed below.  
 
3.3.1 Forms of media bias          
In their study, Media Bias in Presidential Elections: A Meta-Analysis, D’Alessio and Allen (2000) 
identify three media biases. These are gatekeeping bias, coverage bias and statement bias. 
Gatekeeping bias, they explain, is an approach where journalists and editors select from a number 
of potential stories to be supplied to the public. This form is motivated by the study of White 
(1950) where the editor selected among stories provided to him. Coverage bias, according to them, 
is giving more space, airtime or attention to some issues or events in contrast to others. To illustrate 
this point, for two newspapers covering the same event, it may happen that one newspaper would 
give such a story more attention than the other. The third form of media bias is statement bias. 
This form of bias has the tendency to use more favourable (or unfavourable) statements to refer to 
one political party or candidate. According to Tankard (2001), news content is organized by news 
frames, which provide the context and also suggest what the issue is through means of selection, 
emphasis, exclusion and elaboration.  
 
For the purpose of this study, bias will be measured by the physical amount of stories each 
candidate received as well as focusing on whether the stories were favourable for a particular 
candidate or not. Such an approach will provide determination of whether the state-owned press is 
still in the game of giving incumbency coverage advantage as previous studies claim.  In effect, 
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framing is a function of gatekeeping. In other words, applying the two theories will go a long way 
to enrich the study for it to achieve the objective for which it was undertaken.      
 
3.4 Gatekeeping theory  
For over 50 years now, gatekeeping has been an influential theory in communication research. The 
term, ‘gatekeeping,’ was coined in 1947 by Kurt Lewin and applied White in the practice of 
journalism in 1950. White, referred to as ‘Mr Gates’ explored the habit of a newspaper editor’s 
selection of the news. White’s interest was in what news stories were given space and which stories 
were denied space. In other words, the editorial criteria that informed news worthiness was the 
focus of his research interest. As he watched the US wire editor at the Peoria Star working on a 
copy, it occurred to White to ask ‘Mr Gates’ to record his decision-making process. This he did by 
keeping track for a week. 
 
With his observation of the editor, White was convinced that the editor’s decisions were “highly 
subjective” considering what went into the news. According to White (1950: 386), one-third of the 
news stories did not get space because the editor did not find them fit for publication, while the 
two-thirds did not also get space due to limited space. In other words, in the study, 90 percent of 
the stories did not find space, which goes to show how powerful editors as gatekeepers are in terms 
of what stories get aired or published for the public. 
 
The term gatekeeper used in mass communication research is traced to sociology. The gatekeepers, 
in mass communication, therefore, are the persons who decide what should go through the gates. 
Gatekeepers include the editors, television news directors, radio station managers or magazine 
publishers. It is the responsibility of gatekeepers to examine media content for its usefulness to the 
public. They, therefore, have the authority to ensure the nature and flow of information in the 
society.  
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The editor remains the main gatekeeper in the news media and decides the kind of stories that 
should go to the public as well as what emphasis to give stories. As practitioners see their 
responsibility as a professional one, scholars suggest that there are some practices which go to 
influence the decisions of gatekeepers. These include personal ideologies and values, economic 
control, individual taste or bias as well as organizational and structural procedures (Hartley, 2002: 
94; Hiebert et al, 1985: 139-140). With these the unwanted information is taking out by the 
gatekeeper. The medium also has its own ethics and policies which help the editor to decide the 
news items to publish or broadcast. What is news and how news is selected, constructed and 
presented have for some time now attracted the attention of scholars. It is the view of Evans (2000: 
2-9) that news values are the first requirement for selection of news. Palmer (2000: 45) observes 
that news values are what inform the decisions as to which material to include. Galtung and Ruge 
(1970) identify some features of events which singly or in combination could influence their being 
reported in the news media. These features of events and issues, which constitute news values, 
according to them, include timeliness, frequency, threshold, clarity, cultural proximity, 
unexpectedness, actions of elites and negativity. In other words, news values are a set of rules for 
journalists and editors to work with, to plan and execute the content of a publication or a broadcast 
(Brighton and Foy, 2007: 1).  
 
While it may be unrealistic to dismiss the news values of Galtung and Ruge (1970), there are some 
of the news values of their study in 1965 that could be developed further for their effective 
application by the media of the 21st century. Brighton and Foy (2007) argue that at the time Galtung 
and Ruge were developing their theories, broadcast news was still young, newspapers were still 
serious publications, and there was nothing like the Internet. Brighton and Foy argue further that 
there was little trans-national broadcasting (Voice of America and Radio Luxembourg) and most 
broadcast news stories were based on foreign events which relied on film, shipping from the place 
of events to the home country of broadcast organisation, where the stories would be mediated for 
broadcast. Today live broadcast is common in television news. The two scholars, therefore, make 
the point that today “the likelihoods of confluence and a common cultural proximity are virtually 
nil” (Brighton and Foy, 2007: 2). With the emergence of multiplicity of media today, Brighton and 
Foy suggest a fresh set of news values which will vary from medium to medium and from each 
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individual package to the next. They, therefore, suggest the following news values: relevance, 
topicality, composition, expectation, unusualness, worth and external influence. The argument 
above and the call for de-Westernizing communication studies may have contributed to the idea 
of an alternative communication model for journalism practice in countries including Ghana.  With 
such calls, the examination of development journalism model becomes necessary in this study.  
 
Development journalism, a model practiced largely in the Asian countries such as China, Japan, 
Singapore as well as Malaysia, also comes with another set of news values to guide journalistic 
coverage of events and issues. Elliot (1998: 83) expects countries employing this model of 
journalism to modify the news values in order to reflect individual countries’ needs and aspirations 
in accordance with the culture and political interests. For instance, Elliot notes that China has made 
the development news values its own, modifying development themes to meet China's identity. 
According to Elliot (1998: 80), from the earliest period of China's history, development news 
values have formed a significant part of the way and manner China has defined and constructed 
its news with different values emphasised in different periods. The following values, according to 
Elliot (1998: 74), have been constructed to give meaning to news and for development journalism 
model to work to bring about development. The values include clarification that is, making 
developmental projects, plans, policies and problems clear and simple for the common people to 
understand. The second value is constructively critical which means evaluating the relevance of 
development projects, plans policies and problems to national and local needs as well as providing 
the public with constructive criticism. The third value is instructive that is, news should provide 
useful information and promote self-education that can lead to greater economic and social 
progress that is shared by all. The final news value is future-oriented value of news. This is about 
news that considers the impact of development projects, plans, policies and problems of the future 
and implications in the long-run. 
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3.5 Development journalism 
The de-Westernization proposal is to uphold the journalistic values considered appropriate for 
developing countries contexts and searching for normative theories of the media. Such efforts have 
contextualized the emergence and growth of the development-oriented practice of journalism, 
termed development journalism. 
 
In the 1970s and 1980s, development journalism model became very attractive to the then African 
governments. Therefore, a number of African heads of states attempted to apply the model by 
making it part of their governance with the view to develop their countries. However, the model 
became unpopular by the turn of the century because it could not compete with the liberal media 
system. African leaders still believed that the media should be an establishment for nation-
building. Scholars such as Berger (2010) and Banda (2007, 2010) are convinced that development 
journalism is an appropriate model for African journalism practice and the model should be given 
the needed attention. This position of some scholars has been given further weight by the UNESCO 
(2007), which has even gone further to suggest for its inclusion in journalism programmes of media 
and communication institutions in emerging democracies. 
 
The concept of development journalism, it is argued, has not received the recognition that probably 
it should have. This situation can be attributed to the accusation that the model appears to 
promoting political agendas of African leaders and not serving as a forum that expresses the 
common good of citizens. Again the model’s seemingly dependency on the state, which is 
controlled by the leaders has also been criticised as undermining the principle of press freedom in 
African societies (Skjerdal, 2011: 59). The concept of development journalism as journalistic 
practice emerged in Southeast Asia in the 1960s at a workshop in Philippines in 1968 (Gunaratne 
and Hasim, 1998). It was to facilitate and foster national development. 
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With such expectation, some countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America adopted the concept in 
their official policies and rearranged their media systems to be in tune with development 
journalism practice. In Africa, for instance, the practice was given local journalism terms. In Ghana 
it was referred to as ‘Nkrumah’s revolutionary journalism’ while in Tanzania it was termed 
‘Nyerere’s Ujamaa journalism’ (Ramaprasad, 2003). In Africa, development journalism meant 
close collaboration between the media establishment and the authorities rather than being a critical 
coverage of development programmes. This also meant that the state controlled the media 
establishment and governments combined their forces to fight against the private media. In effect, 
critical and investigative function of the media suffered all in the name of the ‘greater good’ 
(Skjerdal, 2011: 60). 
 
Against this background, development journalism was seen as ineffective in addressing the 
developmental issues of African societies as expected. The ineffectiveness of the concept is 
attributed to: the ambiguity of the concept, which has encouraged governments with different 
ideologies to justify a politicised policy of the media under the pretence of a journalism model 
(Harbor, 2001; Ogan, 1982); the risk of media becoming a tool for political agendas (Hanitzsch, 
2008); the model has been linked to authoritarian leaders, who are found to supress investigative 
journalism practice (Steel, 2009; Harbor, 2001); the model turned out to favour the elites more 
rather than the ordinary citizens, who the model was meant to improve their lives (Xu, 2009); the 
global media establishment itself has been reluctant to accommodate development journalism as a 
communication model (Shafer, 1998) and finally, the model also seems to represent ideological 
contestations and not caring for the media and society (Steele, 2009). With these challenges, 
development journalism struggled to survive and could not make any serious impact on the 
continent. However, Shah (1996) makes the point that development journalism as a model was 
misunderstood and falsely informed by the Western conceptualisation of freedom of the press. 
Shah, therefore, advocates for a redefinition of development journalism practice.   
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3.5.1 Development journalism: Redefined   
Conscious of the fact that the previous effort at introducing development journalism practice in 
Africa got stacked in political games, recent attempt at reviving the model appears to shifting the 
concept away from earlier preconceptions by this time focusing on professional issues. In this 
direction, to reconceptualise development journalism within the African set up, Banda (2007) 
suggests a combination of development journalism and public service broadcasting (PSB) 
ideology. Central to Banda’s model is a dynamic notion of the public. In effect, he is advocating 
for both PSB ideology and public journalism. Banda, therefore, identifies five principles to guide 
the practice of development journalism in a new era of Africa’s democratization. 
 
According to Banda, the redefined model frames the audience as citizens and not as consumers. 
The media are expected to treat citizens as participants in finding solutions to issues of common 
good and they must be encouraged to contribute to making the media a real tool for development 
and freedom. This demands that journalists allow citizens to talk on issues instead of always 
relying on official sources to determine the mode of expression and public discourse. Journalists 
must encourage citizens to share their views on issues of interest. This redefined development 
journalism seems to have taken some lessons from the concepts of participatory democracy and 
deliberative democracy since the model is also supposed to encourage deliberations among citizens 
and between citizens and their leaders. The model is expected to create space for citizens to frame 
their own development interests, which means that journalists can no longer stay neutral but 
expected to declare their solidarity with citizens. Finally, development journalists should engage 
in activism, emancipation as well as social change. Banda (2007:168) agrees with Chalkley (1968), 
who is credited as proponent of development journalism practice, points out that “the development 
journalist must get readers to realise how serious the development problem is, to think about the 
problem, to open their eyes to possible solutions.” 
 
Banda’s model, a revision of the previous approach, places much value on the media being for the 
people and a means to emancipate citizens. The model also plays down the role of the state. On 
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his part, Berger (2010) calls for the application of new media technology in the new concept of 
development journalism. This approach, Berger believes, could also help attract the private media 
in Africa to also engage in the practice of development journalism, which may probably help to 
put to rest some of the conflicts between the private and state-owned media for real democratic 
media system. Still believing that development journalism practice has the potential to help deepen 
democracy, Xu (2009) also suggests five features of the model. These are that the media must (i) 
frame achievements as well as the shortcomings in development efforts; (ii) focus on long-term 
development; (iii) stay independent without the influence or control of governments and criticise 
governments if need be; (iv) focus on issues of development and work constructively with 
governments in nation-building efforts and finally (v) work to empower ordinary citizens for them 
to be active in contributing to the socio-political development of society.           
 
With this kind of development journalism model, the proponents would have contributed to the 
de-Westernization efforts to uphold the journalistic values suitable for the African context. Such a 
model would have succeeded in the search for African normative model of the media such that 
during elections framing and gatekeeping practices would help electorates to take informed 
decisions to help deepen democracy on the continent. 
 
While gatekeeping theory helps editors in the process of determination as to which events and 
issues are fit for publication or broadcast, the theory of framing on the other hand, helps editors in 
“organizing idea for making sense of relevant events, suggesting what is the issue” (Gamson and 
Modigliani, 1989: 3).  From the above discussions, one can, therefore, suggests that there is some 
relationship existing between gatekeeping and framing. According to Payne (2008), framing acts 
as ideological contextualisation of a gatekeeper’s content preferences. 
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3.6 Summary of the chapter  
The chapter has highlighted the theoretical and conceptual framework that underpin the research. 
In examining newspapers’ election stories and the context of their publication in relation to 
framing and gatekeeping ideals, it is expected that a deeper understanding of Ghanaian media’s 
responsibility in election campaigns coverage will be arrived at. In discussing gatekeeping theory, 
one is made to acknowledge that the theory focuses on the selection mechanism of the media 
institutions. It is the identification of broader trend in news selection, which has made gatekeeping 
very useful theory the practice of journalism. In this sense, gatekeeping is more than just a product 
of someone’s preferences, whims or error. Therefore, regardless of the editor, some stories will be 
selected whiles others will be left out. In outlining the main perspective around the nature of 
framing theory, the chapter makes the point that the media direct attention on certain issues and 
events and then place them within an area of meaning. And this makes framing theory a critical 
topic since it suggests that how something is presented to the audience can go a long way to 
influence the decisions people make about how to process information. In so doing, it influences 
the perception of news by the audience ending up as agenda-setting not only telling the audience 
what to think about, but also how to think about issues. 
 
The chapter notes the kind of relationship that exists between framing and agenda setting theories 
since both focus on how media direct the attention of people to specific issues and by this end up 
setting agenda. However, one gathers from the chapter that frames go beyond setting agenda to 
create frames for information with conscious decisions made by journalists. In this sense, a frame 
is constructed according to the way the media as gatekeepers organize the kind of issues and events 
they give coverage to. Therefore, framing and gatekeeping are an unavoidable part of journalism 
practice. In effect, the editors of the four newspapers under study, it could be argued, could not 
have avoided the practices of framing and gatekeeping in their coverage of the 2008 and 2012 
election campaigns in Ghana. What is, therefore, in contention here is the factors that influenced 
the framing and gatekeeping practices during the two election campaigns, which the study is 
interested in investigating.          
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The next chapter provides an insight into evidence in the trend of election campaign selection and 
representation across the globe with particular focus on Ghana. This is to help compare Ghana’s 
election campaigns trend with that of other democracies across the globe since the debate among 
political communication scholars is that the trend of election campaigns around the world is 
looking similar in democratic societies. In other words, the processes of gatekeeping and framing 
election campaigns stories are similar across democracies including Ghana. 
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Chapter 4 
Framing election campaigns: A survey of evidence 
4.1 Overview of the chapter 
The chapter is a selection of works that are central to the area of this study. The aim is to provide 
a context for the study, illustrates how the subject has been previously studied and finally, to 
demonstrate that the current study is adding to the understanding and knowledge of the field of 
political communication. While comprehensive scholarly works on election campaigns coverage 
in the United States and Europe abounds, the same cannot be said for Ghana. Studies on media 
coverage of Ghanaian elections have often been carried out through media monitoring exercises 
covering relatively short periods, for instance, studies by the CDD and the NMC. This limitation, 
therefore, leaves a gap that needs to be filled.  Despite this limitation, the chapter gives an account 
of studies of election campaigns coverage in Ghana that are available. This is help gain an insight 
into what has been the trend of election campaigns coverage in Ghana.  
 
An exploration of election campaign coverage in some advanced democracies such as the United 
States and the United Kingdom will be undertaken since such approach will help in comparing 
Ghana’s election campaign trend with that of the advanced democracies. For instance, how 
justifiable are the claims that across the globe, horse race framing is dominating election campaign 
coverage? Is there indeed intense visibility of party leaders to the detriment of political parties 
during election campaigns in Ghana? Are the state-owned media in Ghana still in the business of 
giving incumbent candidates coverage advantage?  Are Ghana’s election campaigns also negative 
in tone as it is across democracies?  And finally, is money a serious factor in the coverage of 
election campaigns in Ghana? This study attempts to provide answers to these questions.  
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4.2 Election campaigns framing across the globe  
One driving force behind this study is from the knowledge that similar election campaigns 
strategies and techniques are being used in democracies across the globe irrespective of differences 
in political cultures, historical background and societies. In effect, there is similarity in election 
campaign coverage. Since these innovative electioneering trends are traced to the United States, 
this section focuses more on election campaigns coverage in the United States. 
 
Political election campaign reporting is currently being criticised for focusing so much attention 
on individual political candidates, their appearances and images as well as campaigning style 
rather than real substantive policy issues. Therefore, not sufficient space or air time is devoted to 
policy issues. According to Fletcher and Everett (1991: 181), election campaigns have come to 
attract so much attention for the reason that they “represent short, intense periods in democracies 
and stand as signal events.” Fletcher (1996: 140) describes election campaigning as “democratic 
rituals.” Studies of democracies around the world and the media indicate a common emphasis on 
election candidates' personalities and strategies (Strömbäck and Kaid, 2008; Fletcher and Everett, 
1991). Sotirovic and McLeod (2008: 28) therefore, argue that this situation is eventually 
undermining the democratic value of election campaigning coverage as image and personality take 
centre stage in the media ending up diverting the concentration of citizens from substance or 
candidates' position on relevant issues.  
 
Political communication studies on election campaigns show that the common form of framing 
politics including elections is horse race aspects of the event instead of issues (Lawrence, 2000). 
According to scholars such as Strömbäck and Dimitrova (2006), studies on the United States’ 
election campaigns, for instance, demonstrate that the mass media in framing election campaigns, 
focus attention on the presidential candidate who appears to be leading in the race or the strategy 
political actors are using to lead in the opinion polls. This form of framing politics in general goes 
to add to voters distrust of the political system and also does not allow for sharing of issues of 
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common good (Lawrence, 2010). This may also lead to citizens not having a better understanding 
of issues politicians are discussing on the political platform (de Vreese, 2004). 
 
According to newspaper coverage of the 1952 presidential election campaigning in the US, Klein 
and Maccoby (1954) report that 60 percent of the stories published were on policies, 16 percent of 
the stories were also focused on personal qualities of the candidates with stories on scandals 
recording 15 percent. In another study, Graber (1971) on the 1968 election campaigning in the US, 
66 percent of the newspapers stories were devoted to personal qualities of the contesting candidates 
with policy issues recording 34 percent of coverage. Again, studying the 1979 presidential election 
campaigning in the US, Russonello and Wolf (1979) discovered that as high as 47 percent of stories 
want for horse race campaigning, the next in contention was the character of the competing 
candidates receiving 25 percent while policy issues recorded 21 percent of the coverage in the 
newspapers. 
 
Stovall in a study into the news coverage of the US presidential election campaigning in 1982 
found out that 86 percent of the newspaper stories were horse race with policy issues recording 14 
percent coverage. Benoit, Stein and Hansen (2005) using the New York Times’ coverage of 
presidential campaigns from 1952 – 2000 found out that horse race framing dominated election 
campaign coverage in the United States. Dimitrova (2006) also points out that many studies 
indicate that United States’ newspapers emphasized horse race coverage during presidential 
elections. Writing on Media Logic and Floating Voters, de Vreese (2008: 150) notes that there is 
more horse race coverage during election campaigning in the Netherlands yet policy-driven 
journalism practice is getting a remarkable attention in the media. According to de Vreese, for 20 
years, studies conducted have recorded an increase in the horse race style of journalism practice 
in the Netherlands but substantive news issues still feature high in the media's coverage of election 
campaigns. 
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A study by Cardiff University reports: “As a proportion of all airtime on the major evening 
bulletins, 45% of news was about the 2015 general election. But although regular TV news viewers 
undoubtedly had plenty of updates about the election, coverage has been dominated by which 
parties might win the contest, or related to campaign strategies and possible coalition deals, rather 
than the policy choices voters face at the ballot box” (The Guardian, Thursday, May 7, 2015). 
Karin Wahl-Jorgensen also writes: “So far, 2015 is no exception. Much attention has been driven 
by polls, which shows a high probability that no single party will win an overall majority” 
(http://the conversation.com/stunts-gaffes-and-horse-race).  
 
In the case of Ghana, a study of the Daily Graphic’s coverage of the presidential election 
campaigns in 1992 and 2004, Peter Amponsah’s content analysis revealed that horse race 
journalism was not an issue in the coverage of election campaigns in Ghana. According to the 
study, unlike the advanced democracies such as the United States where horse race framing of 
election campaigns dominates, in Ghana it is rather issues or policies that dominate election 
campaigns coverage. It is due to these conflicting outcomes that this current study is interested in 
finding out the consistencies or otherwise of this result. In other words, do issues continue to 
dominate election campaigns coverage in Ghana and how is horse race doing in Ghana’s election 
coverage? 
 
The media are again being accused of focusing much attention on candidates instead of political 
parties and as a result of this, voters vote for candidates and not parties. In relation to the United 
Kingdom, Scammell and Semetko (2008: 82) point out that all researchers have found out that 
election campaigns reporting is focused on the candidates, their images, competence and 
credibility. A study by Loughborough University on media coverage of the 2015 election 
campaign in the United Kingdom (2015) observes that of the nine newspapers and six television 
channels studied, the leaders of the two main political parties dominated the media election 
coverage, accounting for 30 percent of all the political appearances.  
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In Canada, Gidengil (2008: 46) reports that content analysis of newspaper coverage of the 2000 
election campaign suggests that the reporting was heavily on the incumbent party. The newspapers 
ignored the election issues and also the ideological differences among the competing political 
parties and rather focused on the horse race with attention on the parties’ leaders’ personalities, 
performance and parties’ strategies. Similarly, content analysis of press coverage of the 2006 
election also found that the incumbent Liberal Party enjoyed high level of visibility. This is also 
true of the network newscasts.  
 
With regard to the media’s projection of candidates, Amponsah’s (2012) study also indicated that 
candidates of the political parties were focused more since the candidates were the most common 
sources for election information for the newspaper’s election campaign stories. In such a 
journalistic practice, incumbent president had an advantage over the other candidates. For instance, 
a study on the media and democracy in Ghana (1992 – 2000) by Dzisah (2008) showed that the 
Daily Graphic, a state-owned newspaper gave more coverage and more favourable coverage to 
the incumbent presidential candidate of the NDC while the Ghanaian Chronicle, a privately-
owned newspaper also gave more coverage and more positive coverage to the opposition 
candidates of the NPP. 
 
A 2001 report of the Ghana Centre for Democratic Development (CDD-Ghana) on media’s 
reportage of the 2000 election campaign observed that the print and electronic media gave more 
coverage and access to the incumbent candidate of the NDC. Similar to the 2000 election campaign 
coverage of 2004, the state-owned print and electronic media gave more coverage to the incumbent 
candidate of the NPP (CDD-Ghana, 2004). On the same issue of incumbency advantage, a review 
of a study by AfriMAP and The Open Society Initiative for West Africa and The Institute for 
Democratic Governance (2007) point out that during the 2004 election in Ghana, the incumbent 
candidate of the NPP enjoyed more coverage from all the four state-owned media. The study, 
according to the review, indicates that incumbency advantage was the trend of election campaigns 
coverage throughout the Fourth Republic. The review suggests that the trend may be as a result of 
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the gatekeeping practice in the Ghanaian state media establishment (2007: 39-41).  From the above 
accounts, which point to state-owned media of practicing incumbency advantage reporting in the 
Four Republic, this current study will want to explore whether or not the media have continued 
the same trend of election campaign framing. The 1992 constitution guarantees equal and fair 
coverage to all political parties and candidates during elections.  
 
Candidates and political parties during elections can be projected by the media either positively or 
negatively. Since most voters do not get the opportunity to physically meet with candidates, it is 
the media that feed the electorates with information about the candidates. Therefore, the tone of 
media is critical as it can influence voters’ attitudes as well as voting behaviour.  The 2012 US 
existing body of evidence indicates that both presidential candidates Barack Obama and Mitt 
Romney shared more negative coverage from the news media than positive coverage (Lengauer 
et. al., 2012: 189). The emphasis by the media on negative aspects of politics during election 
campaigns can indeed be troubling, because they go to help erode the trust and confidence citizens 
may have for politics and politicians (Capella and Jamieson, 1997: 29).  
 
Related Ghanaian election campaigns coverage studies appear to agree that election campaigns 
coverage in Ghana are more positive in tone (Dzisah, 2008; Amponsah, 2012; CDD-Ghana, 2004; 
AfriMAP et. al., 2007 and Sulemana, 2009). These results are in conflict with most of the 
researches, which suggest that negative tone is the trend in the election campaigns news coverage 
(Benoit et. al. 2005; Hart, 2000). This Ghanaian positive election campaigns tone can be attributed 
to the persistent public appeals for peaceful election. With this finding, will the press in Ghana 
continue with its positive coverage record? The current study will attempt to find an answer to the 
question.   
 
Liberal journalism practice places value on the principle of objectivity in its role of informing 
citizens on issues and events across the globe. However, a number of studies indicate that bias 
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exist in the way and manner issues and events are covered.  On the issue of bias, D’Alessio and 
Allen (2000) in their study did not find substantial bias but a small coverage bias was discovered 
with regard to television in the United States. Schoenbach et. al. (2001) who examined Dutch and 
German television noted that chancellors or prime ministers received substantially larger number 
of mentions. In measuring bias in election campaigning in the well-established democratic 
societies since 1999, it was realized that the smaller political party of the three in the United 
Kingdom, the Liberal Democrats, enjoyed most coverage during election campaigns coverage in 
comparison with Labour and Conservative parties. The Liberal Democrats, according to the study, 
also attracted more favourable coverage than the two stronger political parties (Semetko, 2009: 4).  
 
With the issue of media bias in terms of more coverage and more positive coverage, all the five 
studies reviewed for this study were in agreement that Ghana’s press whether state-owned or 
privately-owned has been biased in the coverage of the previous election campaigns.  The press 
has been giving more coverage and more positive coverage to either the incumbent candidate and 
political party or it has been the opposition receiving more coverage and more positive coverage. 
Unlike the United Kingdom, where the smaller political party could enjoy more coverage and more 
positive courage, in Ghana, previous studies indicate that the smaller political parties rather have 
been attracting extremely low visibility in the press. It has always been the case that the two main 
political parties of the NDC and the NPP get the lion share of the newspapers’ space allocated for 
election campaigns stories by the gatekeepers. 
 
Examining the related studies, one story that is striking is that even though policy or issues 
attracted coverage from the newspaper journalists, horse race coverage by the newspapers was the 
most dominant form of coverage of presidential election campaigning in the United States. To add 
to this, in 2005 scholars such as Benoit, Stein and Hansen undertook a study of the New York 
Times' reporting from 1952-2000 of the presidential election campaigning, these scholars revealed 
that horse race, which recorded 40 percent coverage was the most attractive subject to the 
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newspaper. This was followed by the coverage of presidential candidates' personal qualities which 
had 31 percent with the policy issues of candidates taking 25 percent of the coverage. 
 
It appears from the account of election campaigning that indeed election campaigns coverage 
across democracies cannot be said to be similar in form in recent times. Although election 
campaign coverage in the advanced democracies may look similar, in emerging democracies such 
as Ghana it is inconsistent with that of the developed democracies such as the United States. This 
seemingly differences may be a reflection of the general differences in politics, the economy, 
media establishment, culture and values among societies. Swanson and Mancini (1996: 13) argue 
that this emergence is as a result of a number of democratic societies responding to a “process of 
media globalization, not just to the international spread of media contents and forms, but also to 
structures of relationship and ownership that increasingly are assimilating the systems of mass 
communication found in different countries.” With these studies and their revelations, to what 
extent is Ghana's election campaigns coverage similar or distinct in trend to that of the other 
democratic countries across the globe especially the United States? 
 
4.3 Summary of the chapter 
About 20 years ago, sports, especially football, remained the most concentrated and contested in 
Ghana and occupied the centre stage in media coverage. Since 1992 political contest in the form 
of multiparty is competing with football in terms of public discussions as well as media attention. 
Hasty (2005: xii) observes that “this seven-year period of democratic renewal and consolidation 
in Ghana (1995-2002), without the hard work of Ghanaian journalists throughout this period, the 
celebrated political renaissance of Ghanaian democracy would never have been possible.” 
According to Hasty, the editors of the major newspapers in Ghana do recognise the need for them 
to place the press in the centre of the democratic process in the country as well as the obligation 
of journalists to practically uphold the watchdog function in order to serve the interest and 
aspiration of the public. 
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Hence, democracy has come to be accepted as a respecter of individuals as citizens are able to 
make sense between what is right and what is wrong (Baker, 2002: 126). One critical means to 
consolidate multiparty democratic governance is through the news media and indeed journalism 
practice. Barker (2002) believes that democracy demands a free and independent media to ensure 
structural contributions that are “as great as or greater than many of the constitutionals and 
administrative devices” (Baker, 2002: 132- 133). Ghana’s media, over the past decades have gone 
through changes, from state monopoly to liberalized structure of state and private structure with 
deep divide separating their practices. State media journalists and their counterparts in the 
privately-owned media demonstrate differences in forms of professional rhetoric, engage different 
methods of news gathering, negotiate different political pressures and enjoy different forms of 
compensation and reward for their work (Hasty, 2005: 28). As the state media speak for the 
government, the privately-owned media also demonstrate anti-government posturing (Hasty, 
2005: 110). In the context of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns can it be said that the state-
owned newspapers speak for the government? And, therefore, the state-owned papers still ensure 
incumbency advantage? The study is expected to provide the answer. 
 
The accounts of the related studies confirm that contemporary election campaign coverage in the 
advanced democracies have been dominated by horse race coverage. Again election campaign 
coverage in the United States, for instance, has been more negative than positive coverage. The 
chapter also indicates that in the United Kingdom, for instance, it is possible for a smaller political 
party to receive more coverage and more positive coverage than the main political parties.  With 
the horse race framing and more negative coverage, it is no wonder that some scholars are of the 
view that the trend of election campaign coverage is undermining democracy since the media are 
not supplying voters with quality information for them to base their electoral decisions on. This 
situation can lead to voters’ alienation and cynicism. 
 
In the Ghanaian situation, the studies reviewed do not give a clear indication as to the media in the 
country also engaging in horse race coverage of election campaigning. The impression is that 
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Ghanaian media give extensive coverage to incumbent candidates and political parties. The media 
in Ghana are focusing more attention on the two leading political parties of the NDC and the NPP. 
This kind of reporting amounts to the marginalization of the other political parties. One other issue 
that emerged from the review seems to suggest that journalists in Ghana rely on political parties 
organized activities for them to generate information in order to publish electioneering news 
stories. Thus allowing the candidates and parties to set the agenda for the media by telling the 
media what election campaigns news to select, present and package for the public. Finally, election 
campaign coverage in Ghana is more positive in tone. With these results, to what extent will the 
current study be different or similar to previous studies? This will be answered in the context of 
the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana. The answer, probably, will help to understand 
what is going on in the Ghanaian press’ selection and representation of election campaign news 
and why such a trend in political communication of an emerging democracy such as Ghana. The 
techniques that the study is applying to help answer the above question will be addressed in the 
next chapter.  
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Chapter 5 
Methodology 
5.1 Overview of the chapter 
This chapter will present an overview of research methodology engaged in order to find answers 
to the research questions of the study. The discussions in the chapter will be focused on issues such 
as research design, population, sampling, data gathering and data analysis. These processes, 
hopefully, will provide trustworthiness.  
 
Henning (2004: 36) notes that methodology is “a coherent group of methods that complement one 
another and that have the ability to fit to deliver data and findings that will reflect the research 
question and suit the research purpose.” Ostle and Mensing (1975: 2) also describe research 
methodology as “a systematically way to solve the research problem.” For Babbie and Mouton 
(2001: 49), the choice of methods and their application are informed by the aims and objectives of 
the study, the nature of the phenomenon under examination and the theory of the researcher. 
Methodology decisions are shaped by the nature of the research question. For this study, 
methodology is described as how the study was executed and its logical sequence. The goal of this 
research is to explore the nature of election campaign framing in Ghana. To achieve this goal, the 
research approach was the mixed method, which assisted to meet the information demands of the 
study. With this, a suitable methodology was selected and the right kind of tools for data gathering 
and analysis were mobilized as a response to the following research questions, which emerged 
from the review of literature, the research problem and the research objectives. The study is 
operating on three research questions: 
 
RQI. Assessing the coverage of the 2008 and 2012 elections, to what extent did the Ghanaian 
newspapers follow the issue-based framing rather than horse race framing style of election 
campaign coverage?  
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RQ2. In framing the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana, how did the newspapers treat 
the presidential candidates’ activities they covered?   
RQ3. How significant is the difference between global model of journalism profession and 
Ghana’s practice of the profession in the context of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in 
Ghana?  
 
The intention is to examine how journalistic media are framing election campaigns in the country, 
which has held successful multiparty elections every 4 years from 1992 to 2012. This is to help 
the study ascertain the extent to which the press is providing Ghanaians with free, equal and quality 
election campaign stories be they straight news, feature, opinion, letter-to-the-editor or editorial. 
The study is interested in finding out the extent to which the Ghanaian press is giving coverage to 
all candidates and political parties as guaranteed by the 1992 constitution. Coupled with this focus, 
the study is also interested in contributing to the debate going on among political communication 
scholars that election campaigns coverage across democracies are taking similar form. In effect, 
to what extent are the election campaigns coverage in Ghana taking the shape of issues-based 
journalism, horse race journalism and personalization? And what accounts for such kind of 
coverage?  The study is situated in the realm of print journalism for the reason that newspapers in 
Ghana are still significant and vibrant in the socio-political life of Ghanaians as they remain agenda 
setters. Hasty (2005:2) observes: “The most provocative and influential news stories circulating 
through mass media and into the public sphere are produced by the state and private press.” From 
the above, one is convinced that it would take both content analysis and in-depth interview to 
achieve the goal set for this study. 
 
5.2 Mixed method approach 
The application of both quantitative and qualitative methods in communication research have been 
extensively discussed and both methods are said to have their advantages and disadvantages. For 
the study to make up for the weaknesses and make the best use of the strength of the two methods, 
the mixed method research was engaged (Bryman, 2006). 
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Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004: 17) defines mixed method research as “the class of research 
where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, 
approaches, concepts or language into a single study.” The major strength of mixed method is the 
possibility of developing an understanding of a phenomenon for which either approach in isolation 
would be insufficient (Venkatesh et. al., 2013).  One major weakness is the large amount of data 
required and can be overwhelming and the study can become too complicated, costly and time 
consuming. The nature of this particular study is also to understand and compare the attitudes, 
perceptions and actions to assess the impression of political officials about the 2008 and 2012 
election campaigns. The quantitative research in the form of content analysis will provide 
numerical evidence for statistical analysis. The in-depth interview will form the qualitative part of 
this research and give a sense of process and enhance the breadth and depth of the findings.     
 
It is useful to point out that the identification and choice of the various sources of information were 
primarily stemmed from the researcher’s knowledge of politics and journalism in Ghana. Hence, 
the sample for the study was purposefully selected. This meant that only those considered to be 
knowledgeable in the area of the study were consulted so were the newspapers used for this study. 
The techniques used to mobilize information are presented below.   
 
5.3 Content analysis 
Content analysis was applied in examining newspaper journalism in Ghana in relation to election 
campaigns framing since it has been proven to be an essential tool for the analysis of information. 
Berelson (1952: 18) offers a classic definition of content analysis, which reads: “It is a research 
technique for the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of 
communication.” Holsti (1968: 5) also defines content analysis as “any research technique for 
making inferences by systematically and objectively identifying specified characteristics within 
text.” Neuman (1997: 272-273) describes it as a “technique for gathering and analysing the content 
of text. The ‘content’ refers to words, meanings, pictures, symbols, ideas, themes or any message 
that can be communicated. The ‘text’ is anything written, visual or spoken that serves as a medium 
for communication.” In others words, it is one method which makes it possible for a researcher to 
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describe message in quantitative terms either verbal or non-verbal or non-quantitative in nature. It 
has to do with counting items or measuring the number of lines or amount of space allocated to 
different themes. It is often used for the analysis of media texts such as newspaper stories, radio 
and television reports as well as visual content in photographic, film and television images (Sparks, 
2002:20). 
 
An analysis of the above definitions of the method indicates an emphasis on system, objectivity, 
quantification, context and validity. In effect, content analysis is all about making valid, replicable 
and objective inferences about the messages on the basis of explicit rules. Berelson (1952) 
identifies five main purposes of content analysis, which are: to describe substance characteristics 
of message content, to describe form characteristics of message content, to make inferences to 
producers of content, to make inferences to audiences of content and finally, to predict the effects 
of content on audiences.  
 
As a tool for research, content analysis has the following advantages as well as disadvantages. The 
advantages are: the data it yields can be quantified; it is not expensive to use; it is easy to find 
material and it can deal with current events as well as past events or even both. The disadvantages 
on the other hand include: it is not easy to come by a measurable unit; it is not easy to find a good 
working definition of the topic under study; it is not possible to prove that the inferences made on 
the basis of a content analysis are correct; and it is not easy to be certain that a sample studied is a 
representative (Berger 1982: 107). Despite these disadvantages it is still a useful study to engage 
the technique of content analysis. 
 
Content analysis method was designed for this research in order to examine the messages produced 
by the four targeted newspapers in their responsibility of reporting, interpreting and examining 
politicians’ statements and political activities during the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in 
Ghana. The technique of content analysis applied hopefully will lead the study to measuring the 
significance that the Ghanaian press attached to this critical democratic feature of election 
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campaign through the intensity and frequency with which they reported. It will also give an 
indication as to how well or otherwise the newspapers in Ghana are performing their role in the 
framing of election campaigns by informing, educating as well as helping to influence and shaping 
voters’ decisions from a quantitative perspective. To achieve this, selecting a sample from a 
population is necessary. 
 
5.4 Getting at the sample 
Sampling is a process of selecting a smaller representative that has all the attributes of a larger 
population for study. Brink (2006: 124) and Bless et. al. (2006:98) observe that it is necessary for 
the sample to be assembled for it to become representative of the population from which it is taken. 
The authors are of the view that collecting information on a sample is less time consuming. As a 
comparative study, the thesis engaged four newspapers in Ghana. These included the Daily 
Graphic, The Ghanaian Times, Daily Guide and Ghanaian Chronicle. These were targeted for the 
study as by and large they constitute the most prestigious newspapers in Ghana. The four 
newspapers, which were purposively selected, have consistently emerged as the top Ghanaian 
newspapers in terms of circulation. They have been attracting attention for selection for studies 
including election campaigns coverage. The Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Times are state-
owned whereas the Daily Guide and Ghanaian Chronicle are privately-owned newspapers. Copies 
of the newspapers used for the study were from the library of the Ghana Institute of Journalism, 
Accra with the Ghanaian Chronicle of 2012 coming from the library of the Graphic 
Communications Group Ltd., Accra. 
 
The time period chosen to analyse the four newspapers to show the trend of election campaigns 
framing by the press was from October 1 to November 31, 2008 and October 1 to November 31, 
2012 using Monday to Saturday editions. Sundays were not included because these newspapers do 
not appear on the newsstands. The study used a total of 192 newspapers (each of the four 
newspapers contributed 48 of its editions). The study looked at October and November in which 
election campaigns in Ghana really gather momentum for the actual election voting to take place 
on December 7. This sample size appears to be reasonable considering the scope of the thesis and 
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also considering the fact that apart from the content analysis, the study also used one other method 
such as in-depth interviews. In sampling the newspapers, the systematic sampling technique was 
applied - hence, the content unit of analysis for this study. 
 
5.5 The content unit of analysis 
The coding procedure was first the placement of the content into various story types in order to 
show which story types were most used by the press in covering election campaigns in Ghana. The 
story types were made up of: (1) Straight news (2) Feature (3) Editorial (4) Comment/opinion (5) 
Letters-to-the-editor.  
 
Second, content was categorized into ten major topics. These included: (1) Setting, (2) Theme, (3) 
Actors (4) Reporter evaluation of actors (5) Evaluating actor (6) Actor evaluation (7) Evaluated 
actor (8) Tone towards actors (9) Policy (10) Headline. The idea was to use the above topics to 
examine how much emphasis the press in Ghana placed on the election campaigns as well as the 
trend that framing of election campaigns has taken. 
 
Third, since in journalism practice headlines are used to demonstrate the importance or 
significance of stories, the entire headlines of all stories about election campaigns were also coded. 
The rationale for giving some attention to headlines was to determine the degree of attention 
devoted to presidential candidates, political parties and how they have been projected by the 
Ghanaian press taken into consideration that headline “draws the attention of the reader to the 
contents of the story” (Hodgson, 1987: 137). In other words, the study is interested in finding out 
which candidate and political party have been projected to look good or bad in the eyes of readers. 
This is to help assess the level of slant of coverage of presidential candidates’ messages as well as 
political parties’ activities during election campaigns by the press.  
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Finally, it may be necessary to point out that how the election campaign stories came about was 
coded since the source that set the agenda for the story is considered critical in election campaign 
coverage: sources of affiliation were coded under five major categories, which included: (1) 
Political, (2) Campaign, (3) Media, (4) Other, and (5) No identifiable setting. The objective here 
was to find out the sources affiliated with especially either candidates or political party initiated 
events or journalists initiated act. The assumption is that candidates’ sources or news sources 
affiliated with political parties, would dominate election campaigns stories of Ghana’s press. In 
other words, in such a situation the press creates the space for candidates and political parties to 
set agenda for the press. However, for the findings to make more sense, the journalistic genres 
have been defined and included in the coding sheet as appendix A. The genres were to help analyse 
the election campaigns frames. 
 
5.6 Analysing the election campaign frames 
In order to come up with the kind of frames most used in the 2008 and 2012 general elections in 
Ghana, three frames were identified. These included horse race, issue/policy and personalisation. 
The operational definition of these frames have been provided in the literature review of this study 
(see chapter three). And since the Daily Graphic, The Ghanaian Times, Daily Guide and Ghanaian 
Chronicle happen to be the most convenient form to search for information on each of the 
presidential candidates as well as the political parties, voters resort to these forms of media in order 
to learn about the candidates and the political parties. These are channels with the capacity to reach 
a considerable number of voters. Their inexpensive nature coupled with their large amount of text 
they can produce, these channels have often been a good source of study with regard to content 
analysis in Ghana. Besides these, they are channels voters turn to for election campaign stories. 
With the help of SPSS, the data collected was analysed. 
 
5.7 Data analysis technique 
The results of the coded categories gathered from the content analysis was firstly entered into an 
Excel spread sheet, which was then  imported into the statistical analysis software, that is, 
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Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS). The application of the two different software 
packages was because the Excel was expected to automatically update graphs and tables indicating 
the frequencies of responses as the information was entered. This process immediately gave 
impressions and ideas about the information. This made it possible for reflecting on the outcome 
at an early stage. The second reason for entering the information first into Excel was because there 
was no character limit for variables, which was to a large extent convenient.  With this process 
completed, the information was then imported into the SPSS to facilitate further analysis of the 
information. This was converted into frequency tables and graphs as a way of summarising the 
results into formats for clear and easy understanding. It needs to be noted that the use of frequency 
tables and graphs developed from the content analysis helped to expose and compare trends and 
relations that came up. As already indicated the study used the mixed method research. Therefore, 
the next section is to deal with the in-depth interview technique used. 
 
5.8 The in-depth interviews 
The main types of qualitative data gathering techniques include participation observation, non-
participation observation, questionnaires and interviews. The decision to conduct interviews 
besides content analysis was as a result of the value on personal language as data. Also face-to-
face interviewing was considered appropriate since depth of meaning is critical and the study is 
basically involved gaining insight and understanding (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003: 138; Gillham, 
2000: 11). The motivation for the interview is to engage in conversation and discussion using the 
art of questioning for the respondents to provide insights on the investigation themes. Interviews 
are very useful because they provide much more detailed and specific data. In-depth interviews 
may also provide a relaxed atmosphere for the gathering of data as respondents may feel more 
comfortable sharing their perspective in words and other actions.  
 
They also allow for follow up of thoughts, feelings and ideas behind the responses being offered 
(Boyce and Neal, 2006). However, one cannot discount their limitations. The most obvious 
limitation in conducting this type of interviewing is that they are time consuming activities since 
it takes time to conduct interviews, transcribe them and analyse the outcome. The sample size is 
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generally small and may not be representative of a particular population. With all the advantages 
and disadvantages, Busha and Harter (1980: 78) caution that the researcher must prepare well for 
the interview and must also not just know the questions to be asked, but be concern with the 
sequence of the questions.  An interview guide was designed (see appendix B). These were 
grouped thematically and used for reference and prompts.  
 
A number of interview techniques are available, which include structured, informal and semi-
structured interview. And for the purpose of this study, the semi-structured interview technique, 
which is a technique “in which some questions are structured (closed) and some are open-ended 
was applied. Unstructured questions allow respondents to reply freely without having to select one 
of several provided responses” is the method applied (Stone, 1984: 12). The respondents for the 
interview were chosen purposively. These respondents were selected for the study since their 
positions, activities and associations with the media and politics directly and indirectly influence 
to some degree the performance of Ghanaian media.  
 
5.9 Interview guide 
With semi-structured interviews, Welman (2001: 161) suggests the term, ‘interview guide’ as 
against the term, ‘interview schedule.’ An interview guide is “a list of topics and aspects of these 
topics that have a bearing on the given theme and that the interviewer should raise during the 
course of the interview” (Welman, 2001: 161). It must be noted that all respondents were not asked 
the same questions. Each group of respondents had different set of questions. To illustrate, the 
questions for editors were different from those asked the political officials. Most of the interview 
questions were made up of open-ended questions. This form of questions were considered 
significant for the respondents. This was to allow them to speak their minds freely on the topics 
related to the study. The technique of probing was applied to illicit more information from the 
respondents in a situation where it was realised that further information was needed. The major 
objective for conducting semi-structured interviews was that of finding answers to the question as 
to how political officials discussed the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns coverage.  Each of the 
interviews ended within 60 minutes. 
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 The editors were asked questions in four broad areas: 
 
1. Gatekeeping 
Under this category of the interview, the editors were asked about the factors that motivated 
them in their selection of political stories. 
 
2. Editorial policy 
In this section, the editors were questioned about whether their media outlet has any policy 
that defines their coverage of election campaigns. 
 
3. Media corruption 
In the media corruption category, the editors were asked questions about being influenced by 
political actors with gifts during election campaigns and whether they were aware that their 
journalists on covering election campaign activities were influenced with gifts. 
 
4.  Media bias 
Under media bias, editors were asked questions about the election stories made available to 
them by their journalists and whether these represented equal and fair coverage of election 
campaigns. They were also asked about the stories they selected and whether these were 
selected to reflect the principle of equal and fair coverage of candidates and political parties.  
 
 
 The political officials were asked question in three broad categories: 
 
1. Relationship 
Under this category, the political officials were asked about the kind of relationship that 
exits between their political parties and the press and how the relationship influenced 
the coverage of their election campaign activities. 
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2. Impressions of coverage 
In this category, the political officials were questioned about the performance of the 
newspapers during the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns and whether per the 
performance, they found journalism practice in the country to be professional. 
 
3. Offer of gifts 
With regard to the offer of gifts to the editors and journalists, the political officials were 
asked questions about whether they were under pressure to offer gifts to the editors and 
journalists for coverage of their election campaign activities.   
 
 
The journalist and the vice president of the GJA were asked questions in two broad 
categories:  
 
1.  Gifts 
As the journalist was asked questions about his experiences covering election campaign 
activities and whether he was aware if editors were also receiving gifts from political 
actors during election campaigns, the vice president of the GJA was also asked questions 
about his knowledge about journalists taking gifts from sources of election campaign 
activities and what the association was doing about the practice if indeed it existed in 
the country.  
 
2.  Effect 
The journalist was asked questions about whether receiving gifts from politicians during 
election campaigns can go a long way to influence and shape election campaign stories. 
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The various questions asked were developed from the literature reviews and the research problem. 
The outcome of the interviews conducted with the various respondents are presented in chapter 
eight. 
 
5.10 Analysis of the in-depth interviews findings 
After gathering the information and transcribed the various interviews in their entirety and to make 
some sense out of the information, the study did some sorting as a way of identifying trends and 
established relationships in the study. This process allowed for the drawing of conclusions about 
the research problem based on the evidence gathered.  The outcome of the empirical data was then 
compared to the reviewed literature including the related works as discussed in chapters three and 
four, which then led to conclusions. To add credibility to the report, quotes from respondents were 
provided throughout the report. 
 
5.11 Summary of the chapter 
The chapter is a demonstration of both the theory and empirical details that combined to form the 
methodological assumptions of this study. It defined the thesis as a quantitative and qualitative 
study. The engagement of a triangulation of media story types and interviews are necessary for 
better interpretation and analysis of the various issues in order to arrive at reliable answers to the 
research questions. Hence, giving meaning to the research problem. The media story types 
included straight news, feature, comment, editorial and letters. The interviews also included editors 
and communication directors of some political parties. The processes with which the information 
sources were decided upon has been examined in this chapter. 
 
In examining the data, thematic analysis has been applied creating the space for text coding and 
categorization of the codes into broader themes taking into consideration the area of study as well 
as well as research questions and also described the attitudes, impressions, feelings and beliefs of 
the interviewees. The next chapter, therefore, presents the results of the content analysis that have 
been developed on the basis of political communication themes such as: Horse race, issues and 
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personalization. With these themes, hopefully, the research questions may be provided with 
appropriate answers for this study to add to literature and advance the debate on the capacity of 
newspapers to communicate quality election stories to voters across democracies including the 
newspapers in Ghana. This is considered necessary for an emerging democracy such as Ghana to 
share its political coomunication with scholars in other democracies across the globe. 
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Chapter 6 
Horse race versus issue/policy framing: Ghana’s story   
 
6.1 Overview of the chapter 
This chapter is aimed at exploring how the mass media frame election campaigns in developing 
democracies by examining the framing of the 2008 and 2012 Ghanaian general elections by two 
state-owned and two privately-owned print media houses in Ghana. 
 
It was as far back in 1957 when Anthony Downs credited and described election campaigning as 
a “market place of ideas.” And until The People’s Choice study in 1944, political scientists 
believed that voting had always been issues-based event. It took The People’s Choice investigation 
to correct this assumption. The study showed little evidence as a demonstration of issue voting in 
the presidential election of the United States in 1940. Politics, therefore, according to Capella and 
Jamieson (1997), can be framed either as horse race or issue-based. In effect, election campaigning 
can, therefore, take the shape of any of these two frames. One significant open question in the area 
of political communication is how and why the news media frame political election campaign as 
they do across democracies. Election campaigns frames as horse race or issues and the contribution 
of journalists as well as mass media are not new especially in the advanced democracies. However, 
exploring the nature of election campaign framing in an emerging democracy such as Ghana still 
remains an emerging field of study. Besides exploring the nature of election framing and why such 
kind of framing, the study is also interested in comparing the results to that of the Western 
democracies such as the United States. 
 
As the survey of evidence in chapter four demonstrates, a number of horse race coverage of 
political campaigns have been amply documented. For instance, Pew Research Centre (2012) 
claims that in the United States during the 2008 presidential election, 38 percent of the coverage 
coded was framed around horse race. In effect, election campaign stories substantially were about 
the strategy and tactics of the campaign and who was winning. According to the study, this result 
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was down from four years ago, when 53 percent of the coverage studied was focused on horse 
race. The same study also indicated that debate coverage was more on who won than what 
candidates said. Furthermore, the study points out that the economy accounted for 10 percent of 
all campaign coverage studied. This was down from 15 percent four years earlier. Again, 
Loughborough University’s study on the media coverage of the 2015 United Kingdom’s election 
campaign also reports that coverage of the electoral process itself dominated both television (45.9 
percent) and newspaper (44.5 percent) coverage with stories on the economic issues being the most 
prominent substantive topics in both television (8.1 percent) and newspapers (10.5 percent) 
coverage. From the above, it becomes interesting as to which of the frames, issues or horse race 
dominated the two election campaigns coverage in Ghana. More so when the debate is that election 
campaign coverage across democracies is taking similar form.  
 
6.2 Issue-based election 
In the context of political election, issues involve “any questions of public policy which have been 
or are a matter of controversy and are sources of disagreement between political parties” (Denver, 
1990: 20). With issue-based election, the electorates get the opportunity to compare candidates’ 
principles against their own to help them decide as to the candidate to vote for (Campbell, 1964: 
98). In effect, issue framing tends to give electorates more information about each candidate. For 
an issue to create the needed basis for a choice, the electorates must first be concerned about the 
issue and have some relevant knowledge about such an issue (More, 1999: 245). It is important for 
the media to provide more than one opinion about a particular issue for the voter to form a solid 
opinion about such an issue (More, 1999: 246). In this case, how gatekeepers select and frame 
election campaigns events and issues go a long way in contributing to the decisions that voters 
make as to the candidates they should vote for. 
 
The understanding is that how issues or events are framed by the mass media are affected by the 
political system, media system as well as social conditions of individual countries. (Strömbäck and 
Kaid, 2008). Brian McNair in his book, the Sociology of Journalism (1998) writes: “The 
journalistic text is viewed as the product of a wide variety of cultural, technological, political and 
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economic forces, specific to a particular society at a particular time” (1998:3). With such a 
situation we are likely to experience different forms of framing of issues or events among societies 
across the globe. This is because ideologies of individual societies as well as levels of development 
in societies are not the same. In other words, the assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, values as well as 
technological, political and economic levels of development, for instance, of an advanced 
democracy like the United States and an emerging democracy like Ghana vary to a large extent. It 
is, therefore, understandable that coverage of election campaigns across the globe is showing some 
signs of differences. For instance, as already indicated in this study, in a good number of societies 
in the Western world, election campaign coverage has taken the form of horse race while countries 
such as Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Israel and the Netherlands have their mass media 
using issue framing to tell election campaign stories (Binderkrantz and Green-Pedersen (2009). 
Based on the above, this study has the responsibility to demonstrate how different is the election 
campaigns coverage in Ghana from that of the advanced democracies such as the United States, 
where horse race framing is said to dominating election campaign coverage. 
 
The way and manner gatekeepers select and present election campaigns events and issues go a 
long way in contributing to the decisions that voters make as to the candidates they should vote 
for during elections. For instance, if electorates develop favourable impression about politics and 
political candidates, electorates may develop more interest in politics or election campaigns. 
However, if their impression about the conduct of politics or election campaign remains 
unfavourable, this can lead to electorates’ cynicism towards political actors and politics. And this 
can perhaps affect the outcome of elections (Cappella and Jamieson, 2003). This seems to provide 
the answer to the question as to why it is necessary for not only the developed democracies but 
also developing democracies such as Ghana to constantly find out the trend of election campaign 
media framing in the country. 
 
As has been observed, election campaign framing across democracies has been focused more on 
horse race than the substance of a campaign. And this trend of political communication is also 
consistent with the trend in the United Kingdom’s general election coverage (Deacon et al., 2001). 
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However, from the survey of evidence reviewed in chapter four, this trend of election campaign 
reporting appears not associated with the framing of election campaigns in Ghana. This chapter is, 
therefore, interrogating more closely the relative balance of issue/policy and horse race framing 
during the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns. Table 1 displays the results.   
 
Table 1: Top 5 Prominent Themes in the 2008 and 2012 Election Campaigns Coverage by 
the Press in Ghana 
 
ISSUES 
2008 % 2012 % 
Peaceful election 153 35.1 91 20.7 
Horse race 82 18.8 121 27.5 
Education 81 18.6 86 19.5 
Economy 81 18.6 45 10.2 
Employment 39 8.9 0 0.0 
Free SHS 0 0.0 97 22.0 
Total 436 100 440 100 
 
It is clear from Table 1 that during the 2008 election campaign, the four newspapers devoted 
greater part of their coverage to stories about issues (81.2 %). In the same vein the four newspapers 
also in 2012 election campaign devoted more space to the publication of stories about issues (72.5 
%). However, the coverage of issues decreased by 8.7 % in 2012 election. This means that the four 
newspapers created the opportunity for Ghanaian electorates to become aware of the policies the 
presidential candidates contesting the elections had in mind to implement when voted to power. 
And since it is obvious that electorates were interested in transforming their lives, such awareness 
was necessary for the decisions they took during the elections. For instance, Kwesi Amoafo-
Yeboah, an independent presidential candidate in the 2008 election, according to the Ghanaian 
Chronicle, announced what appeared to be his master plan with which to tackle malaria, a disease, 
which the country is still struggling to manage. Part of the story reads: “Since we know that 
mosquitoes cause malaria and we know how they breed, we need to focus our resources on dealing 
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with mosquitoes, instead of providing medication for malaria patients” (Ghanaian Chronicle, 
Friday, November 14, 2008, page 12). 
 
The Daily Graphic writes: “The presidential candidate of the Convention people’s Party (CPP), 
Dr. Michael Abu Sakara, who has a solid background in agriculture also thinks that building a self-
reliant economy with agriculture as the pivot, ensuring that the country’s entrepreneurs compete 
favourably on the world market as well as enhancing free quality education and efficient 
exploitation of natural resources were the way forward” (Daily Graphic, Thursday, November 1, 
2012).  These news stories appear to demonstrate the positions of the presidential candidates on 
critical issues such as malaria and the economy and what they planned to do if voted to power. 
The gatekeepers of the newspapers might have framed these stories because of their conviction 
that the issues involved were significant and therefore, merited the attention of the electorates. 
 
As shown by Table 1, although in both 2008 and 2012 election campaigns, issues framing 
dominated the coverage by a significant margin, we cannot lose sight of the fact that on the basis 
of single theme framing, horse race came second in 2008 election campaign with 18.8 percent 
surging ahead of crucial themes such as education, economy and employment. Horse race also in 
2012 election campaign surged ahead of individual issues coverage and became the dominant 
frame of coverage with 27.5 percent. This also means that the four newspapers under study in their 
coverage made it possible for the electorates to become aware of which presidential candidate was 
ahead and who was behind in the political contest. The Ghanaian Chronicle of Thursday, 
November 1, 2012 published an election campaign story with the headline, “NDC will win the 
election massively” then writes: “Mr. Edward Kusi Ayarkwah, District Chief Executive (DCE) of 
Sekyere South and the parliamentary aspirant of the ruling National Democratic Congress (NDC) 
in the Sekyere South constituency, has said the ruling NDC is poised to win the December 7 
general elections hands down.” 
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Again on outcome predictions as a horse race coverage, the Daily Graphic of Wednesday, 
November 5, 2008 with the headline, “Fianoo predicts massive win for NPP at Keta” the story 
reads: “The parliamentary candidate of the New Patriotic Party (NPP), in the Keta constituency, 
Mr. Kodjoe Fianoo, has predicted a massive win for the NPP because of its numerous 
achievement.” It is also interesting to note that as critical issues such as peaceful election, economy 
and employment had their coverage decreased in 2012 general election campaign, horse race 
framing coverage increased by 8.7 percent. 
 
While horse race framing has always been associated with the advanced democracies such as the 
United States’ campaign coverage and not associated with Ghana’s election campaigns coverage 
over the years, the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns coverage by the press is showing new trend 
in election campaign coverage in Ghana, a country which has experienced six multiparty elections 
since the restoration of democratic governance in 1992. This new trend in election campaign 
journalism perhaps goes to help make the point that the Ghanaian election campaign is gradually 
incorporating American style of election campaigning since Ghana’s campaign also  involves 
professionalization, presidential debates, opinion polls, good physical looks of candidates and the 
image of candidates as family men. Unfortunately, the concept of Americanization did not form 
part of the scope of this study for it to have explored the extent to which Ghana’s election campaign 
style is being Americanized for the study to have in addition attempted to answer the question 
whether Ghana’s election campaign style is Americanized or rather modernized. 
 
In his study, Amponsah (2012) observes that in the Ghanaian context, especially studying the state-
owned newspaper (Daily Graphic), the horse race framing of election campaign was not one of 
the issues identified. However, this current study suggests that the Ghanaian press including the 
most prestigious paper in the country, the Daily Graphic, seems to be adding horse race framing 
of election campaigns to its political communication practice. The following examples of opinion 
polls results framing will illustrate this point better:  
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The Daily Graphic of Wednesday, November 21, 2012 reporting on opinion poll with the headline, 
“RI predicts victory for Akufo-Addo” reads: “With barely 15 days to the 2012 general election, an 
opinion poll conducted by Research International is predicting a first round victory for the 2012 
presidential candidate of the New Patriotic Party, Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo.” The Daily 
Guide of Friday, November 14, 2008 with the headline, “Akufo-Addo leads polls” writes: “The 
Danquah Institute, Ghana’s leading centre for research and political analysis, has conducted a 
nationwide survey of voters’ intentions ahead of the general elections in December.” The fourth 
paragraph of the story reads: “Judging by these figures the NPP candidate is expected to win the 
popular votes by a clear margin almost one quarter of electorate in the first round.” In effect, one 
can, therefore, infer that horse race framing is now becoming an issue and part of Ghana’s political 
communication concepts, which should attract the attention of election campaigns researchers in 
the country. 
 
The following headlines should help demonstrate the extent to which horse race framing is 
gradually becoming an issue in communicating election campaigns events as well as issues in 
Ghana: 
 
1. “Kumasi erupts for Nana” (Daily Guide, Saturday, November 29, 2008) 
2. “Volta stands for Nana” (Daily Guide, Wednesday, November 7, 2012) 
3. “Akufo-Addo leads polls” (Daily Guide, Friday, November 14, 2008) 
4. “NDC will win polls by 60% - Bagbin” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, Tuesday, November 4, 
2008) 
5. “Bawku gives Mills a rousing welcome” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, Tuesday, November 
18,2008) 
6. “Campaign trail of NPP shakes Wa” (Daily Graphic, Thursday, November 20, 2008)   
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It is clear from the content analysis of this study that Ghanaian journalists are also becoming 
interested in reporting on crowd at rallies. For instance, with the headline, “Bawku gives Mills a 
rousing welcome” the story reads: “Business and social activities at Bawku came to a halt last 
Sunday when the flagbearer of the National Democratic Congress (NDC), Prof. John Evans Atta 
Mills arrived in the town amidst acrobatic displays by motorcycles, bicycles and cars” (Ghanaian 
Chronicle, Tuesday, November 18, 2008). The Daily Graphic of Monday, October 29, 2012 also 
with the headline, “Big welcome for Akufo-Addo, Bawumia” reports: “A large number of New 
Patriotic Party (NPP) supporters and other residents of Tamale, the capital town of the Northern 
Region, last Friday treated Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo and Dr. Mahamudu Bawumia to a 
tumultuous welcome that lasted over four hours.” The second paragraph also reads: “A sea of 
motorbike riders seated in either twos or threes and others in cars and buses filled to capacity met 
the two on the outskirts of the city about 10 miles away from Tamale amid drumming and 
dancing.”The Daily Guide of Wednesday, November7, 2012 has a story which draws attention to 
the crowd which reads: “The large crowd, boldly clad in NPP T-shirts and paraphernalia, threw 
the schedule of the tour of Nana Addo out of gear as they stampeded him.” 
 
As has been discussed in the literature of this study, some scholars have declared horse race 
journalism as low quality coverage which but for commercial interest journalists would not engage 
in such a practice. The practice is also described as too entertaining which displaces discourse of 
substantive policy issues (Iyengar et. al. 2004). However, there are some scholars who hold 
different views about the quality of horse race framing. These scholars are of the view that horse 
race frames of, for instance, opinion polls stimulate attention to politics. This, they argue, is 
because horse race framing makes reading the story very exciting. They also suggest that opinion 
polls are important political information in multiparty democracies since opinion polls lead to 
strategic voting. Yet there are some scholars who believe that the perceived effect of horse race 
framing of election campaigns is just an exaggeration (Newton, 2006). On his part, Patterson 
(2005) argues that public opinion polls play a significant role in election campaign framing. 
However, according to him, opinion polls have been discredited for fueling horse race journalism 
and for supplying citizens with repackaged news (Rosenstiel, 2005).  
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Opinion polls, as horse race framing maybe discredited because journalists who frame opinion 
polls as election campaign stories may not have studied research methods for them to be well 
grounded in the methodology to enable them identify any inaccuracies in the information coming 
from the pollsters. In addition journalists who frame these opinion polls are accused of failing to 
interpret the findings correctly when differences are statistically non-significant because, for 
instance, they do not understand the meaning of margin of error (Petry and Bastien, 2008). 
Strömbäck (2009) points out that methodological information is also in most cases not included in 
the opinion polls stories. Again people are of the view that opinion polls are simply complex and 
also too dominant (de Vresse and Semetko, 2002:379). In addition there is also the fear that 
because of opinion polls stories voters would be tempted to vote for those the polls suggest are in 
the lead of the contest. Valentino, Beckmann and Buhr (2001) also argue that by framing opinion 
poll stories, the media may end up distracting voters’ attention away from the real important issues. 
This may decrease voters’ ability to get the needed information about presidential candidates and 
policies of political parties, even when these are present and salient in the news coverage. 
 
For instance, in Ghana, opinion poll stories, according to the study were few, but when published 
they always attracted debate with political parties’ officials running from one media house to 
another either discrediting the results of the polls or insisting on the validity of the result,   
depending on which party such polls would favour or go against. The political party, which 
appeared disadvantaged would use technicalities to question the basis of such results. For instance, 
with the headline, “NDC Polls Bogus” the Daily Guide of Monday November 17, 2008 writes, 
“Mr. Gabby Asare Otchere-Darko, Executive Director of the Danquah Institute, has described as 
bogus and misleading an opinion poll advertised on media networks over the weekend.” The story, 
which used Otchere-Darko as the only source of the story, gave him the opportunity to discuss the 
poll’s result in which he used wrong margin of error, questioned the appropriateness of the sample 
size as well as the questionnaire used for the opinion poll. The story, which had no author, did not 
do any interpretation of the poll. Also another opinion poll in the Daily Guide of the same edition 
with the headline, “Nana leads latest polls” just presented the results with no interpretation of the 
results. Such presentation of opinion poll stories in the newspapers in Ghana goes to discredit those 
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stories. This act increases the level of cynicism towards politicians as well as the political process 
in general. It is also likely to add to low confidence in the newspapers election campaigns stories. 
 
However, the overall findings of this study show that considering the five prominent themes 
captured in the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns by the press in Ghana, the issue framing 
exceeded 80 percent in 2008 and also exceeded 70 percent in 2012 election campaigns news 
content in the four papers. In their coverage, the various newspapers selected and framed stories 
on different issues that formed the campaign messages of the presidential candidates and political 
parties as a way of winning votes. Issues or policies such as peaceful election, education, economy, 
employment and free Senior High School received more coverage.  As peaceful election 
dominated the issues in 2008, it was rather horse race journalism, which included candidates’ 
endorsements that dominated the 2012 election campaign coverage. For instance, with the title of 
a feature article, “Actualisation of Nana Addo’s vision on education” the concluding part of the 
story says: 
 
 “Undoubtedly, the free secondary school policy is possible. It will succeed for as long as the 
government has the political will to do it. The NPP government under Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-
Addo does not only have the political will to do it, but has the commitment and the desire to make 
it happen”(Daily Graphic, Monday, November 5, 2012). A letter-to-the-editor with the title 
“President Mahama, you were tops” also reads: “I congratulate you President John Dramani 
Mahama on your great performance during the recent IEA debate in Tamale on October 30, 2012. 
Your performance, devoid of literacy technicalities was clear, comprehensive and very easy to 
understand even by primary school kids” (Daily Graphic, Friday, November 16, 2012). Since 
issues such as peace, the economy and free senior high school dominated the election campaigns 
of the various presidential candidates, the chapter will discuss them one after the other to determine 
why the four newspapers had to give them the kind of coverage they received during the elections. 
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6.3 Peace: The dominant theme 
In 2008 the dominant campaign theme that could easily go through the gates of all the four 
newspapers sampled for the study was unsurprisingly the issue of peace. Peace as a theme as Table 
1 displays, received 153 stories representing a significant 35.1 percent. Peace as a dominant theme 
might be because of the election violence that erupted in some of the African countries such as 
Libya, Egypt and Cote d’Ivoire which led to deaths and high level of structural destruction in 
recent times. What might have also contributed to the dominance of peace were the high levels of 
intolerance, including the use of vile and insulting language against political opponents, especially 
during phone-ins programmes on radio broadcasts; the hiring by the major political parties of so-
called “macho men’ or party foot soldiers’ to promote the interests of a candidate and a political 
party and discourage opponents through intimidation and violent measures as well as reluctance 
to prosecute offenders for serious electoral offences, particularly if the offenders belonged to the 
ruling party. All these created tension within the country to the extent that the gatekeepers of The 
Ghanaian Times of Tuesday, October 7, 2008 allowed through its gate a feature by Professor 
Kwesi Yankah with the title, “Prof. Kwesi Yankah wonders: Will Ghana survive Dec ’08?” Part 
of the story observes that “In Ghana… the war drums have been loud enough in recent times. From 
gun shots ringing at registration centres, gun shots at political rallies, to arson and inter-party 
killings at Gushiegu, to clashes at Berekum, and stories on stocking of arms by various ethnic 
groups and political parties. Day in day out, newspaper headlines have been chilling and convey 
the impression that all is not well with the nation Ghana.” 
 
It was probably this scary situation that might have motivated the traditional leaders, religious 
leaders, Ghana Journalists Association, National Media Commission, The National Peace Council 
and other interest groups to campaign for peaceful election in the country. For example, “Right 
Reverend Emmanuel Arongo, Anglican Bishop of Tamale, has called on the NDC and NPP to 
discourage their supporters from fighting and mudslinging each other” (The Ghanaian Times, 
Friday, October 3, 2008). Also “the chief of Apam, Obotantam Nana Edu-Effrim X, has challenged 
politicians to demonstrate their commitment to peace by taking disciplinary action against any of 
their members whose actions and utterances can disturb the peace of the country (Daily Graphic, 
Tuesday, October 2, 2012 page 19). 
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With the headline, “Campaign for peaceful polls intensified” the story reads: “With barely six 
weeks to the general election in December, non-governmental, religious and faith-based 
organisations and civil society groups have intensified their campaign for peaceful elections” 
(Daily Graphic, Monday, October 22, 2012 page 16). Kabral Blay-Amihere, the chairman of the 
National Media Commission charged the media to “provide accurate reportage to ensure peaceful, 
free and fair 2012 election” (Daily Guide, November 1, 2012). It is interesting to note that a week 
to the voting in 2012, the eight presidential candidates were made to commit themselves to 
peaceful conduct in the lead up, during and after the elections by signing an agreement pact to that 
effect. Commonwealth Observer Group reports: “with the level of intolerance, which manifested 
itself in several ways, witnessed by the Chief Justice, traditional and civil society leaders and 
security chiefs, in the week preceding the 2012 election, presidential candidates had to sign the 
Kumasi Declaration under which leaders publicly committed themselves to taking a stand against 
election violence, impunity and injustice” (Report of the Commonwealth Observer Group, Ghana 
Presidential and Parliamentary Elections, December 7, 2012). 
 
The issue of peace, therefore, became a major campaign message for the gatekeepers of the media 
to find it absolute necessary to frame it and allowed it through their gates many times. In the lead 
up to the 2012 election, the National Media Commission maintained regular dialogue with the 
media, calling on them to discharge their duties responsibly to ensure a peaceful election (Report 
of the Commonwealth Observer Group: Ghana Presidential and Parliamentary Elections, 
December 2012). The numerous appeals, the political tension in the country during the elections 
and the memory of election conflicts’ experiences of some African societies might have influenced 
the editors and journalists to settle on the issue of peaceful election as a major campaign story. 
Since the way editors and journalists select stories and how they frame them are often as a result 
of their political convictions, the newspapers with their political convictions and lessons from 
McCombs and Shaw (1972; 1993), they made peace an agenda whereby the press did not only tell 
people what to think about, but also told them how to think about peaceful election. Therefore, it 
is argued that gatekeepers of the four newspapers sampled for this study framed a lot of election 
stories on the issue of peaceful election as a result of their political convictions not only for 
Ghanaians to think about but also how to think about it for the followers of the various political 
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parties especially the two main parties not to engage in political violence no matter the outcome 
of the elections.  
 
By framing and projecting the issue of peaceful election and highlighting information about it 
made the issue the subject of communication in the public sphere in the country. In the letter-to-
the-editor section of The Ghanaian Times of Monday, October 29, 2012, the paper published a 
letter calling for peaceful election: “For the December 7 election to be peaceful, let’s all watch our 
utterances, especially on radio. Let’s not incite tribal politics and let’s choose our words carefully 
bearing in mind that we have only one Ghana.” In effect, the newspapers enhanced the significance 
of peace for it to become a dominant feature for public discourse in the public sphere. As Kuypers 
(2002:7) points out, “facts remain neutral until framed; thus, how the press frames an issue or event 
will affect public understanding of that issue or event. Callaghan (2005: XI) argues that with 
framing, the media and the politicians can determine for the citizens boundaries within which an 
issue is to be debated. Therefore, with the Ghanaian political actors talking about the need for 
violence free elections and the press framing it in their publications the attention of Ghanaians was 
focused on the subject of peace. However, it worth noting that from the experiences of some 
African societies, peace can be undermined if citizens are poor and not sure of the intentions of 
their political leaders.  From the above and the fact that any time election is approaching there is 
threat of election violence makes the issue of peace an important matter.  
 
6.3.1 Does peace matter: As an election campaign issue in Ghana? 
With the title, “Ghana makes peace a priority in election campaign” Afua Hirsch writes: “For 
months, every available space on the streets of Ghana’s capital city has been plastered with 
campaign posters as the eight presidential hopefuls in this month’s elections jostle for prominence. 
Amid the slogans, new theme has emerged: a plethora of concerts, conferences and prayer 
meetings organized to promote peace at the polls.” The article continues, “the let Peace Rain gospel 
event, the One Ghana Peace gig, the Avoiding Conflict and Mayhem concert and the Peace Song 
compilation album are a few of the options in what some say has become a ‘peace industry” (The 
Guardian, Sunday, December 2, 2012). 
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Since the 1990s, crime has become an electoral issue in South Africa and public safety has become 
an electoral issue in Nigeria so has peace also become an election issue in Ghana. The editorial of 
the Daily Graphic, Thursday, November 6, 2008 calling for peace before, during and after election, 
writes: “while we all join the people of the US to celebrate their momentous election, we urge 
Ghanaians to learn from the US experience as we prepare for the December 7, 2008… the patience 
and tolerance of US voters must be emulated.” In a feature in the Daily Graphic of Monday, 
November 26, 2012, Kofi Annan notes: “we are an open country, with a vibrant press an active 
civil society. Investors, from home and abroad, applaud this stability which creates a sound 
investment climate. We can be proud of this record. But there can be no room for complacency. 
The disastrous 2007 elections in Kenya illustrated the risks faced by all countries.” 
 
Dr. Kwesi Aning of the Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training observes that politicians 
in Ghana were deliberately preaching hatred, exploiting ethnicity, regionalism and religious group 
for them to win Power. Aning notes that in all these, “we sit here and think that Ghana’s democratic 
credentials are intact. The falsehood and wrong perception of Ghana as a front-runner state is not 
doing us any good” (Daily Guide, Thursday, October 25, 2012). Until this publication, the Ashanti 
Regional Police Commander, DCOP, Augustine Gyening had accused politicians of raising the 
“political temperature in the region with their utterances (Daily Guide, Thursday, October 4, 2012).  
 
From the above, it is no wonder that peace became 2008 and 2012 election campaigns agenda 
which was discussed in the public sphere by civil society groups, youth groups, religious groups, 
women groups, traditional rulers as well as the political actors. This is so because despite Ghana’s 
reputation for peaceful transitions, previous elections have come dangerously close to violence, 
therefore, peace was more of an issue, which competed with other issues such as economy, 
employment, health and education. Former President Kufuor, President Atta Mills and President 
John Mahama, it is argued, won elections because they were framed as being calm and peaceful. 
Calmness and peace are values, it appears, Ghanaians cherish. Therefore, in considering peace as 
an issue based, the study coded any election campaign story which called for peaceful election or 
political actors promising peace be it a feature, editorial, opinion or straight news. It appears that 
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in developing democracies such as Ghana, the concept of issue-based election needs to be 
expanded to include not only the economy, employment, education, health and housing but also 
peace, taking the political development of such societies into consideration. Indeed exploring the 
background and context of an emerging democracy such as Ghana, this would create the necessary 
expansion to accommodate peace as a campaign issue for the media to highlight. Article 3 of the 
UNESCO Media Declaration notes: “the mass media have an important contribution to make to 
the strengthening of peace and international understanding and countering racism, apartheid and 
incitement to war” (UNESCO, 1979). 
 
In their book, Electing to Fight: Why Emerging Democracies Go to War, Mansfield and Snyder 
(2004) suggest that countries in South America, East Asia, Northeastern Europe as well as South 
Africa, which experienced a reasonable smooth transition in democracy, succeeded because they 
enjoy relatively high per-capita income and literacy. With these advantages, the citizens had the 
needed resources as well as skills to put in place institutions and civil society groups which could 
allow democracy to be consolidated. According to them, before the transition, many of these 
countries had well-developed state institutions such as administrative bureaucracies, which 
operated with some level of efficiency to advance state objectives with minimal corruption. They 
point out that some of these countries enjoyed the benefit of some past experience, with 
independent legal and journalistic outlets, which could be adapted for use by the democratizing 
country. In other words, with such conditions, it is possible for powerful democratic institutions to 
be established quickly, for democracy to be easily consolidated leading to a peaceful transition as 
in Brazil, Chile and Poland. However, in a situation where democratic institutions were weak and 
democratization was incomplete, war was more likely as in Ethiopia, Pakistan and Peru. Therefore, 
in Ghana with its weak democratic institutions, high illiteracy rate coupled with threat of violence 
from some political elites, it makes sense for peace to be placed top on the election campaign 
agenda as elections 2008 and 2012 have demonstrated. But for peace becoming an election 
campaign issue, Ghana’s democratic process story might have been different. 
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Robert Dahl in his book, Polyarchy believes that Great Britain, for instance, after Second and 
Third Reform Bills of 1867 and 1884, because of its rules, habits and institutions of competitive 
politics were well in place and developed, its transition to democracy was relatively smooth. This 
is in contrast to the situation in Ghana, where mass electoral politics developed ahead of the needed 
institutions to regulate political competition. In Ghana, every election since 1992 had been 
challenged by the losing party to the extent that the 2012 election ended up in court because Nana 
Akufo-Addo accused John Mahama and the NDC of electoral malpractices. This, they could not 
support in court. In fact when the result was announced there were some violent acts by the 
supporters of the NPP. But for the calm and peaceful personality of John Mahama, who asked the 
supporters of NDC not to fight back and also agreed to co-operate with the court, Ghana would 
also have perhaps seen war. 
 
Probably, Ghana’s practice of multiparty democracy presents the world of academia with 
interesting and distinctive aspect of election journalism for scholars in political communication as 
well as political science to take interest in and study. This is because it appears from this study that 
some significant conventional positions of election campaign coverage are not applicable to the 
Ghanaian experience of political communication. An example is the dominance of peace in the 
coverage of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in contrast to the dominance of economy, 
health, immigration, job creation and now fighting ISIS in the advanced democracies across the 
globe. This goes to strengthen the argument for de-Westernizing studies since conditions in various 
societies are not the same. Hence, the needs and aspirations of citizens across democracies differ 
to a large extent. It would be strange for a candidate in an advanced democracy during election 
campaign to campaign on peaceful election. This is because electoral violence is not a concern in 
the advanced societies. These societies have been able to consolidate their democracies and 
established democratic culture in the citizens. However, in an emerging democracy such as Ghana, 
which is struggling in its democratization process, because of the huge interest of political elites 
to have power and control, anytime election is approaching there is high tension and signs of 
electoral violence. 
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As this chapter was being developed, there was tension already forming and there was fear of 
electoral violence towards the 2016 general election in the country. The main opposition political 
party, NPP led by Nana Akufo-Addo was calling for a new voters register at all cost, which the 
ruling party, the NDC thought was not a realistic position for NPP to take. “The Ghanaian Times 
of Saturday, December 5, 2015 reports: “The opposition New Patriotic Party insists the electoral 
album is bloated calling for a new one to be compiled ahead of the 2016 general election; however, 
the governing National Democratic Congress just wants the existing register to be purged.” In 
addition to this, there was also serious conflict within NPP leadership, which had led to the killing 
of two of their supporters. In the face of this, electorates would first be interested in their safety 
and that of their families before they would think about the economy or education or health. 
Development in which ever form would be virtually impossible without a peaceful atmosphere. 
What this chapter attempts to demonstrate is that emerging democracies, which are threatened by 
violence or war would make peace an important agenda for the media as well as the political actors 
to talk about and think about it. It is a question of seeking peace first and all others can be added.  
 
Based on the above, it appears peace as an election campaign issue matter and that it is desirable. 
The benefit of placing it high on election campaign agenda and for it to find space in the public 
sphere of developing democracies with weak democratic institutions coupled with elites who 
believe they should be presidents at all cost is enormous. Finally, peace as an election campaign 
issue is important since it may take a while for Ghana to have the rules, habits and institutions of 
competitive politics well established. It is worth noting that citizens or voters would choose issues 
which appear to represent their interests. Therefore, citizens must have some flexibility depending 
on existing conditions to choose any issue that they dim fit would enhance their politics and 
democracy. As already indicated in the literature for any issue to become public policy for 
candidates to make it their campaign message, voters should have first be concerned about the 
issue and have some relevant information about such an issue (More, 1999: 245).   During the two 
elections, the situation in the country demanded that peace should be an issue of great importance. 
Therefore, it is expected that like the issue of economy or crime control policies, it is also possible 
to have peace enforcement policies as a major campaign agenda once that is what would satisfy 
citizens and ensure their well-being. 
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It is more than half a century ago when Key argued that “unless mass views have some place in 
the shaping of policy, all the talk about democracy is nonsense” (Key, 1961: 7).  Harold Lasswell 
(1941: 15) has long observed that “open interlpay of opinion and policy is the distinguishing mark 
of popular rule.” In effect, mass opinion is supposed to be the final determinant of political and 
economic actions. Based on this, if the mass views of Ghanaians point to peace, before, during and 
after election, then such mass views should have a place in shaping a policy, which would address 
peace in the country. Then such a policy, during election campaigns, would find space among 
election campaign issues for gatekeepers to frame it and allow it through their gates many times. 
However, economic growth is also necessary for peace to prevail as demonstrated by the advanced 
democracies. 
 
6.4 Economy: The significant campaign issue 
One significant factor that has led to political instability in Ghana, it is argued, has been the fact 
that democracy has not been able to deliver to the citizens the needed economic prosperity. 
Acemoglu and Robinson (2012:1) argue that the revolutionary uprising against the rule of the 
privileged elites in Tunisia and Egypt, for instance, was as a result of the poverty level of citizens. 
In Ghana today, there is evidence that points to the failure of the economic system to enhance the 
living standards of citizens. Declining economic growth is worrying since jobs cannot be created 
and prices of goods and services are going high by the day (Bawumia, 2014).With this worrying 
state of affairs, the longest serving Minister of Finance, Professor Kwesi Botchway (a member of 
the ruling party, NDC) in a lecture in June 2014 lamenting, pointed out that there was widespread 
disaffection and anger among Ghanaians. The anger has led to frequent demonstrations and strike 
actions. Doctors, nurses, university and other levels of teachers as well as staff of the Attorney 
General have resorted to strike action for salary increase.  This is leading to a popular mood of 
frustration among technocrats and public servants. In Ghana, Botchway points out that there is 
feeling among citizens that everyone in public office is engaged in corruption and money grabbing. 
There is already evidence showing that Judges, Custom Officers, the Police Service, Members of 
Parliament and even the media are corrupt and grab money for their services.  
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Against this background, one is tempted to suggest that the issue of economy will continue to be 
significant during election campaigns in Ghana. Considering the high level of poverty in the 
country, citizens are obviously looking for a government that is committed to the public welfare 
and responsive to their economic needs. Since politicians are aware of this high expectation of 
citizens, during election campaigns, the issue of the economy is expected to feature high in their 
campaigns for the media to also give it the needed coverage. Already, the main opposition political 
party is accusing the government for poor economic performance. The party is  promising 
Ghanaians that NPP as a government would transform the economy (Daily Graphic;  The 
Ghanaian Times; Daily Guide and Ghanaian Chronicle, Thursday, December 3, 2015).   After all, 
globally, it appears “at the core of all predictive models is the power of economic conditions to 
predict voting outcome” (Jamieson, 2000:6). Relying on the predictive models, Jamieson, 
therefore, argues that economic conditions of the individual electorate as well as the nation will be 
central to the decision that the voters will arrive at as to who becomes their president. Although 
the economy will always feature high on the list of voting consideration, occasionally other issues 
will emerge and be considered significant just as peaceful election emerged in 2008 and 2012 
election campaigns in Ghana. 
 
 A great deal of information on the economy from the presidential candidates on the present state 
and future prospects of the economy will attract journalists for it to go through the gates for 
publication. In other words, voters would be primed by the gatekeepers to take the economy into 
account in deciding who to vote for during elections (Jamieson, 2000:6).  There is no doubt that 
Ghanaians have come to appreciate education as one important variable that can help bring about 
economic prosperity. Politicians, especially the NPP, aware of   this coupled with the fact that 
many Ghanaians are struggling to pay the fees of their children, made free senior high school 
NPP’s major campaign message, which the NDC responded saying that what the country needed  
immediately was more and decent educational infrastructure conducive for teaching and learning 
and to give access to more students after which, then the policy of free education can be 
implemented as provided in the 1992 constitution.          
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6.5 Free Senior High School: The most contested issue 
In 2012, the Daily Guide and the Ghanaian Chronicle gave intense level of attention to the issue 
of free Senior High School education, which forms one of the three levels of Ghana’s educational 
structure. The other two levels are the basic education and the tertiary education. The basic level 
takes eleven years to complete for one to qualify to enter the Junior High School, which also takes 
three years to complete after which one then moves on to the Senior High School. It is after the 
completion of the SHS that one qualifies to enter the tertiary level to pursue either a diploma 
programme or a first degree programme. The educational system consists of state-owned schools 
and privately-owned schools at all levels. With regard to preference, majority of Ghanaians would 
prefer to attend the state-owned Senior High Schools and state-owned tertiary schools. This is 
because they are of high standard than those of the privately-owned and most of the prestigious 
schools are the state-owned schools. In Ghana a considerable number of students are attending the 
state-owned SHS. Because of the harsh economic condition in the country, parents and guardians 
would be happy and thankful to any government that would implement free SHS educational 
policy. Being aware of this, the opposition political party, NPP and its presidential candidate might 
have been so convinced that promising and making free Senior High School their main campaign 
message was likely to win them the needed votes to govern the country, which since independence 
in 1957 the party has governed for 10 years.    
 
So for the Daily Guide and the Ghanaian Chronicle to frame and select the issue of free Senior 
High School and made it become a major election campaign agenda was not surprising. The 
provision of free Senior High School was the main campaign theme of the NPP and its presidential 
candidate. With the headline, “Free SHS policy possible” the story reads: “the former president 
John Kufuor says the New Patriotic Party’s free senior high school policy is possible with the 
country’s oil find” (Daily Graphic, Thursday, October 25, 2012). The Daily Guide gave the issue 
46 (42.2 percent) stories while the Ghanaian Chronicle also gave the same issue 22 (28.2 percent) 
stories. However, what happened to be the main election campaign message of the NDC, that was, 
the provision of more and better educational infrastructure to enhance teaching and learning 
received 15 stories (19.2 percent) from the Ghanaian Chronicle. The Daily Guide had no story for 
the NDC’s main theme. As has already been mentioned, the owners of the two papers happen to 
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belong to NPP and therefore, the gatekeepers of the papers (editors and political journalists) might 
have been more interested in NPP and Nana Akufo-Addo winning the votes to come to power. 
Hence, the two papers made the issue of free Senior High School an intense election campaign 
agenda for the electorates to talk about in the public sphere. As indicated earlier in this study, if 
horse race is said to dominate election campaign coverage in the advanced democracies, what then 
accounts for the dominance of issues in election campaign coverage in a developing democracy 
such as Ghana? 
 
6.6 Why the dominance of issues framing? 
The question for this section to attempt to answer is: What can explain why unlike the United 
States, which is noted for horse race framing, issue framing such as the economy, peace and 
education appear to be ahead of horse race framing of election campaigns in Ghana? As has been 
observed, journalism practice is influenced by the political system, media system as well as socio-
economic situation of societies (Strömbäck and Kaid, 2008). Therefore, one can make the 
suggestion that the issue framing of election campaign dominance in Ghana may be due in part to 
variables such as the history and socio-economic situation in the country.  
 
One reason that can also be used to explain the dominance of issue over horse race framing of 
election campaigns in the country may be the nature of practice of journalism. The profession has 
been subjected to all manner of governmental controls throughout the greater part of its 
development. The practice has been that the media depended on official sources for the information 
they would need to frame events or ideas. In such an atmosphere, which clearly undermines the 
media autonomy, it is difficult for journalists to embark on horse race journalism. This is because 
horse race framing of an event such as election campaign allows journalists to engage in 
interpretation, which in most cases demand that journalists add their personal views unconstrained 
by the journalistic principle of objectivity to the stories that they frame for electorates (Jamieson, 
2001:39). 
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Another contributing factor to the dominance of issue framing over horse race framing is the socio-
economic conditions of the country. Ghana, like many other developing societies, has a 
considerable number of it citizens living in poverty. Many communities lack basic needs such as 
portable water, health facilities, educational facilities, balanced diet and jobs. With such level of 
poverty it makes sense that electorates would demand from the various political parties and 
leaders’ policies that could help improve their standard of living. It, therefore, stands to reason that 
presidential candidates and political parties in mounting the campaign platform would raise issues 
that would win the electorates to their side. To win votes, “Dr. Paa Kwesi Nduom, presidential 
candidate of the Progressive People’s Party (PPP), has called on Ghanaians to vote the party into 
power to make the nation a better place to live in. He says the PPP has come to rescue Ghanaians 
from economic hardship” (The Ghanaian Times, Monday, October 29, 2012). To this end, 
Ghanaian journalists in order to meet the expectation of citizens would therefore, frame and select 
more stories on issues since they have also learnt that one responsibility of journalism is to help 
mobilize the society to put in place structures that would help create a sustainable road out of 
poverty for better conditions of life for citizens. Although the findings of this study show that 
Ghanaian election campaign coverage is issues-based, one cannot ignore the fact that horse race 
framing is emerging in the political communication of the country, which appears to have the 
potential of even dominating election campaign coverage in Ghana as it is the case with the 
developed democracies. Therefore, horse race as a concept is being given some attention in this 
study. 
 
6.7 Horse race framing: To what extent is it an issue? 
Framing politics as horse race has become a significant concept in the field of political 
communication research. It is a journalistic practice where the focus of media coverage is on which 
candidate or political party is ahead and who or which party is behind the political contest. Framing 
of election campaigns as a horse race is seen as virtually overshadowing real political substance 
and issues. In fact a number of scholars including De Vreese (2005) and Valentino and colleagues 
(2001) suggest that covering politics as a horse race event instead of a competition among issues 
undermine politics and democracy. This, they argue, is leading to cynicism making the public care 
less about politics as well as political actors. Lilleker (2006:63) observes that “politics is seen to 
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lack efficacy and politicians are largely given a low rating on issues of public trust.” This, Lilleker 
explains, is because voters are becoming sceptic about politicians, their motives and actions. 
 
According to the literature reviewed in chapter three, the decisions that gatekeepers arrive at as to 
which issues should go through the gate and which issues should stay behind the gate are crucial 
indeed to say the least. This is because those decisions go to impact public agenda as well as media 
agenda. In the same vein, the way and manner issues are framed impact public agenda and media 
agenda as well. For an issue to receive significant amount of coverage, the gatekeepers should 
consider such an issue to be so important and interesting, therefore, fit for the consumption of 
citizens. After all, gatekeepers “have increased their power over who gets access and over terms 
of access for politicians to the public.” This is because “it is they who set the agenda for political 
debate” (McQuail, 2005:527). For instance, election campaign activities happen to occupy a 
central point in the public as well as media agenda in democratic societies including Ghana. It is, 
therefore, necessary for studies to be conducted into election campaigns to examine the attention 
the media are giving to such events as well as the trend of the coverage. 
 
Based on the earlier discussion in chapter three of this study of operationalizing horse race framing, 
I reconstruct the description of Aalberg et. al. (2011:6) horse race and examine how the horse race 
coverage of election campaigns is gradually gaining grounds in political communication of Ghana. 
Aalberg et. al. interpretation of horse race framing involves opinion polls, actual and forecast 
election outcomes as well as language of winners and losers. However, my understanding of horse 
race journalism from the literature review can also include stories focusing on crowd attendance 
at rallies (Iyenger, 1991). Crowd attendance also indicates, which candidate has the largest 
followers, which can be used as a measure as to who is winning or otherwise. For instance, with 
the headline, “NPP attracts big crowd in Ho” the  news story reads: “Turnout was very encouraging 
and underlined the in-roads being made by the NPP in a region considered to be the ‘World Bank’ 
of the main majority party, the National Democratic Congress (NDC). If the crowd here is anything 
to go by, then it is clear that there is a new wind of change in the Volta region” (Daily Graphic, 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008). In Ghana, Volta region is referred to as the ‘World Bank’ of the 
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NDC because during the 2008 election, the party’s presidential candidate had a significant 82.46 
percent votes and during the 2012 election also the party’s candidate increased the percentage of 
votes to 85.47 percent.  
 
The Ashanti region is also considered the ‘World Bank’ of NPP because during the 2008 election, 
Nana Akufo-Addo, the presidential candidate, had 72.53 percent votes and in the 2012 election the 
presidential candidate had 70.86 percent votes. Therefore, ‘World Bank’ as a political term in 
Ghana means a region that remains loyal and during elections overwhelmingly casts its votes for 
a particular candidate or a political party. Besides this, candidate/party endorsements will also 
form part of my interpretation of horse race for this study. For instance, the editorial of the 
Ghanaian Chronicle of Friday, October 12, 2012 reads: “It is cheerful to take note of the 
recognition given by former President Rawlings that Nana Akufo-Addo could be president of the 
Republic of Ghana by the time the 2012 presidential election was over.” Therefore these two 
characteristics will form part of my operationalization of the concept of horse race framing for this 
study. This is because these other characteristics also give the impression as to who is winning the 
race in Ghana. 
 
To illustrate this point further, images of huge crowd at political campaign rallies in Ghana become 
a topic for radio discussion political programmes with officials of political parties openly boasting 
on air as to the number of supporters their party has in a particular community. Therefore, political 
parties make conscious efforts to mobilize huge crowd to attend a party’s rallies. If a particular 
newspaper publishes an election campaign rally event story without pictures depicting huge crowd 
at the rally, the next day or two the same newspaper would be pressured to publish pictures of the 
same rally with captions. In order for a political party to attract huge crowd to its rallies to 
demonstrate its strength in the race, buses are made available, party branded T shirts, popular 
comedians as well as musicians are engaged to perform at these rallies, which are well publicized. 
This strategy is obviously to paint a clear picture as to which candidate or party is winning the 
political race in the political drama in the country. 
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Also the images in these newspapers depicting a presidential candidate in a hand shake with a 
traditional ruler seems significant during election campaign periods in the country. Therefore, 
when a presidential candidate enters any community for a campaign rally, the first point of call is 
the chief’s palace. Such a political drama depicting a chief in a hand shake with a presidential 
candidate is staged to demonstrate that the candidate is being endorsed by the chief. Such 
newspaper images are needed by the parties to suggest to the chief’s subjects that the candidate is 
in the good books of their chief, hence the chief is indirectly telling them to vote for the candidate 
who has earned such a royal hand shake. Such images usually get space in the newspapers, which 
become an agenda for heated debates on radio political programmes. In Ghana because citizens 
appear to hold traditional rulers in high esteem, such pictures are also projected to suggest which 
presidential candidate is ahead of the race.  One reason why political communication researchers 
in Ghana would need to pay some attention to horse race framing, the study argues, is that the 
concept appears to be contributing to a two-party political system in Ghana.     
 
6.7.1 Horse race and a two-party political system 
It is worth noting that it appears horse race framing of election campaigns in Ghana is perhaps 
contributing to the promotion of a two-party democratic governance. Meanwhile, Kean (2002:13) 
makes the point that citizens in the advanced democracies are turning their backs on formal 
politics. This, Kean explains, is due to loss of trust in politicians. These societies include countries 
with virtually two-political party governance. In this case, there is course for concern in an 
emerging democracy such as Ghana, which appears to be also seeing the promotion of two-
political party democratic governance. Crick (2002:11) also argues that the practice of democracy 
in the United States and the United Kingdom is becoming populist because politicians only appeal 
to public opinion instead of coherent public discourse of policies of public good. Crick’s 
observation should also be of concern to emerging democracies such as Ghana. On his part, 
McNair (2003:24) points out that the apathy of citizens can be attributed to citizens believing that 
there is no remarkable difference in terms of policy with regard to two or among various political 
parties presented to voters for them to make a choice. Again, McNair’s argument should be of 
concern to Ghana. The observation of these four scholars should be a lesson to emerging 
democracies and alert the societies of the challenges of two-political party governance. 
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To illustrate the point above in connection with the promotion of two-political party system in 
Ghana by the press, it is noted that developing a story from the angle of who is ahead the race and 
who is behind the race focused the story on the presidential candidates of the two main political 
parties (i.e. National Democratic Congress and New Patriotic Party). Therefore, the two parties 
ended up amassing more coverage to the detriment of the smaller political parties. Since opinion 
polls can lead to which candidates are likely to get access to the press, “candidates who perform 
poorly in polls are less likely to garner coverage and have a tougher time increasing their visibility 
and with it their standing in polls, which pushes them further out of the media spotlight” (Jamieson, 
2001:208). Secondly, developing a news story from the angle of crowd attendance at political 
rallies focused more attention on the two main political parties in the country. This is because these 
two parties always drew huge crowd to their rallies and because they also have the resources they 
held more rallies across the country. This added to their intense media visibility. Thirdly, 
developing an election story around outcome predictions as well as candidate or party 
endorsements ended up focusing on the two main political parties since they were the parties likely 
to win the elections, the outcome predictions as well as endorsements went in their favour. This 
also added to their intense visibility. 
 
Although the 1992 constitution of Ghana calls for equal and fair coverage for all candidates and 
political parties during election campaigns, the media continued to focus much attention on two 
parties, the National Democratic Congress (NDC) and the New Patriotic Party (NPP). For this 
reason, Mrs. Yvonne Nduom, the wife of the presidential candidate of the Progressive People’s 
Party (PPP) Paa Kwesi Nduom, lamenting, urged the media to publish the efforts her party was 
making at bringing about change as a way of propagating its message to the citizens instead of 
concentrating on the NDC and NPP (Daily Graphic, November 7, 2012). Again the Daily Graphic 
of Thursday, November 22, 2012 with the headline, “Resist schemes to turn Ghana into two-party 
state” the story reads, “…Dr. Nduom cited some journalists and media houses as accomplices to 
the two-party scheme, saying they sought to promote the interest of only the National Democratic 
Congress (NDC) and the New Patriotic Party (NPP) at the expense of other political parties.  
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As political experiences of the United States and the United Kingdom show, it appears a two-party 
system is also emerging in Ghana. The dominance of the two parties can be attributed also to lack 
of sufficient political party funding. This does not allow the other parties to function properly and 
compete with the two main parties in the country. Therefore, during the 2008 and 2012 elections, 
the two political parties, NDC and NPP were in the position to organise campaign activities 
throughout the country and in attendance would be some of the nation’s music as well as comedian 
celebrities performing. In addition to their massive supporters, the two political parties easily 
attracted the media to follow them throughout the country. In effect, the election campaign 
reporters ended up covering political party activities of the NDC and the NPP telling the electorates 
what the two candidates were saying and doing. According to Cushion (2012: 93), “under PR 
management, today many politicians remain largely on message, sticking closely to pre-prepare 
party scripts and participating in strategic designed campaign event.” In this case, journalists’ 
stories about election campaigns are on de-spinning campaign tactics and candidates’ speeches 
and statements (Cushion, 2012: 94). In effect, political party driven events have largely become 
sources of election campaigns stories, leading to ‘protocol’ journalism practice in Ghana. This 
model of journalism practice will be discussed latter in this study.   
 
6.8 Political party driven campaign coverage  
As the current study shows, Ghana’s election campaign coverage was political party driven. What 
this means is that in presenting and selecting election campaigns stories, Ghanaian journalists 
concentrated more on political campaign events and less on them taking the initiative do analysis 
of the candidates’ campaign messages or doing investigation to tell the electorates who really the 
candidates are. With this kind of journalism, which appears to be consistent with what pertains in 
other democracies, what it means is that journalists would use one source that is the presidential 
candidate of a political party or an official of the same party to tell the election story. Sources of 
information are critical in the process of telling a journalistic story. Sources add to news stories, 
which go to shape its meaning and interpretations. It is being suggested that using different sources 
in news stories impact news framing (Lawrence, 2000; Callahan and Schnell, 2001). The practice 
of objective journalism demands the use of different sources in news stories. Among a number of 
major functions of sources include the verification of the news story, making the news story to 
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look credible, sources also help to avoid suspicion of bias and give news consumers different 
opinions on a particular subject of interest from different stakeholders in the society (Manning, 
2001). In effect, all those involved and all those affected featured in one news story will enhance 
the practice of journalism. 
 
The reliance on the political actors, especially, political candidates of the various political parties 
in telling a story at times as much as three-quarters of a page go to show the extent to which 
Ghanaian political elites influence and shape media stories including election campaign stories. 
Hallin and Mancini (2004:233) note: “the production of news is structured around information and 
interpretation provided by state officials.” According to Bennett and Entman (2001), United States 
media coverage of events and issues including election campaigns coverage is noted for intense 
use of official sources, which means Ghana is not alone in this kind of journalism practice. 
However, Lawrence (2010) is of the view that news stories with different sources are a condition 
for solid news stories. In other words, the four influential newspapers sampled for this study, failed 
to provide voice to the ordinary Ghanaian citizens and non-partisan experts. This practice of 
election campaign journalism is undesirable and may undermine democratic governance in the 
country.  
 
Not only did the Ghanaian press framing of election campaigns lacked different sources, the 
coverage also appeared to have focused on conflict in the news. With commercial interests and the 
news value that ‘conflict sells’ news (Hamilton, 2004; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996), news media 
are tempted to focus on conflict. To this end, politicians’ issues are oftentimes framed as 
conflicting with issues of their competitors. Conflict framing may go to divert the needed attention 
from the core political issues (Semetko and Valkenburg, 2000).  For instance, in covering the issue 
of education during the 2012 election in Ghana, the press appeared to focus attention on the conflict 
between the NDC and NPP. It can be argued that this style of journalism practice may have left 
the Ghanaian voters with little appreciation of the specifics of the issue of education as a campaign 
promise. Strömbäck and Dimitrova (2006) observe that conflict framing is a concern for election 
campaign news coverage in the media in the United States.    
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The literature on gatekeeping theory shows that journalists and editors also have their own political 
philosophy which goes to influence their coverage of events and issues. Hence, during an 
important event such as election campaign, various journalists are more likely to be interested in 
the activities of a party of their choice and give the party more coverage as well as favourable 
coverage. One, therefore, can argue that Ghanaian journalists as well as editors have their own 
opinion on political issues and also the candidate who should be voted for to become the leader of 
the country. For instance, the results of the 2008 and 2012 general elections in Ghana show that 
Ghanaian journalists and the press gave Nana Akufo-Addo an advantage to become the president 
of the country. That their preference went to influence their coverage of the election campaigns 
goes to reinforce the point that Ghanaian journalists, editors and media owners might have 
opinions that favoured either the NDC or NPP. Hence they consciously paid particular attention to 
their campaign activities. Hence, the dominance of the two political parties in the coverage of 
election campaigns in Ghana as demonstrated in previous studies as well as the current thesis. 
Indeed, the contemporary history of politics and elections in Ghana have become very much a tale 
of two political parties, the National Democratic Congress and the New Patriotic Party.  
 
Entman says in the Media and Democracy without Party Competition (2005) that there is a price 
to be paid for restricting multiparty democratic system to a two-party competition. Entman argues 
that a situation of this nature exposes the media to keen market competition, reduces investment 
in serious hard news by mainstream media and audiences. With this, there is no clear line drawn 
between news and entertainment when covering politicians, events, issues and policies. Entman 
would, therefore, argue further that this can lead to citizens losing interest in politics. A situation 
such as this can bring down the demand for serious news whereby citizens would then fall for 
entertainment news. This would then undermine serious public discourse on politics thus defeating 
the democratic principle of public participation in democratic governance. 
 
 As the major news media and citizens begin to pay less attention to politics due to their dwindling 
interest in politics, politicians and political parties endowed with resources will then have the 
capacity to manage media images. This will place them in a better position to set agenda for the 
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media as well as to frame the news in their favour. Since effective public discourse is possible 
when politicians help with framing and interpreting reality, this partisan imbalance will end up 
protecting the political party in power from being accountable to citizens who voted for it to lead 
them. Finally, Strömbäck and Kaid (2008) argue that election news is critical for democracy. This, 
they explain, is because election news is necessary for preparing well-informed electorates. A well-
informed electorate, it can be suggested, may be good for the growth of Ghana’s democracy. 
Hopefully, this chapter has made it clear the debate about issues-based and horse race framing of 
election campaigns in Ghanaian contemporary political communication and how different it is 
from the developed democracies. 
 
6.9 Response to research question one 
This chapter was intended to attempt to respond to research question one, which reads: “Assessing 
the coverage of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana, to what extent did the 
Ghanaian newspapers follow the issues-based framing rather than horse race framing style 
of election coverage?”  
 
Although the principles of conflict and emotion may to some extent influence gatekeeping and 
framing practices of Ghanaian editors and journalists as well, however, on the basis of this result, 
one argues that despite the seemingly profit motive of the media, gatekeepers of the press in Ghana 
might have taken into consideration the need for citizens to be informed about subjects and 
candidates that voters might have previously unaware of. This might have helped to increase 
recognition of the names and faces of candidates contesting for positions. Thus, the press meeting 
the standard of free choice because of the information it gave to voters about their choices during 
elections. In so doing, the gatekeepers might also have taken into consideration the need to help 
protect Ghana’s democracy and therefore, would frame and allow through the gates stories about 
peaceful election.  According to the literature, this result appears inconsistent with the election 
campaign gatekeeping and framing practices of the advanced democracies such as the United 
States. This, probably, may help to understand the nature of election campaigning and coverage in 
Africa and in advancing the debate on gatekeeping practices across the globe.  
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Findings of this study seem to show that variables such as time, country and press characteristics 
all matter in the nature of press framing of political election campaigns across democracies, 
advanced or emerging although with different levels and with different focus. Meanwhile, this 
study appears to suggest that unlike the advanced democracies such as the United States, where 
coverage of election campaigns is virtually focused on which candidate is winning the political 
contest and who is losing, in Ghana, the situation appears to look different. It is rather issues 
framing that is dominating election campaign framing. However, one interesting thing about this 
particular revelation is that as in the advanced democracies the economy dominates the area of 
issue coverage during elections, it is peace that seems to take the centre stage in election campaigns 
coverage in Ghana.       
 
The mass media coverage of election campaigns involves two key elements. These are reporting 
the news and paid advertising. Put together these two critical elements make the media important 
and influential factors in electoral process in democracies. As the media depend on the election 
campaigns for news and revenue, political actors also rely on the media to reach out to the largest 
number of electorates possible.  Elections are influenced by a number of factors, which include the 
personalities of the candidates, ideological positions of voters, political party platforms and 
candidates debating issues. The mass media as discussed in the literature located in chapter three 
of this study, have their own set of values which influence and shape what is newsworthy. These 
values, which determine stories to be published usually include some amount of conflict and 
emotions, which the gatekeepers believe would be appealing to citizens. In this case, it is obvious 
that journalists will frame election campaign issues and activities in such a way to meet the values 
of their individual media outlet with the editors deciding to give some stories more news space 
than other stories.  
 
The effect of the media in election campaigns, however, remains mixed in the sense that studies 
are not very certain that the media have an effect on the long term views of citizens, or an effect 
on the result of election campaigns. Furthermore, it is still a critical issue as to if news media’s 
practices uphold or rather erode the democratic values which are expected to be inherent in the 
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electoral process. During election campaigns, the news media as has been indicated include in their 
publications different forms of framing to reach out to large electorates, which are expected to 
most likely affect election campaigns’ outcome. From the literature reviewed in chapter three, one 
gets the impression that the news media are interested in reporting races, which are viewed as very 
competitive. The more competitive the race is, the higher the possibility for intensive coverage. 
 
Also the news media are very interested in covering races where there is an important office 
involved such as that of a president of a country.  A number of election campaign activities, which 
attract coverage are specific events which take place during the election period. These include 
political party rallies, debates, press conferences and public opinion polls. The media cherish new 
ideas for their novelty as well as conflict, which they suspect excite readers. According to the 
literature, in the advanced democracies, what gets covered most by the news media is the strategy 
of the campaigns and the outcome of the strategy (Farnworth and Lichter, 2011; Fallows, 1997). 
In effect, which candidate is winning and which candidate is behind the political race. 
 
6.10 The summary of the chapter 
The purpose of this chapter was to examine the kind of media frame, specifically, horse race or 
issue frame that appears to dominate the Ghanaian press in the coverage of election campaigns 
using the 2008 and 2012 as the benchmark. Secondly, how did the theories of gatekeeping and 
framing played out in the media coverage? These were to help identify the differences as well as 
similarities of Ghana’s media coverage trend and that of advanced democracies such as the United 
States. This was considered necessary because the theoretical and empirical studies on the framing 
of election campaigns across the globe do not take into consideration the media framing of politics 
and election campaigns in developing democracies such as Ghana.  
 
The study shows that contrary to previous Ghanaian study, which played down the issue of horse 
race in Ghanaian journalism practice, horse race framing of election campaigns is increasingly 
gaining grounds in the practice of political journalism in Ghana. This trend seems to be 
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contributing to a two-party democratic governance in the country as is the situation in the United 
States, for instance. To illustrates this point here, all the characteristics of horse race framing such 
as who is winning the race, public opinion polls, focusing on crowd attendance at campaign rallies 
all go to project the two main political parties in Ghana, the NDC and  the NPP to the disadvantage 
of the smaller political parties. 
 
The study is showing significant differences as compared to election campaign coverage in the 
advanced democracies across the globe. As studies indicate that there is dominance of horse race 
framing in North America and Western Europe in the coverage of election campaigns, however, 
in Ghana it is rather the issue framing that appears to be dominating election campaigns coverage.  
This goes to suggest that as citizens in those societies were being exposed more to horse race 
coverage, citizens in Ghana were being exposed more to issues.   
 
Ghanaian framing of election campaigns, it can be argued, was more issues oriented. Thus the 
newspapers in carrying out their gatekeeping function, selected and disseminated more stories on 
election campaigns issues. Regardless of this form of journalism practice in the country, the results 
should also be of some concern since the outcome shows that horse race framing has a potential 
of dominating election campaigns coverage in the country.  As has already been noted, one 
significant way for voters to get to know about their presidential candidates and their positions on 
issues is through how the news media select and present election issues and events. If that be the 
case, then a time would come when the media in Ghana, which are expected to tell citizens how 
to think about election campaigns’ events and issues and how to evaluate political actors, would 
not be in the position to do so because electorates would be reading about which candidate is 
ahead, candidates endorsements, opinion polls without critical interpretation and speeches from 
rallies. In this case, horse race stories, perhaps, may have come to matter most in election 
campaigns coverage than issues. This can undermine Ghana’s young democracy.  
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This result indicates that in a developing democracy such as Ghana, issue framing dominates 
election campaigns coverage and peace as an election campaign message was framed more and 
got through the gates many times than even the economy and education. This is inconsistent with 
the election campaigns coverage trend in the advanced democracies such as the United States, 
where horse race dominates election campaigns coverage with the economy getting more framing 
with regard to issues coverage. What this demonstrates is that the gatekeeping and framing 
practices with regard to election campaign coverage across democracies cannot be said to be 
looking similar in form. Since the factors that will influence for instance, gatekeepers of the press 
in the United States to represent and select election campaign stories appear different from that of 
Ghana.  
 
The study reinforces the point that framing of politics is influenced by the political system, media 
system as well as socio-economic conditions of individual societies. These results are, therefore, 
significant for the reason that they seem to add to the argument for the need for comparative studies 
instead of  always accepting generalize results of studies beyond the society or societies in which 
the study has been undertaken. 
 
Besides horse race and issue framing of election campaigns, personalization of election campaigns 
has emerged strongly as a central concept in political communication. This gives one the sense of 
how election campaigns media coverage has changed with time. The next chapter will, therefore, 
discuss the surfacing of leader-centred election campaign in the politics of Ghana since 1992 when 
the country decided to return to multiparty democratic governance. It must be noted that the chapter 
explores the trend of press personalization in Ghana to determine the extent of media bias and 
examine any evidence of an incumbency advantage.  
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Chapter 7 
Personalization of election campaigns in Ghana 
7.1 Overview of the chapter 
The media play a critical role in democracies and they are expected to be fair in their coverage of 
candidates as well as political parties during election campaigns. However, it is argued that citizens 
accuse media of bias with the state-owned media giving incumbency candidates coverage 
advantage. The chapter, therefore, examines patterns of press bias as well as evidence of an 
incumbency advantage during the 2008 and 2012 elections campaigns coverage in Ghana by the 
four newspapers under study. The chapter is motivated by the fact that the 1992 constitution of 
Ghana directs the media, especially, the state-owned media to give equal and fair coverage to all 
political parties and candidates during election campaigns. This, it appears, the framers of the 
constitution had in mind that the media should avoid bias as well as an incumbency advantage in 
their role of  enhancing democratic governance in the country. The constitution demands a level 
playing field for all political parties and therefore notes: “The state shall provide fair opportunity 
to all political parties to present their programmes to the public by ensuring equal access to the 
state-owned media.” Again, “all presidential candidates shall be given the same amount of time 
and space on the states-owned media to present their programmes to the people.”  
 
In addition to this constitutional provision, the code of the Ghana Journalists Association also 
expects the media to ensure equal and fair coverage to all political parties and candidates. The 
main theories used for this study include the established theories of framing and gatekeeping. Both 
theories relate to issues of the role of media in societies and how stories selected may be 
disseminated differently to the audiences of different media outlets. On the basis of this, exploring 
the concept of personalization of media, the chapter is intended to lead to whether or not there is 
sufficient evidence to demonstrate media bias as well as an incumbency advantage that are 
influenced by the two theories in playing their role in Ghana’s newspapers. In examining the 
concept of personalization of the Ghanaian press, in the context of the review of literature in 
chapter three, this study restricts itself to more coverage and more positive coverage to a particular 
presidential candidate at the expense of other candidates in the political race of 2008 and 2012 
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elections in Ghana. This is to help gain a better understanding of the extent of bias and an 
incumbency advantage in the Ghanaian press despite the constitutional provision and the GJA’s 
code. The outcome of the study, hopefully, will go to contribute to the ongoing debate of 
gatekeeping and framing practices of the Ghanaian media. Therefore, how was the space available 
for election campaign stories distributed among the presidential candidates? An attempt will also 
be made to compare the result to that of space allocated to the political parties since it is suggested 
that because of personalization of election campaigns, political parties are being relegated to the 
background during election campaigns coverage. 
 
7.2 Space allocation to candidates 
Intense appearance of presidential candidates in the media during election campaign coverage has 
engaged the attention of political communication scholars. In fact candidate-centred election 
campaigning is being discussed and researchers are increasingly becoming interested in political 
party leaders.  Graph 1 shows the extent to which the main political party presidential candidates 
dominated press coverage in the 2008 and 2012 general elections in Ghana.  So is the result of 
space allocation to political parties also displayed by Table 2.The results seem to suggest that 
presidential candidates especially those of the two main political parties, the NDC and the NPP, 
commanded a considerable press appearances.  Comparing the result of apperances of candidates 
to that of parties, it is obvious that the newspapers devoted more attention to candidates. The 
rationale here is to focus the analysis of space allocation devoted to party presidential candidates 
in order for the study to answer one of the research questions which, focuses on media bias and an 
incumbency advantage. Graph 1 displays the result. 
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Graph 1: A comparison of the frequency of appearance of the presidential candidates in 
the 2008 and 2012 general election campaigns in Ghana 
 
 
 The total number of stories in 2008 is 234 (54 percent) 
 The total number of stories in 2012 is 259 (60 percent) 
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Table 2: A Comparison of the Appearances of Political Parties in Newspapers 
Coverage of the 2008 and 2012 Election Campaigns in Ghana 
 
 
 
POLITICAL PARTIES 
 PAPER  
Chronicle 
Oct/Nov 2008 
% Daily Graphic 
Oct/Nov 2008 
% Daily Guide 
Oct/Nov 2008 
% Times 
Oct/Nov 2008 
% 
 
NDC 12 38.7 24 31.6 28 46.7 14 48.3 
NPP 15 48.4 23 30.3 21 35.0 9 31.0 
CPP 3 9.7 11 14.5 6 10.0 3 10.3 
PNC 
1 3.2 11 14.5 3 5.0 1 3.5 
DFP 0 0 3 4.0 1 1.7 1 3.5 
DPP 0 0 2 2.6 1 1.7 0 0 
EGLE 
0 0 1 1.3 0 0 1 3.5 
RPD 0 0 1 1.3 0 0 0 0 
Total 31 100 76 100 60 100 29 100 
                                         
 
 
POLITICAL PARTIES 
PAPER 
Chronicles 
Oct/Nov  2012 
 
% 
Daily Graphic 
Oct/Nov 2012 
 
% 
Daily Guide 
Oct/Nov 2012 
 
% 
Times 
Oct/Nov 
2012 
 
% 
 
NPP 19 52.8 14 31.1 27 43.6 8 27.6 
NDC 15 41.7 11 24.4 27 43.6 9 31.0 
PNC 0 0 8 17.8 3 4.8 5 17.2 
CPP 1 2.8 7 15.6 0 0 5 17.2 
PPP 0 0 4 8.9 3 4.8 1 3.5 
UFP 1 2.8 1 2.2 2 3.2 1 3.5 
Total 36 100 45 100 62 100 29 100 
 
 
It is clear from Graph 1 that the presidential candidates, especially those of the two main political 
parties (i.e. National Democratic Congress and New Patriotic Party.) during the 2008 and 2012 
general elections attained high level of salience or prominence across the four newspapers. 
Although from Table 2 the press also gave coverage to the various political parties, especially the 
two main parties, the presidential candidates appear to have received more stories, which included 
straight news, editorial, feature, opinion/comment and letter-to-the-editor, in both elections than 
their political parties which gave them the platform. For instance, in the 2008 election campaign, 
the eight presidential candidates together received a total of 234 stories representing 54 percent as 
against 196 stories representing 46 percent received by the political parties. This gives a difference 
of 37 stories representing 8 percent. 
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The 2012 election campaign results are even more revealing. The newspapers in Ghana in framing 
the 2012 election campaign devoted as much as 259 stories representing a significant 60 percent 
to the ten presidential candidates while the political parties which elected them to represent their 
interests attracted 172 stories also representing 40 percent. This also gives a difference of 87 stories 
representing 20 percent. It is worth noting that in all these, the presidential candidates of the two 
main political parties had the better share of the personalization of the press. To illustrate this point, 
out of the 234 stories in 2008, the presidential candidates of the two main political parties alone 
recorded 164 stories accounting for 70 percent while in the 2012 election the presidential 
candidates of the two main political parties also had 176 stories (i.e. 68 percent) out of the 259 
total stories.  
 
In the same vein, the two main political parties also enjoyed the better share of press appearances 
of the two general elections. For instance, in 2008 election campaign coverage, the NDC and NPP 
combined attracted 146 stories out of 196 stories while in 2012 election campaign the same two 
political parties recorded 129 stories out of 172 appearances. With this results, The Ghanaian 
Times reports that the small political parties have accused some civil society organisations, 
particularly the Institute of Economic Affairs as well as the state-owned media of conniving with 
the ‘so-called’ big parties to sideline the other political parties under the pretext that they did not 
have representations in parliament (The Ghanaian Times, October 24, 2008). 
 
These results, therefore, go to reinforce the argument that in Ghana the press appears to give more 
appearances to presidential candidates. Swanson and Mancini explain that the media focusing 
greater attention on politicians instead of the political parties the candidates came from is as a 
result of modernization. Modernization, according to Hallin and Mancini (2004:40), is the  “deeper 
meaning of Americanization” which is the application of the United States’ election campaign 
strategies due to transition communication practices as a result of structural change in politics and 
society (Hallin and Mancini, 2004:40). Swanson and Mancini (1996:14) believe that the concept 
of personalization of politics, which includes election campaigning is a product of either 
modernization or Americanized style of election campaign. Whichever be the case, the growing 
personalization of politics in contemporary democracies, Dalton and colleagues (2000) argue that 
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the trend is weakening the traditional attachments of the public to political parties. For instance, in 
Ghana followers of a particular political party could threaten to vote for a rival party if their 
demands were not met by their own political party. Voters in Ghana demonstrate such threats by 
a trend of voting that has come to be known in the political communication of Ghana as ‘skirt and 
blouse’ voting. 
 
To illustrate this point, voters during election would decide to cast their votes for the presidential 
candidate of their political party and with regard to the parliamentary candidate cast their votes for 
a parliamentary candidate of another political party or vice versa. This seems to create the 
impression that voters are not bothered if their party should win the presidency but lose seats in 
the parliament and vice versa. This voting pattern suggests that the traditional trend of voters’ 
desire for their party to win the presidency and at the same time dominant the seats in parliament 
is gradually becoming a thing of the past. In effect, voters’ traditional detachment to political 
parties seems to be weakening. A news story published by the Ghanaian Chronicle  with the 
headline, ‘Skirt and blouse’ haunts NPP’ claimed that the NPP which claimed the Ashanti region 
as their strong hold had disappointed their members and coupled with prevailing conditions in the 
region, the electorates were yearning for a change. “As a result, many of them have threatened to 
vote for the NDC back to power to improve their living standards” (Ghanaian Chronicle, October 
17, 2008). 
 
Also The Ghanaian Times of Saturday, October 6, 2012 writes: “Residents of Peinyina, a settler 
farming community in the Nkoranza North District, have decided not to vote during the election 
2012 due to lack of development projects in the community.” In the face of this, it is argued that 
the continuing weakening of citizens’ loyalties to political parties, the growing influence of the 
media in politics and election campaigns together with the influence of individual political actors 
appear to be increasing in multiparty democratic systems across the globe including an emerging 
democracy such as Ghana. These may have contributed to the media’s intense focus on candidates 
instead of political parties and institutions. 
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This trend of voting gives the impression that electorates would cast their vote depending on the 
candidates who are contesting the political race. With this, political actors would present 
themselves more as individual politicians and less as political party members. In Ghana, for 
instance, presidential candidates, especially from the two leading political parties in the run-up to 
elections would constitute their own campaign teams which operate independently of their political 
parties. The candidates would run their campaigns from their own headquarters. People donate 
directly to the candidates for their campaign activities. It has become the practice for political 
parties to present their candidates at the centre of their communication strategy. In this case, the 
media are pressured to frame politics as a contest more of individuals than of groups. It was 
obvious during the 2008 and 2012 elections that the presidential candidates such as Atta Mills and 
Nana Akufo-Addo in 2008 and John Mahama and Nana Akufo-Addo in 2012 had the whole 
election campaigns revolved around them. Indeed these candidates were virtually the ones who 
were driving their campaigns. The paraphernalia, slogans, songs and advertisements were centred 
on their personalities. In such a situation, the news media in telling the election campaign stories 
ended up focusing on the presidential candidates.    
 
Framing of politics or election campaign has now moved away from the activities of political 
parties to individual political actors. And these political actors are then projected as private 
individuals despite the fact that they were elected by political parties to represent the parties’ 
interests. Empirical studies on media personalization present a mixed picture of how the situation 
is looking like. Some scholars claim that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that during election 
campaigns the media tend to give intense visibility to individual candidates to the detriment of 
political parties they are supposed to have emerged from (McAllister, 2007). On the other hand, 
Karvonen (2010) is pointing out that evidence of media personalization is mixed. Kriesi (2011) 
also points out that apart from the Netherlands which shows clear evidence of media 
personalization, the evidence for a personalization trend in Germany, for instance, is not too clear 
for one to make a definite conclusion. From the above, to what extend has personalization of 
election coverage led to an incumbency advantage in Ghana? 
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7.3 The Ghanaian state-owned press and incumbency advantage 
From the above discussion one cannot ignore the new emerging trend in the personalization of 
election campaigns in Ghana’s multiparty democracy. Previous Ghanaian election campaigns 
coverage studies have revealed an incumbency advantage in the use of the state-owned press to 
support ruling governments’ election campaigns.  For instance, during the 2004 general election 
campaign, the Centre for Democratic Development (CDD-Ghana) in a study on the abuse of 
incumbency and administrative resources during the election accused the ruling political parties of 
not only having too much access to the media but also public resources. The report, therefore, 
reads:  
 
“Monitoring of selected state-owned media revealed that these organs gave significantly more 
coverage to the campaign activities of incumbent party candidates. Print coverage of the incumbent 
party tended to be more extensive and was more likely to include front-page stories and 
photographs” (Centre of Democratic Development, 2005:3).  
 
However, coverage of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns appears inconsistent with the 
assertion that the state-owned newspapers continue to ensure an incumbency advantage. This 
revelation opens a new chapter in the life of the media in Ghana. For the Daily Graphic and The 
Ghanaian Times to be seen not to be given incumbents presidential candidates, coverage advantage 
is certainly an interesting development in Ghana’s democratization process. In order to interrogate 
this issue more closely to have a better insight into this trend of coverage, the study, therefore, 
examines the relative balance of the presidential candidates of the two main political parties, which 
have ruled the country since 1992 when Ghana went back to democratic governance. Graph 2 
presents the results. 
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 Graph 2: Coverage of the top two presidential candidates in 2008 and 2012 elections by the 
state-owned newspapers 
 
                           
 
Graph 2 indicates that during the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns, coverage by the state-owned 
press, shows that a different trend in election campaign coverage is indeed emerging in Ghana. 
The incumbent coverage advantage appears to becoming a thing of the past. The conventional 
position has been that incumbents have always fared well against challengers. The assumption of 
incumbent effect is that being an incumbent candidate comes with big advantage which places 
challenging candidate at an obvious disadvantage. In other words, the incumbent candidates should 
always win the election. It would be surprising if those in power did not do better on the average 
than those unelected. Studies show that beginning in the 1960s, incumbents were able to win more 
frequently and increase their vote percentage (Stonecash, 2008). For instance, in 1789 when 
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George Washington took the oath of office to become the president of the United States, a total of 
31 sitting presidents who have taken part in national elections, 21 have won the elections. In the 
case of Ghana, since 1992 incumbents presidential candidates have always won the elections. 
Klasnja (2015) points out that recent empirical studies indicate incumbency disadvantage in many 
developing democracies. However, when it comes to election campaigns coverage, recent trend of 
election campaign framing by the press in Ghana indicates that incumbent candidate is beginning 
to be a disadvantage. 
 
This is because the difference of coverage between the two main political parties’ candidates, 
which have been winning elections and ruled the country since 1992, is not too high for one to 
claim incumbent advantage. For instance, in the 2008 election campaign coverage, the  candidate 
of the incumbent ruling government received 25 stories (34.7 percent) in the Daily Graphic as 
against the main opposition NDC’s candidate’s stories of 22 (30.6 percent). The rest of the 
presidential candidates, therefore, had 34.7 percent of the stories to share. 
 
In the same election, the incumbent ruling government’s candidate had 30.8 percent of The 
Ghanaian Times coverage with the opposition’s presidential candidate getting 25.0 percent. The 
Daily Graphic in 2012 gave the incumbent president of NDC, 25 (22.9%) and the opposition 
NPP’s presidential candidate 31 (28.4 %), a difference of six (6) stories in favour of the opposition 
NPP’s presidential candidate. The Ghanaian Times also gave the incumbent presidential candidate 
of NDC 17 (39.5 %) with the opposition NPP’s presidential candidate receiving 13 (30.2 %), a 
difference of four (4) stories.  
 
It should, therefore, be clear that from the overall analysis or any of the differences between the 
coverage favouring either the NDC or the NPP, as a political party in power, the differences appear 
not to be high as is evident in Graph 2. In other words, there is no clear evidence in support of 
incumbent bias or bonus in the state-owned press, at least as reflected in the 2008 and 2012 election 
campaigns coverage. It is, therefore, quite safe to make the argument that so far as the coverage of 
the presidential candidates in 2008 and 2012 is concerned with regard to incumbency there existed 
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no consistent partisan bias in the Daily Graphic as well The Ghanaian Times after sampling five 
genres in four newspapers within a period of two months. This interesting outcome of the study 
conflicts with previous studies, which claim that the state-owned media have been ensuring that 
incumbent presidential candidates enjoyed more election campaigns coverage.  
 
What then could account for this change in the trend of election campaign coverage by the state-
owned press which has always stood accused of incumbency bonus or advantage? Studies on 
media appearances of politicians continually suggest incumbency bonus. In other words, political 
parties in government have been enjoying high level of media coverage compared to those in the 
opposition. This nature of media bias is argued to be as a result of news criteria, which is a 
reflection of political power, such as relevance as well as the elite position of politicians (Green-
Pedersen et. al., 2012). 
 
In addition to this explanation, Green-Pedersen et. al. (2012) also believe that variations in the 
media dominance of incumbents are informed by the interplay between norms of journalism 
practice and political context. To illustrate this point, outside election campaigns activities, 
political news is informed by the journalistic norm of the watchdog role. With this role, the media 
focus on the problems of societies. This produces a critical emphasis on incumbent politicians. 
However, once political party competition intensifies whether in the course of campaigning or with 
issues becoming salient, the norm of objective and impartial practice of journalism lead to a more 
balanced coverage with challengers increasing their media presence. Considering the democratic 
implications, Green-Pedersen et. al. (2012) point out that the watchdog norm goes to challenge the 
view that incumbency bonus is an electoral asset.  
 
It is worth noting that recent comparative electoral studies have revealed that incumbency is 
becoming a disadvantage in some emerging democracies. For instance, in India (Uppal, 2009; 
Aidt, Golden and Tiwari, 2011), Brazil (Klasnja and Titiunik, 2013), Zambia (MacDonald, 2013) 
and Eastern Europe (Robert, 2008) scholars are claiming that there is evidence that suggests that 
incumbents candidates and political parties are performing badly during elections because they 
happen to be incumbents. These results may appear striking because a number of studies indicate 
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that there is incumbency advantage in the United States and some other advanced democracies 
(Cox and Katz, 1996; Lee, 2008; Hainmueller and Kern, 2008; Horiuchi and Leigh, 2009; Ariga, 
2010; Kendall and Rekkas, 2012).  Incumbency disadvantage, it is suggested, to be as a result of 
shortcomings of democracy. It is associated with pervasive electoral discontent, widespread 
corruption and violent electioneering tactics (Robert, 2008; Uppal, 2009; Klasnja, 2013; Aidt, 
Golden and Tiwari, 2011). 
 
For some time now scholars have been wondering as to the factors that have been driving the 
media’s concentration on political leaders thus diminishing the focus on political parties as the 
situation in Ghana, Germany, the United States, the United Kingdom, Austria and France 
demonstrates. One explanation is that because of the changes occurring in the media industry, the 
political actors have no alternative than to adapt to these changes in order to become relevant and 
attractive to the media. Meyer (2005), therefore, makes the point that for the political parties to 
receive the intense visibility they are looking for, the political parties believe that they would have 
to present a charismatic candidate. Against this background, which appears to be in line with other 
democracies across the globe how do we explain the intense visibility of presidential candidates 
in the media while reducing the focus of media attention on the political parties which are supposed 
to be the bedrock of democracy in an emerging democracy such as Ghana? 
 
7.4 Press personalization in Ghana: Some factors  
It may appear that the president and the activities the president’s political party would receive 
intense media visibility than the members of the opposition political parties especially the main 
political parties. And that during election campaigns the president and president’s party would 
enjoy incumbent advantage (Reinemann and Wilke, 2007:103). According to Hanspeter Kriesi 
(2011:12), there seems to be incumbent advantage in societies such as the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands and Austria. However, as has been already indicated, the situation appears to be 
different with regard to the coverage of election campaigns in Ghana. The trend of media 
personalization of incumbent presidential candidates during election campaigns is no longer 
favouring incumbents as it used to be the case before the election 2008 in Ghana. Simply put: as 
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far as the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns are concerned, there appears to be no incumbent 
bonus.  
 
Presidential elections appear to offer intense appearances for the presidential candidates of the 
main political parties. This is because these are political parties which are considered to have high 
chances of winning elections and forming a government. In Ghana, for instance, as the results 
show, the newspapers sampled for the study focused more on the presidential candidates of the 
two main political parties in 2008 and 2012 elections. In 2008 the candidates of the two political 
parties received 70 percent stories while in 2012 they had 68 percent stories. 
 
Finally, one other factor that may explain personalization of election campaign in media coverage 
in Ghana may be the charisma of presidential candidates. To this end, there are times political 
parties would consciously elect presidential candidates who they believe are credited with 
charisma. Charisma in this sense includes rhetorical and speech ability (Bryman, 1993), nonverbal 
and symbolic communication (Shamir et. al., 1993), creativity and energy (House and Howell, 
1992) as well as intelligence and cognitive abilities (Bass, 1988). Political strategists may decide 
to take advantage of the leader’s demonstrated communication skills, performance and talent to 
woo journalists to focus particular attention on their presidential candidates for high level of media 
attention. 
 
From the above analysis and discussions contrary to previous study that identified incumbent 
advantage in the Ghanaian media framing of election campaigns, this current study shows that 
with regard to the state-owned press, a new trend of media personalization of election campaign is 
emerging in the political communication of Ghana. The state-owned press is no longer giving 
incumbents coverage advantage to the extent that the opposition presidential candidate had more 
press visibility than the incumbent in the 2012 election campaign. The next chapter, however, will 
demonstrate that the new trend of election campaign coverage, that is, the state-owned media 
appearing not to give incumbent coverage advantage could also be the issue of a candidate paying 
money for coverage of election campaign activities. Before that the next section is to explore which 
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of the presidential candidates had more coverage. This will help to establish whether or not the 
press in Ghana can also be accused of bias coverage. 
 
7.5 Which candidate went pass the news gates more?    
Studies may create the impression that the press in Ghana preferred the presidential candidate of 
NPP, Nana Addo over any other candidate. Hence, his intense Ghanaian press visibility. The 
marked dominance of framing of Nana Addo by the privately-owned newspapers in the country 
during the 2008 election seems to give credence to this claim. Table 3 is, therefore, to help 
interrogate this claim. The objective for this is to assist find out the extent of press bias in the 
coverage of election campaigns in Ghana since bias coverage of election appears to undermine 
democracy. Bias here simply means more positive coverage for a particular presidential candidate 
to the detriment of other presidential candidates.  
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Table 3: A Comparison of the Frequency of Appearance of the Presidential Candidates    
in the 2008 and 2012 Election Campaign in Ghana 
 
 
 
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
 PAPER  
Chronicle 
2008 
% Daily Graphic 
2008 
% Daily Guide 
2008 
% Times 2008 % 
 
Presidential candidate of NPP, Nana Akufo-Addo 22 50.0 25 34.7 40 61.5 16 30.8 
Presidential candidate of NDC, Prof. Atta Mills 11 25.0 22 30.6 15 23.1 13 25.0 
Presidential candidate of CPP, Dr. Paa Kwesi Nduom 7 15.9 10 13.9 5 7.7 11 21.2 
Independent presidential candidate, Kwesi Amoafo-
Yeboah 
2 4.6 4 5.6 2 3.1 2 3.9 
Presidential candidate of PNC, Dr. Edward Mahama 1 2.3 5 6.9 2 3.1 8 15.4 
Presidential candidate of RPD, Kwabena Adjei 1 2.3 3 4.2 0 0.0 0 0 
Presidential candidate of DFP, Mr. Emmanuel Ansah-
Antwi 
0 0 2 2.8 0 0.0 1 1.9 
Presidential candidate of DPP, Thomas Ward-Brew   0 0 1 1.4 1 1.5 1 1.9 
Total 44 100 72 100 65 100 52 100 
                                         
 
 
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
PAPER 
Chronicles 
2012 
 
% 
Daily Graphic 
2012 
 
% 
Daily Guide 
2012 
 
% 
 
Times 2012 
 
% 
 
Presidential candidate of NPP, Nana Akufo-Addo 20 45.0 31 28.4 40 66.7 13 28.3 
Presidential candidate of NDC, President John Mahama 21 47.0 25 22.9 12 20.0 17 37.0 
Presidential candidate of PPP, Dr. Paa Kwesi Nduom 1 2.3 19 17.4 0 0.0 10 21.7 
Presidential candidate of PNC, Hassan Ayariga 0 0.0 16 14.7 3 5.0 0 0.0 
Presidential candidate of CPP, Dr. Abu Sakara 2 4.6 11 10.1 2 3.3 3 6.5 
Independent presidential candidate, Kwesi Amoafo-
Yeboah 
0 0.0 4 3.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Independent presidential candidate, Jacob Osei Yeboah 0 0.0 2 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Presidential candidate of UFP, Akwesi Addai 0 0.0 1 0.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Independent presidential candidate, John Atta-Kesson 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 4.4 
Independent presidential candidate, Mr. Kwesi Amoafo-
Yeboah 
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 5.0 1 2.2 
Total 44 100 109 100 60 100 46 100 
 
 
We read from Table 3 that from October through November 2008, with the stories studied about 
presidential candidates in the four papers, the newspapers put the incumbent party NPP’s 
candidate, Nana Akufo-Addo on top of the coverage. The Ghanaian Chronicle gave Nana Akufo-
Addo 50 percent stories and Atta Mills 25 percent stories. There is 25 percent difference.   
 
Nana Akufo-Addo again had 60.6 percent stories and Atta Mills 24.2 percent stories in the Daily 
Guide, giving a difference of 36.4 percent stories. The Daily Graphic also put Nana Akufo-Addo 
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ahead with 34.7 percent stories with Atta Mills recording 30.6 percent stories. This is a difference 
of 4.2 percent stories.  The Ghanaian Times also recorded for Nana Akufo-Addo 30.8 percent 
stories while Atta Mills had to his credit 25.0 percent stories, giving a difference of 5.8 percent 
stories. 
 
Though the difference in percentage points between Nana Akufo-Addo and Atta Mills in the Daily 
Graphic and The Ghanaian Times newspapers may not be high, however, the difference 
percentage points between the two candidates’ coverage in the Ghanaian Chronicle and the Daily 
Guide is rather high to suggest that the press gave more election campaign stories to Nana Akufo-
Addo during the 2008 election. These stories included the following: “the electorates have made a 
choice for Dec 7” the author argues, “the electorates were categorical that in spite of the 
shortcomings in the NPP administration, they were happy about the opening of more jobs avenues 
in the country and also believe the NPP is the only party that has the potential to attract more 
companies into the country” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, Friday, October 3, 2008).   
 
From October through November 2012, out of the election stories coded in the four papers, the 
incumbent president John Mahama of NDC scored 47.0 percent in the Ghanaian Chronicle while 
Nana Akufo-Addo had 45.0 percent. The difference in percentage is 2 percent.  As John Mahama 
recorded 37.0 percent in The Ghanaian Times, Nana Akufo-Addo had 28.3 percent representing a 
difference in percentage of 8.7 percent. Though the percentage difference may not be high, the 
incumbent had an edge.  The Daily Graphic on its part gave John Mahama, 22.9 percent stories, 
Nana Akufo-Addo received 28.4 percent stories also representing a difference of 5.3 percent 
stories. 
 
With the coverage of the Daily Guide, John Mahama received 20 percent mention while Nana 
Akufo-Addo had 66.7 percent giving a difference of 46.7 percentage stories. Although with 
regards to the Daily Graphic the percentage difference between Nana Akufo-Addo and John 
Mahama may not be considered high, the percent difference between the two candidates appears 
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high with regard to the coverage of the Daily Guide. This gave Nana Akufo-Addo a comfortable 
edge. 
 
Judging from the percentage difference point between the two candidates of the two main political 
parties in Ghana, one gets the sense that Nana Akufo-Addo of NPP in 2008 and 2012 elections 
received more press attention than the other condidates. This revelation goes to confirm previous 
findings of election campaign studies which show that Ghanaian media tend to give NPP’s 
candidate more media appearances. 
 
It appears as Table 3 displays that in 2012, NDC’s presidential candidate, John Mahama generated 
moderately more appearances in the Ghanaian Chronicle and The Ghanaian Times than the party’s 
candidate Atta Mills in 2008. President Atta Mills recorded 11 stories (25 percent) in the Ghanaian 
Chronicle and 13 stories (25 percent) in the Ghanaian Times, John Mahama on the other hand had 
12 stories (47 percent) in the Ghanaian Chronicle while the Ghanaian Times published 13 stories 
(45 percent) about him, making John Mahama appears to be more attractive to the press.  This, 
probably, is because some of the stories published about him were focused not on the president as 
a political campaigner, but as the country’s chief executive. Abramowitz and colleagues (2006:77) 
identify two kinds of advantages which go in favour of incumbent candidates and which may 
account for their reelection. The first advantage comes from holding office and the second is 
campaign-related advantage. According to scholars such as Campbell (2002; 2003), the second 
advantage appears stronger in the sense that challengers are not in the position to compete 
financially with incumbents.   
 
It is, however, worthy of note that the overall significant difference in percentage points between 
the two presidential candidates of the NDC and NPP with regard to the coverage of the two 
privately-owned newspapers, the Ghanaian Chronicle and the Daily Guide may be due to the fact 
that the founders of these two papers happen to be members of the NPP. Freddie Blay, the founder 
of the Daily Guide became the Deputy Speaker of parliament between 2004 and 2008 on the ticket 
of NPP. He is now the First National vice president of the NPP. And as at the time this chapter 
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was being developed, Freddie Blay had become the Acting chairman of the NPP. His wife is the 
Managing Editor of the paper. Kofi Coomson, the founder of the Ghanaian Chronicle contested 
the NPP’s Member of Parliament primaries in 2008 but lost to the incumbent MP. It is, therefore, 
argued that being the owners of these two papers their influence were likely to affect the election 
stories that went through the gates of their newspapers. As members of the NPP, during election 
campaign contest, the candidate of their party would be a significant newsmaker. With Gina Blay 
as the Managing Editor of the Daily Guide, she has the responsibility to ensure the nature and flow 
of information to the public. She, therefore, might have influenced the election campaign stories 
that ended up going through the gates and supplied to the electorates. With her interest in seeing 
the political party of her husband come to power once again, the temptation for her to select or 
slant election campaigns stories to please the corporate owner of the paper would be very high. 
 
There is evidence to prove that owners of media have control over stories that their outlets cover 
and disseminate to the public. Hence, news media owners have influence on public discourse as 
well as public opinion. For instance, Rupert Murdoch once revealed that he controlled the editorial 
content of major issues (House of Lords Select Committee, 2008). As Rupert Murdoch’s editorial 
influence is a direct intervention, other media owners’ influence is indirect. In effect, the influence 
is through the employment of like-minded editors who for instance, apply the business principles 
of owners or manage the news according to how the owners have defined the character of the news 
media to shape the media’s content (Barnett, 2012). From the above, Kwesi Coomson and Freddie 
Blay during the 2008 and 2012, it is argued, decided the election campaigns stories that the voters 
read. 
 
Although Nana Akufo-Addo of NPP was more widely covered in 2008 and 2012 as the findings 
show, he lost the two presidential contests to Atta Mills of NDC in 2008 and also John Mahama 
of NDC in 2012. One would have thought that a candidate’s huge media appearance would go to 
win the candidate more support for the candidate to be the eventual winner since the candidate 
would have had a better race, backed by a more effective and efficient organization, better 
advertising and a more persuasive consistent message. Although the media are argued to influence 
the outcome of various events (McQuail, 2005: 529), Jamieson and Waldman (2003) note that the 
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outcome of events may be dependent on how those involve in such events frame the event in a 
way and manner favourable to themselves coupled with the failure of the press to fulfill its 
investigative role at the time. In effect, the “political content is shaped primarily by the perceptual 
environment within which campaigns operate” (Arterton, 1984:155). For instance, in Ghana, the 
NPP appeared to have framed Nana Akufo-Addo as an elite and citizens might also have 
interpreted this image as arrogant person. However, on their part, the NDC framed Atta Mills and 
John Mahama as calm, gentle, modest and sincere personalities earning Atta Mills the title, “king 
of peace.”   
 
It is one thing for a presidential candidate to receive intense media appearance and another thing 
for the presidential candidate to receive favourable media appearance for a positive image in the 
eyes of the electorates during election. In line with this, which of the three presidential candidates 
(John Atta Mills, John Dramani Mahama and Nana Akufo-Addo) received more favourable press 
election campaign appearance for him to look good in the eyes of the voters to brighten ones 
chances of attracting voters? Tresch (2009: 68) is of the view that politicians fighting for media 
attention is part of political conflicts in institutional settings. And politicians demanding favourable 
coverage is for a positive effect on electorates for their support. 
 
7.6 Did more coverage yield positive coverage for Nana Addo?  
Directional balance, also referred to as tone, has been identified as the most controversial and 
problematic aspect of press coverage to evaluate in political communication studies (Deacon et al., 
2005:31). However, scholars accept that it is important to assess which candidate is being projected 
in either positive or negative light by the gatekeepers in framing issues or events. Two measures 
have been applied for the evaluation of the tone across the four newspapers sampled for this study. 
The first was applied with regard to policy issues. Therefore, the moment a policy issue was 
identified in an election campaign story, a code was attached to it. This indicated whether the 
policy issue was: mainly considered to be ‘good news’ for a particular political actor or two. For 
instance, with the headline “Ghana has a date with destiny on Dec. 7 – Bawumia” paragraph 8 of 
the news story reads: “to rapturous chants of ‘Free SHS’ and ‘we can do it’, Dr. Bawumia stated 
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that the pledge of making secondary education free was key to the development of Ghana into a 
first class society, adding that Nana Akufo-Addo was committed to ensuring that the policy 
became a reality, and that education, in general, received the necessary prioritization and 
resources”( Ghanaian Chronicle, Thursday, October 11, 2012). 
 
Secondly, the study also coded stories which were mainly considered to be bad news for a 
particular political actor. For instance, paragraph 15 of a story, “Akufo-Addo outlines vision at 
debate”, reads: “He (Nana Akufo-Addo) took a swipe at president John Mahama for leading an 
expensive scheme that cost GHc105, 000 to train each Ghanaian doctor in Cuba and reminded the 
gathering that the Ghana Medical Association had insisted that they could train each doctor at a 
cost of GHc30, 000 each” (Daily Graphic, Thursday, November 1, 2012).  
 
The other measure which was applied for tone was a code to each politician identified in election 
campaign stories indicating whether the political actor was: mainly presenting his /her policies and 
views which appeared positive. For instance, with the headline, “focus is in achieving true 
universal basic education” the story reads: “The president said the NDC would establish 10 teacher 
training colleges to train more teachers to expand the basic education and reduce the cost at the 
SHS to allow more students into the system” (Daily Graphic, Wednesday, November 1, 2012). 
 
Or stories which appeared that a politician was mainly defending him/herself from attack from 
political competitors and in so doing ended up sounding positive. For instance, Daily Graphic of 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 reports that: “NPP attracts big crowd in HO” the story reads: “He 
(Nana Akufo-Addo) said he was not in politics for personal gain. I am a famous lawyer and if I 
want to make money, I will stay in my chambers” he remarked. Another instance is attacking the 
opinions, actions or policies of his/her competitors, for instance, “NPP promises far-fetched” 
paragraph 2 of the story reads: “he (referred to NDC MP) said the NPP government could not 
maintain a 25,000 police force, but its flag bearer, Nana Akufo-Addo, is promising to increase the 
police force to 50, 000” (Daily Graphic, Wednesday, November 5, 2008).    
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It is not enough for a presidential candidate to receive intense media visibility. This is because 
such visibility can contain more negative publicity, which may not help the course of the candidate. 
But in this case, Nana Akufo-Addo, who had unsuccessfully contested for president of Ghana in 
the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections as a candidate of the New Patriotic Party did not only 
receive more coverage during the two elections, he also attracted more positive coverage from the 
press adding to the claim that the Ghanaian press is bias during election campaigns.  
 
The following editorials clearly demonstrate that during the campaigns, the NPP’s candidate, Nana 
Akufo-Addo, even gained the support of some papers, which may be an act of endorsement. This 
may have projected him as a better candidate. For instance, editorial (a) clearly demonstrates that 
with the campaign issue of free education as promised by the NPP’s candidate Nana Akufo-Addo, 
the paper supported Nana Addo’s free education promise. Again editorial (b) by the Daily Guide 
shows the political bias of the paper towards Nana Akufo-Addo. With these two editorials, it is, 
therefore, not difficult to understand why these two papers gave more positive publications to Nana 
Akufo-Addo. 
 
a.) “The Chronicle is unequivocal on the commitment of the state towards free education 
at the basic and second cycle level. We are firm in our belief that a child with second 
cycle education is more likely to move on in life…” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, 
Tuesday, October 23, 2012). 
b.) “Nana Akufo-Addo was full of confidence and his performance was so outstanding that 
some think that he was adequately briefed before the appearance” (Editorial of the 
Daily Guide, Friday, October 31, 2008). 
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Graph 3 presents the extent of press bias with regard to positive coverage of the 2008 and 2012 
election campaigns in Ghana.  
 
Graph 3: A comparison of frequency of positive framing of presidential candidates during 
the 2008 and 2012 general election campaigns in Ghana     
 
 
Judging from Graph 3, Nana Akufo-Addo did not only receive more election campaigns coverage, 
he also attracted the most favourable election campaigns coverage and the least unfavourable 
election campaigns coverage. To illustrate the point, in 2008 the Ghanaian Chronicle gave Nana 
Akufo-Addo 66.7 percent stories and Atta Mills received 33.3 percent stories showing difference 
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of 33.4 percentage points. In other words Nana Akufo-Addo received almost twice as much 
coverage compared to John Atta Mills. 
 
The Daily Guide also recorded 100 percent stories for Nana Akufo-Addo while Atta Mills, who 
was the vice-president from 1997 to 2001 and after two unsuccessful presidential candidate in the 
2000 and 2004 as NDC’s candidate, received no favourable story at all. The two state-owned 
papers, the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Times did not report any favourable election 
campaign story for any of the candidates in 2008. In other words, the two privately-owned papers 
appeared to have favoured the incumbent’s political party candidate, Nana Akufo-Addo, who was 
a Member of Parliament from 1997 to 2005. However, according to Graph 3, the state-owned 
papers were neutral in their election campaigns coverage. 
 
During the 2012 election, the Ghanaian Chronicle gave Nana Akufo-Addo 100 percent favourable 
election campaign stories with John Mahama getting no favourable election campaign story. This 
also gives difference of 100 percentage point. The Daily Guide also recorded for Nana Akufo-
Addo 100 percent favourable election campaign stories with John Mahama receiving no 
favourable story. This again means 100 percentage point difference. 
 
Again the Daily Graphic gave Nana Akufo-Addo 54.6 percent stories with John Mahama gaining 
27.3 percent stories. The difference is 27.3 percentage point. On its part, The Ghanaian Times gave 
John Mahama 100 percent favourable election campaign stories and Nana Akufo-Addo with no 
favourable election campaign story at all. Combining the evidence displayed in Grapg 3, it makes 
the whole picture clear that Nana Akufo-Addo of NPP stood out as the preferred candidate who 
the press projected most in a positive light during the 2008 and 2012 elections. In this case, to what 
extent was the press negative in its election campaign coverage? 
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7.7 Comparison of negative framing of candidates 
The media have often been accused of being too negative in their election campaign coverage. 
Graph 4 deals with the extent to which negative coverage of elections dominated the press 
coverage of the 2008 and 2012 elections in Ghana. Interestingly, the outcome shows that the press 
coverage of the two elections was more positive in tone than negative in tone. However, the state-
owned press was more negative than the privately-owned press. Graph 4 provides an overview of 
the results of the negative coverage of the two elections. It indicates that in 2008, the Ghanaian 
Chronicle gave Atta mills of NDC, 80 percent stories with Nana Akufo-Addo of NPP recording 
no negative election campaign story. This is 80 percentage point difference. The Daily Guide also 
published 87.5 percent negative stories for Atta Mills and then recorded 12.5 percent stories for 
Nana Akufo-Addo showing difference of 75 percentage point with the two state-owned papers 
under study reporting no negative story about any of the candidates. 
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Graph 4:  A comparison of frequency of negative framing of presidential candidates during 
the 2008 and 2012 general election campaigns in Ghana   
 
 
In the 2012 election, the Ghanaian Chronicle gave John Mahama of NDC, 90 percent negative 
stories with Nana Akufo-Addo getting 10 percent stories yielding difference of 80 percentage 
point. The Daily Guide on its part, had for John Mahama, who served as the vice-president from 
2009 to 2012 and then was sworn in as the president on July 24, 2012 when his predecessor, John 
Atta Mills died, 75 percent negative stories including a news story such as,  “I am told that a 
number of chiefs have been given these vehicles as a means of motivating them to canvass for 
votes for the NDC in the 2012 elections” (The Ghanaian Chronicle, Tuesday, November 6, 2012 
while Nana Akufo-Addo also received 12.5 percent stories. 
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This shows difference of 62.5 percentage point. The Daily Graphic gave Nana Akufo-Addo 60 
percent stories and John Mahama, who was elected on the ticket of the National Democratic 
Congress to serve his first term as president on December 7, 2012, 40 percent stories. Thus 
recording difference of 20 percentage point.  The Ghanaian Times on its part reported no negative 
story about any of the presidential candidates.  
 
Therefore, combining all the negative election campaign stories, Nana Akufo-Addo had the least 
negative stories published about him. It is also clear that the privately-owned papers under study 
significantly framed more negative stories against the NDC’s presidential candidates in 2008 and 
2012 elections. Indeed this finding is a reflection of previous findings discussed in chapter four. 
In 2008 the two state-owned papers were neutral. However, in 2012 the Daily Graphic framed 
more negative stories against NPP’s candidate, Nana Akufo-Addo. The Ghanaian Times was 
neutral in its coverage.  
 
The above demonstrates that the four Ghanaian papers sampled for the study devoted greater 
attention to positive election campaigns than negative election campaigning. However, it must be 
pointed out that the newspapers devoted extensive coverage of the limited number of negative 
election campaigns stories to the candidates of the NDC, thereby projecting a bias negative image 
of the NDC to the electorates. If this form of bias should continue, elections in Ghana may begin 
to experience more negative election campaigns in the future. In effect, if a political party or 
candidate continues to attract more negative coverage than positive election coverage, such a 
political party or candidate may be tempted to also go negative in order to reach more electorates. 
With this kind of bias framing, election campaigns may lead to increase in mistrust of politics 
including elections which may project a bad picture of how politics and elections are really 
practised. This result which shows that the Ghanaian tone of election campaign coverage was more 
positive than negative conflicts with a number of studies which indicate that across democracies, 
negative tone dominates election campaigns coverage (Lengauer et. al., 2007; Benoit, Stein and 
Hansen, 2005). Ghana’s election campaigns positive tone may be as a result of conscious effort of 
candidates to engage in more issues-based campaigning since the politicians may have come to 
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the realization that the electorates were more interested in the issues of peace, education and the 
economy. 
 
It is interesting to note that although NDC’s presidential candidates attracted more negative stories 
in the four newspapers, the candidates appeared to have benefited from the many stories on the 
issue of peace the newspapers published. This is because the issue of peace was more associated 
with the campaign messages of the NDC. In other words, NDC appeared to own the issue of peace, 
which is referred to as ‘issue ownership’ (Petrocik, 1996; Ansolabehere and Lyengar, 1994). What 
this means is that it is possible, whether consciously or otherwise, for one or other political party 
or candidate to benefit disproportionately from media emphasis on a particular issue during 
election campaigns coverage. In this case, the form of bias seems to be a significant one. The gains 
from an issue ownership is as a result of the main political parties with time creating a niche for 
greater effectiveness in particular issues. In effect, issue association with a particular political party 
gives an impression of the ability of such a party to implement superior policies and programmes 
in an issue area (Petrocik, Beniot and Hansen, 2003: 601). 
 
To illustrate this point, in the United States, for instances, studies point out that as the Democratic 
Party gains from election campaigns focusing its campaign message on social welfare issues, 
Republican Party, on the other hand, also benefits from election campaign message focusing on 
budgetary issues and the size of the government (Petrocik et.al, 2003). In the experience of Ghana, 
it appears that the NDC is gradually growing to own the issues of peace and education. This is 
because for some time now their candidates have been associated with peace and also the party is 
investing so much in the education sector. And it appears these two issues are going to be part of 
their campaign message in the 2016 election. When the party gets the media coverage focus on 
these two issues, it should reflect more favourably on the NDC. Agenda-setting claims that 
electorates place more value on those issues which attract the most coverage in news media 
(McCombs and Shaw, 1972; Hill, 1985). 
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On the basis of this logic, the suggestion can, therefore, be made that for an issue ownership to be 
meaningful, a candidate should have the ability to win the news media to give particular attention 
to the issue that the candidate believes has an electoral advantage. However, the theory of framing 
points out that the quantity of stories on a particular issue published or broadcast are less significant 
than the kind of frame the media engage to tell stories (Druckman, 2001). This means, the kind of 
frame the media use can influence electorates assessments of which political party or candidate 
can better implement a particular issue (Holian, 2004).  For instance, on the issue of coverage of 
education, if the mass media focus on the welfare of teachers, the NPP’s candidate is arguably 
most likely to gain from such coverage. On the other hand, if the news media engage a frame that 
focuses on educational infrastructure, the NDC candidate might be more likely to benefit from 
such coverage.   
 
From the above analysis, one also gets the impression that the coverage of especially the private 
papers was so unrelentingly negative towards the candidates of the NDC. This unrelenting negative 
portrayal of the NDC is difficult to understand. However, one may suggest that it may be as a 
result of the fact that the NDC was born out of PNDC, which had poor human rights record and 
was also considered unfriendly to the media. The Provisional National Defense Council (PNDC), 
which overthrew a civilian administration in 1981, stayed in power for eleven years until in the 
early 1990s when it reluctantly agreed to constitutional rule under pressure from both external and 
internal forces (Ninsin, 1998:14). The anger of the media against NDC was also the fact that the 
military regime metamorphosed into a political Party (NDC) to contest the 1992 election which 
was perceived to have been rigged. Also the Daily Guide and the Ghanaian Chronicle, which are 
owned by members of the main opposition political party, NPP, perhaps thought of being biased 
and therefore gave NPP an advantage by adopting a strategy of projecting NDC in a negative light 
in their coverage with the hope that it would work for the NPP. 
 
This difficulty to explain why the private press would be so negative towards NDC’s presidential 
candidates could be the argument that perhaps Ghanaian journalists to some extent ceded control 
of what citizens learnt from election campaign to the voices of politicians. This is because the 
study shows that journalists in reporting the 2008 and 2012 elections were covering mostly 
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political parties’ organised events, a journalism practice which is referred to as ‘protocol 
journalism’ (Taylor, 2009; Taylor and Kent, 2007). In effect, Ghanaian election campaign 
journalists just attended press conferences, meetings and political rallies and framed their election 
stories from these events. What this means is that the election campaign journalists during the 2008 
and 2012 elections fed the electorates with stories based on what was said by the candidates at 
election campaign events. The practice of ‘protocol journalism’ during the two election campaigns 
in Ghana might be as a result of the value the media placed on breaking news. In their desire to 
abide by the principle of speed, speeches by politicians during the campaigns became election 
stories with minimal quoting of a secondary source.  
 
However, it is significant to note that the candidates who recorded the most negative election 
campaigns coverage were the winners. It, therefore, appears that the NDC’s two presidential 
candidates for the 2008 and 2012 might have benefited from the news media adopting the kind of 
frame which focused on the issue of peace which electorates felt the party was in a better position 
to handle.  
 
It needs to be noted that the NPP’s seemingly attraction to the press may also stem from the fact 
that during the 2000 election campaign, Kufuor then NPP’s presidential candidate was able to 
develop a close relationship with the media. This relationship with the media seems to have been 
sustained by his successor, Nana Akufo-Addo, who during the 2008 election campaign also 
developed close relationship with the media. This appears to have made the journalists become so 
attached to the candidates, their personality and their political party. 
 
In a feature article, the author writes: “the NPP has a machinery that draws in the media 
practitioners. Why the NDC is not doing the same beats the mind. The present political campaign 
sees the NPP getting the highest media coverage, not because the party has the best message, for 
the electorate, but it believes that the media have a big role to play in drumming their messages to 
the people” (Daily Graphic, Thursday, October 9, 2008). This, therefore, might have contributed 
largely to the favourable coverage of the candidate and the party. 
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One interesting question that develops from the above analysis is: Can it be assumed that with the 
evidence of this study, the news media in Ghana are pro-Akufo-Addo? Is the evidence displayed 
sufficient enough to point to a rooting by journalists for Nana Akufo-Addo and against the NDC’s 
candidates, consciously or otherwise?  
 
It may be argued that the data appears to suggest that journalists and the press were pro-Nana 
Akufo-Addo. What this outcome also teaches is that winning media appearance alone does not 
begat winning elections in Ghana. The NDC would be thankful in part to the relentless effort of 
the media to probably frame Nana Akufo-Addo as an elite and at the same time a militant who 
encouraged his followers to intimidate his opponents. Meanwhile, the same press projected Atta 
Mills and John Mahama as calm, peaceful and ordinary citizens with humility. However, the 
Deputy Communication Director of the NPP believes that it was NDC’s strategy to portray Nana 
Akufo-Addo as a violent politician and an elite, full of arrogance (Interview, February 2012). From 
the above, it can be assumed that the chapter has been able to demonstrate how the four newspapers 
treated the various activities of the presidential candidates during the two election campaigns for 
the study to respond to research question two.  
 
7.8 Response to research question two 
In this case the chapter appears to have responded to research question two, which poses: In 
framing the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana, how did the newspapers treat the 
presidential candidates’ activities they covered?  
 
The findings suggest that there is press personalization of election campaigns in Ghana as well as 
presidentialization; that is, concentration of press attention on the presidential candidates of the 
two main political parties, the National Democratic Congress and the New Patriotic Party. Between 
the two presidential candidates of the two main parties, NPP’s presidential candidate received 
more coverage as well as more favourable coverage from the newspapers sampled for this study. 
With this, the study seems to suggest that the state-owned media can no longer be accused of 
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creating incumbency advantage; however, the press can be accused of bias. Again, unlike the 
advanced democracies, where studies indicate negative tone of election campaign coverage, in 
Ghana, the election campaign tone in the context of 2008 and 2012 elections is rather looking 
positive. 
 
 7.9 Summary of the chapter 
The empirical evidence gathered by this study makes the issue of press personalization of election 
campaigns in Ghana clear. The discussions of the data from the four sampled newspapers on 
coverage of 2008 and 2012 election campaigns show that there is a trend of increasing press 
personalization as well as increasing concentration of the press coverage on the two presidential 
candidates of the two main political parties in the country. In line with this study, the story shows 
that there is indeed no clear-cut incumbent advantage for the two political parties that have been 
in government with regard to their personalization of their presidential candidates. However, there 
is an indication of a big gap between the personalization of the two incumbent ruling political 
parties and the other opposition political parties. In effect, the situation is not an increasing 
visibility of the two presidential candidates of the NDC and NPP, but rather an increasing neglect 
of the presidential candidates of the smaller political parties. In this case, the press in Ghana is 
creating the impression that it has an agenda to promote a two-party democratic political system 
in Ghana. However, as it appears, it is not possible for any small political party in Ghana to attract 
more coverage and more positive coverage. In measuring bias in the well-established democracies 
since 1999, it was found out that the smaller political party of the three in the United Kingdom, 
the Liberal Democrats, enjoyed more coverage and more positive coverage than the Labour and 
Conservative parties (Semetko, 2009). The next chapter of this study will demonstrate why it was 
difficult for smaller political parties to attract the kind of coverage that the main political parties 
found it easy to attract during the election campaigns in Ghana. 
 
This study, appears to suggest that personalization of election campaigns is not similar across the 
globe since empirical evidence of the trend among the advanced democracies is at best mixed. It 
appears to suggest that there are country-specific differences in the level of media personalization 
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of politics and election campaigns and also of the degree of concentration of visibility of the leaders 
of the political parties. These differences could be due to institutional arrangements existing in 
individual societies’ political systems, the kind of regime as well as the electoral system in place. 
The study of Balmas and Sheafer (2013) on political personalization suggests the increasing 
importance of individuals in contemporary political institutions as well as news coverage. They 
suggest the need for an international perspective on news coverage of political leaders, where 
different news values as well as individual countries’ differences would have combined influence 
on the construction of political news stories.  It is observed from this chapter that in terms of state-
owned press and privately-owned press in Ghana, there was not much difference with regard to 
levels of personalization of election campaigns and intense visibility. In effect, not much difference 
in terms of treatment was accorded the two presidential candidates of the two main political parties 
which have ruled the country since 1992 when Ghana returned to multiparty democratic 
governance. 
 
The findings also go to show that gatekeeping and framing practices of democracies across the 
globe appear to show some differences. The factors that influenced the selection as well as those 
that shaped the representation of the activities of presidential candidates during the 2008 and 2012 
elections in Ghana cannot be suggested to be the same as that of the advanced democracies such 
as the United States in its presidential election in 2012.  
 
Media outlets select the kind of events and issues to cover and how those events and issues are 
treated. Journalists may have the motivation which stories they should cover and the angle they 
should develop the stories from. This can take the form of bias or unbalanced reporting. Bias, 
therefore, impacts coverage and treatment. It impacts coverage because the probability is higher 
that a story on election campaign activity will be published. Journalists may have the motivation 
to bias stories, however, such motivation may be affected by elements such as professionalism as 
well as media house own controls. This chapter appears to support the findings of studies that 
suggest that citizens view the media as bias. However, evidence from the chapter does not support 
the argument that the state-owned press in Ghana is still in the business of giving incumbent 
candidates coverage advantage. 
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The chapter establishes that news media outlets select the stories to cover and how those stories 
are treated. According to global journalism practice model, the pillars of journalism are: 
objectivity, truthfulness, accuracy and balance. With the findings of the chapter indicating that the 
press in Ghana is bias using the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns coverage as benchmarks, the 
next chapter is to identify the framework that appears to define journalism practice in Ghana and 
then subject it to the global journalism practice framework. The idea is to explore how well or not 
the press in Ghana is playing its role as an effective public sphere in helping to grow and sustain 
the democratic governance in the country. This, hopefully, would be achieved through the 
technique of in-depth interviews as discussed in the methodology chapter.       
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Chapter 8 
Cash: Is it really defining Ghana’s election campaign journalism? 
8.1 Overview of the chapter     
It is a practice that happens all the time in the country. A political party organizes an event to 
comment on an issue. The room for the event gets filled up with anxious journalists who seem 
lucky to have been asked by the editor to cover such an event. After the event, journalists appear 
happy and treat themselves to free refreshments. After some time, someone appears to distribute 
envelopes obviously containing cash, a journalistic practice termed ‘soli’ (from the word, 
solidarity) or ‘T&T’ (i.e. time and transport). The cash is to pay for the cost of travel to the event 
location. In all these, journalists remain absolute that this practice does not influence them in any 
way to slant stories. However, some scholars argue that cash for news coverage is not good for 
editorial independence of media. Meanwhile, journalists claim they take ‘soli’ because of their 
poor salaries. According to the vice chairman of the Ghana Journalists Association, while having 
a conversation with a journalist, he learnt that the journalist was happy that the 2016 election was 
fast approaching. The vice president explained that the journalist’s happy mood was because 
election campaign period in Ghana has come to be media’s and journalists’ ‘cocoa season’ since 
the media outlets make money from political adverts and journalists also make money from 
covering candidates and political party activities. The journalist, according to the vice chairman, 
is expecting to make enough money from coverage for him to pay two years, two-bed room rent 
advance by December 2016 or face ejection. 
 
According to the literature, the concept of liberal journalism indicates that journalism is the 
gatekeeper of events and issues and also watchdogs of societies. Journalists, therefore, have the 
responsibility to watch over the activities of governments. In performing these crucial 
responsibilities, journalists are supposed to be accountable to citizens of their countries. However, 
from the narration above, the ‘soli’ practice appears to be undermining professional journalism 
practice in Ghana. In effect, professional principles such as fairness, truthfulness and accuracy 
have lost their meaning in journalism practice in the country as a result of the practice of ‘soli’ 
journalism thereby putting Ghana’s democratic governance in danger. 
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With the above perspective, this chapter is to examine the perception of political officials toward 
the practice of journalism in Ghana in the context of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns. The 
study predicts that so far as journalists took ‘soli’ for the coverage of election campaign activities, 
the image of the profession held by politicians would be bad and that their coverage of the elections 
would lack quality. This is because the focus of the elections would be slanted to favour the main 
candidates who the study suggests paid ‘soli’ for the kind of coverage they received. Therefore, 
these findings are a reflection of the outcome of the content analysis of this study where coverage 
of the two election campaigns was bias and there was no incumbent coverage advantage. If the 
result of the content analysis, which claims the state-owned press is no longer giving incumbent 
coverage advantage, one can then argue that this outcome is not as a result of any conscious effort 
by the gatekeepers to end the practice of incumbency advantage but rather the main opposition 
political party was in the position to pay for coverage in the state-owned newspapers for its 
candidate not only to receive more coverage, but to also attract more positive stories in order to 
dominate the press.  
 
The Deputy Communication Director of the NPP, Perry Okudzeto pointed out that the party during 
the elections understudy constituted a media monitoring team with the responsibility to monitor 
the news media to make sure every activity of the party and the candidate have been given the 
expected coverage and there should be quick response to any bad coverage (Interview, February, 
2015). This shows the value the party placed on the media for the party to spend on its election 
campaigns coverage. This may explain Nana Akufo-Addo’s press dominance for him to have had 
better coverage than Atta Mills in 2008 and John Mahama as incumbent in 2012 election. The 
overall findings seem to suggest that as long as a candidate has the financial muscle to pay for 
coverage, such a candidate stands the chance of attracting more coverage and more positive 
coverage to become the most visible candidate even in the state-owned media. 
 
8.2 What constitutes ‘soli’ journalism?  
According to Skjerdal (2010: 369), ‘brown envelope journalism’ which in Ghana it is referred to 
as ‘soli’ is an activity in journalism practice involving gifts received by journalists from sources 
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of  information for coverage of events. In Ghana the term ‘soli’ was developed out of the word 
‘solidarity,’ indicating that the source of an event out of sympathy for the poor condition of the 
journalist would want to show some concern therefore, reward the journalist with an envelope 
containing money (Hasty, 2005: 346) after coverage of an event. Hasty suggests that such a 
practice can help deepen relationship between the two parties. Ekerikevwe (2009) describes such 
an act as journalists demanding bribe or other forms of gratification for coverage of events. In this 
case, Ekeanyanwu and Obianigwe (2012: 517) believe that journalists receiving gifts would exert 
pressure on them to give sources the kind of coverage that they expect, which may affect the quality 
of reporting. With such a practice, being defined by monetary gains, the story that will be published 
become a commercial product paid for. On his part, Skjerdal (2010: 370) stretches the issue further 
arguing that the practice, which is difficult to trace its origin, corrupts the journalist who is credited 
as the custodian of the truth. This, behaviour, Skjerdal points out demonstrates the disregard of 
journalistic ethical demands and the crucifixion of the fundamental function of journalism 
profession.  
 
8.3 ‘Brown envelope’ journalism: Where did it come from? 
Researchers are not very sure where the term ‘brown envelope’ developed from. As some trace 
the term to West Africa, other scholars also trace the term to the United Kingdom in the 1990s 
(Forbes, 2005). Brown envelopes were associated with the “cash-for-questions affair” in the 
United Kingdom. The story goes that in that affair, according to Harrods chief, some lobbyists 
working for Mohamed Al-Fayed were said to have given money to two members of the British 
parliament. The rational was for them to ask specific questions on the agenda for the House of 
Commons (Bartlett, 1999). In telling the story of the affair on October 20, 1994, The Guardian 
reported that the money was in brown envelopes when it was given to the two members of 
parliament. With that experience, ‘brown envelope’ became a term adopted and use to indicate 
money from sources of information to journalists covering events (Forbes, 2005: 82). Another 
account of the origin of the term appears to conflict with that of Forbes’ narration. According to 
Bamiro (1997), the term ‘brown envelope’ was known to Ghanaian as well as Nigerian journalism 
practitioners and sources of information earlier and it developed from the practice of taking money 
concealed in envelopes, although not always brown envelopes  for coverage of events. Even 
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though it is difficult for scholars to be exact as to the origin of the term, Uko (2004: 55) makes the 
point that by 1983, journalists in Nigeria were collecting ‘brown envelopes from events organisers 
for coverage. The GJA Vice President also recollected that as far back as 1983 when he was 
studying journalism, he was aware of the term ‘soli’ and ‘brown envelope’. 
 
8.4 Election journalists and ‘soli’ 
It appears that because ‘soli’ journalism is considered as illicit payment of money, which takes 
place on a very personal level with confidentiality, it is difficult to really establish its level in 
Ghana since journalists shy away from discussing the practice. For instance, all the four editors 
interviewed claimed that although they were pressured by politicians to place their stories on 
certain preferred pages, use particular pictures especially those that depicted huge crowd at 
political rallies and write the stories from a certain angle, they did not take ‘soli.’ In addition, the 
editors also gave the impression that they were not aware if their reporters took ‘soli’ for covering 
the two elections. In responding to a question: “Were you sometimes pressured by politicians for 
them to have their way?” All the four editors responded that they were indeed sometimes pressured 
by the politicians.  “What was the nature of the pressure?” According to them, the politicians would 
make all the arguments in an attempt to convince them as to why their candidates and political 
parties deserved to have their way. “Were you promised money by any of the politicians if allowed 
to have their way?” In an answer to this question all the four editors answered that they stood on 
their grounds not to give in to the politicians. They also indicated in the interview that they were 
not aware if any of their reporters took ‘soli’ for covering election campaigns. According to Kobby 
Asmah, the political editor of the Daily Graphic, if politicians gave ‘soli’ to any of his reporters it 
had no effect on the editorial decision of the paper since those reporters did not decide on the 
election stories to use (Interview, February, 2015).  
 
However, on the other hand, when a former political reporter was asked: “Did you ever take ‘soli’ 
from political parties when covering their election campaign activities?” Zakaria Tanko Musah 
(now a lawyer and journalism lecturer) remarked: 
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“Well, yes. After each campaign event, someone would appear and call all the journalists and 
distributed envelopes to individual journalists. And any time I opened my envelopes, there was 
money in them for me. They would not tell you what the money was meant for. It has become an 
open secret that if journalists are reporting on a candidate, it is expected that the event organisers 
would give the journalists money. Indirectly the candidate is saying I want to be in your good 
books, I want you to be nice to me and my party in your coverage.” According to the respondent, 
all the journalists who were attached to the political parties to cover their election campaigns 
activities had their accommodation, transportation as well as subsistence taking care of by the 
political parties. He noted that in order for the candidates and political parties to be sure of 
receiving positive coverage with pictures occupying big space, the communication team would 
normally send ahead money to the editors of the various newspapers, since editors do not go out 
to report, their gifts are sent to them in their various offices. This was supposed to be a guarantee 
for positive stories and big space for candidates’ activities (Interview, February 2015). 
 
“So how much were you making covering the election campaigns?” 
 
“Unfortunately, I cannot remember the exact amount, but I can tell you that I made good money 
to my surprise. My surprise may be because it was my first time of covering such events and 
earning so much. I found covering election campaign activities so lucrative. With this, I was all 
the time looking forward to being assigned to cover election campaign events. So you can imagine, 
if even as a junior reporter I was making good amount of money how much more the senior 
reporters and editors. If I should tell you, the politicians were ready to pay especially if as a 
journalist you wrote the kind of stories they were expecting about their activities and more so with 
pictures showing big crowd at their rallies. This practice could earn a journalist extra ‘soli’ for 
being such an ‘intelligent’ reporter.” 
 
One interesting debate on ‘soli’ journalism is the extent to which a practice of this nature is 
affecting the quality of election campaign coverage which leads to such a critical decision as to 
voting for a leader. Journalists are so quick   to insist the practice does not in any way influence 
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the stories they write and publish. In reference to the question: “How did ‘soli’ affect your election 
campaign coverage?” Look, journalists boast that ‘soli’ does not influence the stories that they end 
up publishing or broadcast. This entrenched position that journalists have taken is never true. The 
reality is that when you take ‘soli’ after covering an election campaign event, you become very 
conscious of what to write and publish. You would obviously not want to publish a story that 
would go to discredit the political party or candidate you have taken ‘soli’ from. You would do 
everything possible to write a positive story about the party or candidate from which or who you 
have taken the ‘soli.’ The fact is that after such an event, copies of the speeches of the presidential 
candidates were distributed to journalists indicating that they expected the journalists to reproduce 
the speeches for readers. There was no opportunity for journalists to ask candidates questions. And 
by the time you got to the newsroom, the news editor and all those who matter had already been 
compromised by the political party. So you ended up producing the kind of story that would please 
the officials of the political party as well as the candidate and the following day you got phone 
calls from political party officials hailing you for a good job done” Zakaria pointed out. “If a 
reporter had accepted ‘soli’ and yet published a negative story about a candidate, the candidate or 
the party in question would have asked that such a reporter was not assigned again to cover the 
party’s events. The editor would have had no alternative than to withdraw such a reporter.” “So 
tell me, as a poor reporter why write a negative story?” he asked. 
 
Lodamo and Skjerdal (2010) who appear to agree with Zakaria point out that when journalist is 
bribed in the form of ‘soli’ such a journalist is eventually forced to give a positive account of 
events irrespective of how the events would end up. This, the two scholars explain, is because 
‘soli’ is an expression of “an unwritten contract between the public officer and the reporters, 
whereby positive promotion is expected in return.” In effect, when a journalist takes ‘soli’ for 
covering an event, which has an obvious negative side, such a journalist would have to do 
everything possible to overlook the negative side of the story. This practice may explain why the 
2008 and 2012 election campaign coverage in Ghana recorded more positive and less negative 
campaign stories. According to the Deputy Communication Director of the NPP, “soli does 
wonders. You get what you want.” Besides getting positive coverage, Zakaria claimed that the 
amount of ‘soli’ a political party or candidate would pay especially to the editors determined the 
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size of space for the story. And indeed from the content analysis, it was clear that the two main 
political parties as well as their presidential candidates attracted much bigger space for their 
coverage than their counterparts, the smaller parties. This is because as the in-depth interview 
revealed, the NDC and the NPP had big budget for ‘soli’ payment. This may explain why the two 
parties and their candidates could attract half-page and even full-page stories with pictures to 
enhance the stories as a way of persuading electorates and also to impress the parties’ officials. In 
view of the above, Adesoji (2009) and Ndangam (2006) argue that ‘soli’ journalism practice 
undermines objectivity in journalism profession. And without objectivity election campaigns 
stories would lack quality. What then promotes the practice of ‘soli’ journalism? 
 
8.5 What accounts for ‘soli’ journalism? 
In making a case for motivation for journalists to engage in ‘soli’ journalism, poor conditions of 
service and poor salaries have always been cited (Mpagaze and White, 2010; Ndangam, 2006; 
Diedong, 2008). It has been argued that one most significant problem making it so difficult for 
Ghanaian journalists to uphold the ethics of the profession is obviously the level of poverty of 
journalists. The remuneration of Ghanaian journalists is so low. In Ghana over 40 percent of 
journalists receive less than average monthly wage of GH¢200.00 (estimated at €57.14) 
(myjoyonline, 2011). Added to this is the fact that media houses could owe their journalists in 
months of arrears. “The owners of these media outlets are not bothered because they are aware 
that the journalists are using the outlet to make money to take care of themselves,  appearing as if 
journalists are just mere tools for media owners and politicians to be used for their own selfish 
interests” The GJA Vice President said. It is then obvious that in such a situation, journalists are 
made to find ways of making money on their own. For instance, one political party official, Atik 
Mohammed of PNC in an interview for this study, noted that during the 2012 election campaign 
some journalists approached his party with a written proposal asking the party to allow them to 
put together strategic communication packages to enhance the party’s and its candidate’s media 
coverage for a fee. “We refused to accept their proposal and we could feel their hatred for the party 
and its presidential candidate” Atik noted. 
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It is no secret in Ghana that some journalists especially during election campaigns unofficially 
work for political parties and candidates for a fee. Some senior journalists are paid to link up with 
some editors to influence media coverage. Some too write favourable stories about a candidate for 
fee while others also influence radio and television political programmes hosts for candidates to 
gain access to such high rated programmes with preconceived questions that would enhance a 
candidate’s chances.  Commenting on the poor conditions of service for journalists in an interview, 
Mathias Tibu, Vice President of GJA observes: “The ridiculously low salaries giving to journalists 
is worrying. Journalists disregard for the ethics of the profession can be attributed to the fact that 
they are financially not secured. If a journalist from the most well paid media outfit in the country 
is receiving such indecent salary as low as GHC 1,513.00 ($378.25) it is so easy for one to be 
corrupted. However, the same journalists are accusing politicians of being too corrupt. I just think 
we need to shake up the media. We need to do something to change things for the good of our 
democracy as well as the image of the profession (Interview, February, 2015). In effect, ‘soli’ 
lessens the pressure on media owners who want to maximize profit to pay better salaries to their 
journalists since there is less agitation from journalists who after all, get paid by sources of 
information. It is also worth noting that with the harsh economic conditions in some African 
countries such as Nigeria and Ghana and desperation to earn income, journalists are forced to 
negotiate wages individually with media owners making some of them to accept any wage offered 
with some agreeing to very low wages just to make a living (Uzochukwu, 2014).    
 
According to the Vice President, because of low salaries paid to journalists in the country, the 
journalism profession continues to lose its fine experienced journalists to other seemingly lucrative 
professions such as Law, Public Relations, Marketing and recently, Politics. “Today we have a 
number of journalists who have studied law and have joined the law profession” the Vice President 
pointed out.  “Journalism is now a spring board on which people stand on only to spring one fine 
day and land in a more rewarding profession” Tibu noted. The Vice President hinted that Ghana 
Institute of Journalism’s record of their four Master of Art programmes indicates that journalists 
who apply to do any of the programmes, go in for either Public Relations or Development 
Communication. “Only a few would apply to do the Journalism or the Media Management 
programmes. This trend is disturbing” The Vice President added. 
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On his part, when asked for his view on the claim that Ghanaian journalists take ‘soli’ because of 
poor salaries they receive, Zakaria Tanko Musah answered:  “In Ghana today, there are many 
people who are well paid yet they are taking bribes. It is true that salaries of journalists are 
unbelievably low but that should not give them the license to engage in illegal or unethical 
practices. I can tell you that the very few journalists in the country who are well paid are receiving 
‘soli’ from all manner of people” (Interview, February 2015). On his part, Atik of the PNC 
remarked: “Only few Ghanaians will deny that most of the media houses and journalists are in 
financial difficulties. But I ask the question, should their eagerness to live make them apply all 
sorts of tricks? Are we then upholding the principle of the ends justify the means?  
 
As the editors were vehemently denying the practice of ‘soli’ journalism and insisted they did not 
take ‘soli’ from political parties and candidates all the three political parties’ officials said they 
paid money to journalists for coverage of their election campaign activities. This goes to confirm 
the claims by Tanko Musah that journalists took ‘soli’ for coverage of election campaigns. The 
Deputy Communication Director of the NPP, Perry Okudzeto in responding to the question: “Did 
you give money to journalists after covering your party’s election campaign activities?” He 
observed: 
 
“There is something we call in Ghana ‘soli’ and I do not think any organization in Ghana can say 
that it does not give ‘soli.’ I do not think it is something we should shy away from. It has been a 
practice over the years.” Okudzeto argued that ‘soli’ has become a tradition in the country and that 
his party was not ready to wage war against it. This is because according to the Deputy 
Communication Director, politically it was not a smart thing to do, therefore, the party will keep 
the tradition of giving ‘soli.’ “It would be suicidal for political parties in Ghana to be the ones to 
fight against this tradition” Okudzeto stated. 
 
Responding to the same question, the Communication Director of the NDC, pointed out: “Once a 
practicing journalist, I feel so uncomfortable discussing ‘soli.’ This is because it is a shameful 
practice which undermines the independence of the profession. I took ‘soli’ as a journalist covering 
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events and today as a politician I gave ‘soli’ during election campaigns. It is a horrible thing to do 
but the fact is that if as a Communication Director my party’s candidate should be featured in the 
media to the expectation of the party, there is no alternative than to pay ‘soli.’ After all, the budget 
for the two campaigns that you are referring to included ‘soli’ for media coverage” James Asante, 
the Communication Director of the NDC noted. “As a student of Journalism, Media and 
Communication, I have come to the conclusion that as objectivity is said to define journalism 
profession in the Western world, development also defines journalism in Asia unfortunately what 
seems to define our journalism is ‘soli,’ period” Asante noted further. The Communication 
Director was convinced that if any of the smaller political parties could also pay the kind of ‘soli’ 
the NDC and the NPP paid during the 2008 and 2012 elections the nature of the coverage of the 
two elections would have been different.  
 
In order to determine the effect payment of money for coverage had on the overall coverage of 
their election campaign activities, answering the question: “What did you gain from the payment 
of ‘soli’ for coverage of the party’s election activities?”  The political officials of the two main 
parties appeared satisfied with the quantity of stories each received from the press especially, the 
state-owned since they have better reach across the country. According to Okudzeto, ‘soli’  “does 
wonders. Although it is expensive, you get journalists to give you what you want. I am sure your 
study will reveal that my party and candidate were always in the newspapers with good stories 
backed by appealing pictures.”    
 
Interviewing the political party officials, one had the sense that political parties in the country set 
aside budget specifically for media coverage of their election campaigns. And this happens to be 
a huge budget, which the political parties’ officials were not ready to disclose. “Sorry, I am not in 
the position to tell you the kind of budget we put aside for media coverage of our election 
campaigns. But to give you some insight, can you imagine a campaign trail moving along with 
about ten or more journalists for about a week in this country? Their accommodation bill, feeding 
bill, transportation and something for the pocket. And after all these you lose the election. That is 
multiparty democracy for you” Okudzeto pointed out. “If you really want your candidate to get 
the kind of media exposure that is satisfactory, then the candidate or the party should be ready to 
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spend on the journalists as well as the editors of the various media houses in the country and this 
is besides the huge budget for adverts,” the NPP Deputy Communication Director further pointed 
out. “Trust me, without good budget, forget it. Coverage of your candidate and party campaign 
activities will be poor and the party will blame the communication team for not working hard. 
Some party members will even accuse the team of pocketing the money meant for coverage. It is 
a very difficult job” Perry Okudzeto noted (Interview, February, 2015). 
 
The People’s National Convention (PNC) Policy Director, Atik Mohammed also claimed that his 
party did not get the expected coverage in the newspapers as well as the electronic media because 
the party and the other smaller political parties did not have the kind of media coverage budget 
that the NDC and the NPP had and displayed. “If we had that kind of budget and spent lavishly on 
journalists and the editors as shamefully did by the so called big parties we would have attracted 
better coverage.” Atik Mohammed (now the General Secretary) noted: “If today you should ask 
any journalists and editors if they took money from the political parties for coverage of campaigns 
they will have the audacity to deny ever taking money. We should begin to have a crop of 
journalists who understand the importance of creating opportunities for every political party and 
presidential candidates who speak on realistic policies for the country. That is what those of us in 
the PNC believe professional journalism that is responsible to its society is all about (Interview, 
February, 2015). 
 
One other interesting factor which leads to ‘soli’ journalism in Ghana appears to be the fact that 
Ghanaian journalists  have prior knowledge that event organizers or Public Relations officers 
always include in their  budget for events  money to be paid to invited journalists and therefore, 
the organizers take money from organizations in order to pay ‘soli’ to journalists who would cover 
the event and even go to the extent of paying ‘soli’ to the editors in their offices to be sure that 
their events would be given the kind of coverage that would be positive. With the knowledge that 
they have been budgeted for, these journalists would push for the organizers to pay them for 
coverage. Therefore, after the event, journalists would stay around the event location indirectly 
signaling to the organizers that they are waiting for their well-deserved ‘soli.’ According to Atik 
Mohammed of PNC, “you dare not refuse to pay Ghanaian journalists ‘soli,’ if you do not pay 
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‘soli’ or the ‘soli’ you pay is considered inadequate, you either get a small space for your story or 
negative story or your story is not published at all or they boycott your programmes. In fact 
campaign coverage has become more or less for the highest bidder, the NPP and the NDC will 
continue to dominate the pages of our newspapers” Atik claimed. 
 
As to why Public Relations Officers as well as event’s organisers are ready to pay ‘soli’ for 
coverage, former Vice President of the Institute of Public Relations, Ghana, Perry Ofosu in an 
interview for this study pointed out that companies and political parties pay ‘soli’ in order for them 
to maximize their budget. According to him, it is cheaper to pay ‘soli’ to create awareness for 
products and services in the country than to pay high media commercial fees. “So you see the 
motivation to pay ‘soli’ is high,” Perry indicated. 
 
‘Soli’, according to Birhanu (2010), is bribery in journalism which is collapsing the independent, 
accurate, objective and informative journalism. Lodamo and Skjerdal (2010) also add that ‘soil’ 
journalism spoils journalistic independence and damages public confidence in the media. This 
practice, where journalists can sometimes go to the extent of even heckling event’s organisers for 
not giving ‘soli’ after coverage, Mpagaze and White (2010) describe as unethical and 
unprofessional.  
 
8.6 ‘Soli’ journalism and ethical consideration 
Hasty (2005:135) points out that some Ghanaian journalists especially from the private press 
believe that ‘soli’ does not constitute a form of bribery because they see it as an appreciative gift 
or compensation for risk. Indeed Herman Wasserman (2008: 2) argues that “instead of labeling 
this practice as bribery and simply condemning it” one should use a “hybrid ethical framework” 
in examining ‘soli.’ The framework as noted by Wasserman, gives regard to the ethical principles 
of fairness, credibility and truthfulness and at the same time gives recognition to the socio-
economic conditions under which journalists in Africa would have to practise the journalism 
profession. Retief (2002:135) believes that gifts in the practice of journalism amount to bribery. 
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He points out: “Never use your poor salary as an excuse for accepting free meals.” It must be noted 
that scholars of journalism ethics see ‘soli’ as problematic and therefore, unethical which is likely 
to affect the quality of journalistic products. On his part, Frere (2010) believes that the act of 
journalists accepting gifts leads to deceiving citizens. This, he explains, is because issues and 
events are falsely published as neutral news stories. 
 
Yusha’u (2009:167) is of the view that the practice of journalism “cannot be practised outside the 
culture and political system in which it is located. In other words, in Ghana for instance, with its 
strong clientelism tradition, it goes without saying that journalism practice has the habit of 
developing strong bonds between journalists and sources of information. With such relationship 
there is no motivation for investigative journalism to dig out scandal. This may have contributed 
to the desire of Ghanaian journalists to prefer to do most of the election campaign stories in 2008 
and 2012 in straight news style.  
  
It is no secret that the patronage system, in which the ‘soli’ giver indirectly demand certain services 
from the journalists has virtually become institutionalized with the development in the Ghanaian 
society. It is, therefore, argued that the prevalence of ‘soli’ today is informed by the wider corrupt 
social as well as political system in the country. For instance, a presidential candidate who wants 
media visibility and positive image, would entice the journalists with gifts. The politician can even 
pay for journalist to drop scandal stories against him or his party. In offering analysis of ‘soli’ in 
journalism practice in Ghana, Hasty (2005:366) draws attention to the kind of practice of 
journalism in the country where it is difficult to understand why for instance, journalists working 
in the private press would expose corruption in government while they too are receiving ‘soli’ 
from sources of information. The difficulties journalism practice in Ghana is facing, it is argued, 
is partly due to the owners of the media outlets not making it difficult for their journalists to resist 
the practice of ‘soli’ journalism. It appears that because they are not ready to pay the journalists 
better salaries these owners do not have the moral strength to institute measures to kill such a 
practice. 
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Unethical journalism practice unquestionably, shows an element of unprofessionalism, which 
Nyamnjoh (2001) argues, is connected to the social and political context. Arguing further, 
Nyamnjoh (2005: 65) makes the point that in such a situation, it is virtually impossible for “even 
the most committed professionals to excel ethically in the African context.” Ndangam (2006: 838) 
also points out that it is not acceptable for a pluralistic media society practising liberal democracy 
to be unfortunately thriving and sustaining itself through the institutionalised “culture of bribes, 
self-censorship and compromised integrity.” On the basis of what appears as the ‘soli-infected’ 
Ghanaian media market, the global principles of journalism practice are meaningless to the 
Ghanaian journalism practice. To this end, Agbanu (2009: 13) calls for a new kind of journalism 
informed by local ethical standard and news judgement. According to him, such kind of journalism 
model should take into consideration the values of Western journalism, which make the practice 
of global model of journalism in Africa too difficult.  
 
It is suggested that the level of bribery everywhere in a society would go to affect the practice of 
journalism. In other words, corruption begets corruption (Omenugha and Oji, 2008). In Ghana, 
some judges in the country have been filmed taking bribes before they came out with their 
judgements. With the title, “Bribery scandal rocks Judiciary” the Daily Graphic of September 9, 
2015 reports: “It may go down in history as the single most massive bribery scandal to hit Ghana’s 
Judiciary, as 180 officials of the Judiciary Service have been caught on camera taking bribes and 
extorting money from litigants.” The story continues: “Thirty-four of the suspected culprits are 
said to be judges at the High, the Circuit and the District courts.” The Ghanaian police have also 
been accused of taking bribes in executing their duties. 
 
“Eighty-nine per cent of respondents in the latest findings of the Afrobarometre Survey have 
accused the Police Service of being the most corrupt public institution in the country” (Ghana 
News Agency, December 5, 2014). There is also film evidence to suggest that Custom officers are 
in the habit of taking bribes. Even Members of Parliaments are accused of being influenced with 
money in performing their duties to the society. “A fellow of the Ghana Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, Prof. Agyemang Badu Akosa has described Ghana’s Parliamentarians as a bunch of 
corrupt people who are out there to enrich themselves.” The story continues: “According to him, 
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his judgment of the country’s Legislature is based on a personal experience he has had with them 
while serving in Public Service as a Director-General of the Ghana Medical Health Service” 
(www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage). 
 
From the discussions above, the impression one gets is that despite the advantages that incumbents 
candidates are said to have, once an opposition political party is able to come up with the kind of 
budget that can pay sufficient ‘soli’ to election campaign journalists as well as editors, it is possible 
for an opposition candidate and a political party to influence and shape media coverage of election 
campaigns in Ghana to a particular candidate’s favour. The above discussions also appear to 
suggest that as long as it is ‘soli’ that is serving as the framework for journalism practice in Ghana, 
then one argues  that it is the ‘soli’ model that is going to define Ghana’s election campaign 
journalism. In this case, the two main political parties, the NDC and the NPP will continue to enjoy 
high media visibility because they have the resources to play the political game in the media, 
probably, following the footsteps of the advanced democracies such as the United States, where 
election campaigns are being staged in the media at a very high cost. 
 
It should be noted that besides ‘soli’ influencing journalism practice in Ghana, the in-depth 
interview also shows that the press in Ghana is being driven by advertising revenue, which appears 
to be the only alternative in keeping a highly expensive media system running. Indeed all the four 
editors interviewed for this study indicated that one critical factor that they take into consideration 
when performing their gatekeeping function is making profit for their newspapers. It worth noting 
at this point that the Daily Graphic as well as The Ghanaian Times although are state-owned do 
not receive any funding from the state. They are, therefore, operating as business entities. The 
Political Editor of the Daily Graphic, Kobby Asmah noted: “When covering election campaigns, 
we are conscious that we are also in business, therefore, we should take advantage of the occasion 
to make money for the outlet. People criticize us for devoting the kind of space that we give to the 
NPP and the NDC. The fact still remains that apart from the two political parties having large 
followers to read their stories, during election campaigns, we make good money from the adverts 
they place in the paper.” “Does it not make business sense for us to pay particular attention to 
them?” Kobby asked.   
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The next section explores briefly the effect that commercialization media model is having on the 
journalistic profession in Ghana. This is necessary since during the in-depth interview all the three 
officials of the NDC,  the NPP and the PNC revealed that during the 2008 and 2012 election 
campaigns in the country, journalists received ‘soli’ for covering the elections and also the editors 
were conscious of making money for their papers. Hence, this might have affected the performance 
of the election campaigns journalists as well as editors. On the basis of the above discussions, it is 
suggested that Ghanaian journalists, editors and the press have not been as effective as they ought 
to be in communicating to Ghanaians the 2008 as well as 2012 election campaigns’ events and 
issues. 
 
The section will also look at the lack of professionalism and media corruption as the bane of the 
Ghanaian media. Journalism practice in Ghana has indeed declined in public esteem. For instance, 
the Ghana Integrity, a local chapter of the Transparency International ranked the media as one of 
the most corrupt institutions in the country (Ghana Integrity Initiative, 2011).  Also the 2011/2012 
worldwide index by Reporters without Borders Report indicates that Ghana has dropped some 
points in media performance (Reporters without Borders, 2012). The section also makes the point 
that Ghanaian journalistic professional model is finding it difficult to catch up with the liberal 
professional model because of historical and development conditions which are different from that 
of the liberal advanced democracies. The section first explores the extent the liberal model of 
journalism profession can be used to determine professionalism in an emerging democracy such 
as Ghana. And finally, it will discuss the effect of commercialization of the Ghanaian media on 
journalism practice in the country. 
 
8.7 Global model of journalistic profession: Does it really matter? 
It appears the world is beginning to see similar media systems and the practice of journalism 
although there are differences among societies of the world. To this end, McQuail (1994:28-29) 
observes that the development of a global media organization is leading to an “international media 
culture.” This appears to argue that the world is seeing similar standards and similar in text, genres 
as well as communication substance. Such a situation, it is suggested, is as a result of the world 
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becoming globalized thus reflecting the social structures, relations as well as cultures. This is also 
reflecting on the expansion of the free market philosophy in operation in the Western democracies 
(McQuail, 1994:11-12). 
 
With evidence of similarities in media systems across the world, this chapter suggests that 
individual country’s media system differs from other systems in other societies. In this situation, 
journalism practice including its professional culture cannot be the same. This is because media 
industries are influenced and shaped by individual country’s political system, culture, history and 
economic situations. With a globalized liberal media system, societies across the globe are sharing 
similar notions. For instance, concentration of media ownership, deregulation, privatization and 
commercialization are becoming the order of the day. Even with this, it is difficult for one to 
suggest that journalism across the globe is using the Anglo-American model, which stresses 
objectivity in the practice of the journalistic profession. The Ghanaian contemporary journalism 
practice can, therefore, be presented as an example, which appears to conflict with the global 
liberal model of journalistic profession. The Ghanaian situation suggests that despite the era of 
globalization, journalists in Ghana have their own way of practising the profession. The in-depth 
interviews conducted as part of the methods engaged to resolve the research problem, revealed a 
major issue, that is, journalists in Ghana take money for coverage of such an important national 
event like election campaigns. As such journalism practice in Ghana lacks professionalism. This 
is because the practice would erode their independence. 
 
The point has been made that the growth of media systems in individual societies is influenced by 
a number of factors and the form that journalistic profession is taking which is termed 
“professional model” is shaped by the liberal tradition. This professional model, according to 
Mancini (2000:285), appears to be a model which is widely theorized, discussed and shared all the 
world over. McQuail (1994:145) explains that what defines the professional model or Anglo-
American model is objectivity or neutrality. In effect, objectivity happens to underline the way 
journalism is practised, which involves gathering of relevant information, processing such 
information and supplying the information which then becomes news to news media audiences. 
McQuail identifies some key elements with regard to journalistic practice. These include taking a 
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position of detachment and neutrality towards the issue or event of reporting. In effect, this calls 
for the absence of subjectivity or personal involvement, lack of partisanship, upholding the 
principles of accuracy and truthfulness and finally, lack of ulterior motive or service to one’s party. 
 
Nichols and McChesney (2005) are doubtful whether objectivity really informs the practice of 
journalism even in the United States. According to these authors, even the strongest proponents of 
neutral journalism have come to accept that values play an important role in story selection, 
deciding what gets covered and what does not and how the coverage is framed. Nichols and 
McChesney (2005) therefore make the point that journalists reporting an issue or event cannot be 
expected to be objective. Instead of the notion of objectivity, they propose terms such as fairness, 
accuracy and balance. On their part, Schudson and Anderson (2008:99) observe that: “The 
question of the manner by which objectivity functions within a larger occupational, political and 
economic social structure is more complicated and difficult to discern.” In this case, the principle 
of objectivity in the practice of journalism is not real and thus cannot be applied in practice. 
 
The professional model of journalism, which claims autonomous statutes, brings up the issue of 
journalism serving the interest of the public and not the interests of any particular party or owners 
of any social organization. One would ask: To what extent, therefore, can the professional model 
of journalism be applicable to the Ghanaian situation with its different political culture and 
development?  
 
Taking the example of Italy, Mancini (2000:266) argues: “In reality journalists act in different 
ways: they follow a different model of journalism.” Based on this assertion then Ghanaian 
journalism practice is expected to follow a different model. This is because the Ghanaian society 
has its own political and development peculiarities and these make it difficult for the society to 
grow journalism professional culture strictly in line with the liberal journalism profession model. 
McNair (1998:64) reminds one that the historical processes with which journalism was developed 
as well as modern social conditions within which the profession was grown are likely to influence 
and shape journalism. Nichols and McChesney (2005) note that professional journalism gives 
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editors and journalists independence from the owners’ political orientation as well as from 
commercial pressures not to shape the news to satisfy advertisers. In performing this task, 
journalists place value on being fair and being accurate. According to these two scholars, it is 
sinful, a career killer for journalists to take bribes or to fabricate stories. 
 
It is worth noting that the liberal multiparty democratic governance and its functions in Ghana 
since 1992 seem to have contributed in shaping the character of its news media irrespective of the 
peculiarities of the Ghanaian society suggesting that the liberal professional media model cannot 
be applicable to all emerging democracies including Ghana. One can use Mancini (2000:267) to 
explain this situation as follows: “Journalism does not grow in a vacuum: it is the fruit of the 
interaction between different actors and systems and such differences in social structure and 
context have to be taken into account even when theorizing models of journalism.”  
 
Theoretically, Ghanaian journalists pride themselves for being fair, equal and balanced in their 
reportage. However, this study has demonstrated beyond doubt that the newspapers were not only 
biased towards the two main political parties and also biased in favour of Nana Akufo-Addo during 
the 2008 and 2012 elections in Ghana. The problem with this form of bias is the impression that it 
might have been influenced by ‘soli’ to the extent that small political parties hardly attracted the 
attention of the press for the PNC Policy Director, Atik Mohammed to observe that “Journalists 
were ever ready to jump into buses and follow the so called big parties wherever their rallies were 
being staged. With us the small parties we did not matter in their scheme of things. As professional 
journalists, who are supposed to give equal and fair coverage to all political parties and candidates 
for voters to decide who to vote for, it was as if it was too much work for them to give us coverage. 
They even thought it was waste of space to give the small parties coverage. If finally, we got them 
to attend our events, check from the newspapers the space we got as against the space for the NDC 
and the NPP. It was as if they were doing us a big favour.” 
 
Added to this is the fact that among all the presidential candidates, Nana Akufo-Addo of the NPP 
had the most intense coverage, also the most positive stories and less negative stories in the two 
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election campaigns under study. This also demonstrates the bias nature of the press in Ghana.  
Letters-to-the-editor, which are supposed to be an arena for public discourse during the elections 
were virtually absent suggesting that the press in Ghana, perhaps, were not interested in facilitating 
public debate on election campaign activities and issues. Therefore, there was lack of feedback 
from citizens who were expected to elect their leaders. Also there is the issue of reporters taking 
‘soli’ from political parties for covering their activities. 
 
If journalists, according to the liberal model of journalism, are to function as watchdog and expose 
the wrong doings of other people in the society then what moral right do they have if they indulge 
in corruption to perform such a critical professional function? This appears to be the basic 
framework of Ghana’s journalism practice today. Arguably it appears so because besides its 
commercialization motive, journalism practice is connected to the peculiarities of the Ghanaian 
society as already discussed. However, Wilmot (2006) insists journalists have a choice to work in 
a supermarket or a bank. As long as they have taken the decision to work in the journalism 
establishment, where truth happens to be the yard stick of the profession, they need to with stand 
every temptation whatsoever the sacrifice. Journalists, according to Wilmot, should not tell lies for 
them to put food on the table and house their family. Meanwhile news commercialization in 
developing democracies such as Nigeria and Ghana is said to be contributing to media corruption 
in those societies. In effect, media commercialization in Ghana is encouraging ‘soli’ journalism 
practice. The next section of the study explores the emerging issues associated with media 
commercialization in Ghana and how they impact public interests. 
 
8.8 News commercialization, ‘soli’ and the public interest in Ghana 
One key issue facing the news media in Ghana today after the spectacular socio-political changes 
in the 1990s is how to manage the fundamental conflict of journalistic professional practice in the 
country. Across democracies, the news media appear to be a social establishment and at the same 
time an industry. And this is the challenge facing Ghanaian journalism practice. The news media 
as a social establishment is entrusted with the sacred obligation to “fulfill, with varying degrees of 
voluntariness and explicit commitment, certain important public tasks that go beyond their 
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immediate goals of making profit and giving employment” (McQuail 2005: 213). In other words, 
the media are supposed to be held in trust by the owners on behalf of citizens of Ghana. McQuail 
explains that the media if found not to be living up to expectation are demanded to give account 
through public opinion or some guardians of the public interest such as political actors. 
 
As an industry, it is considered as business entity. The news media producing news from events 
and issues of public interests as well as entertainment are also expected to make profit on the 
investment that their owners have made. As the political editor of the Daily Graphic in an interview 
for this study stated: “With our responsibility towards voters and the public, we are also conscious 
of the fact that we are in business.” As has been observed, the news media have responsibility 
towards the society in contributing to peace and co-existence of different sectors of the society. 
However, with commercialization of the news media with the emphasis from the public good to 
commercial value of news the notion of the public interest is undermined. 
 
News commercialization simply indicates that news is a product and it is purchased by people who 
have the money for their views to be heard. In contemporary media, news is being sponsored or 
paid for by interested individuals or groups. What this means is that it is difficult for those with no 
money to gain access to the news media. To illustrate this point, because the two main political 
parties of the NDC and the NPP had money they could pay for high media visibility as against the 
smaller political parties such as the PNC which had very low press coverage according to chapter 
6 of this study. Omenugha, et al (2008) claim that news commercialization functions at two levels. 
These are: Institutional level where fees are charged for news programmes such as corporate 
coverage, social events, political activities, commercial programmes and religious programmes. 
According to Ogbuoshi (2005), institutional level of commercialization is as a result of the owners 
of the media outlets considering the media and their investment as profit making entity and 
therefore, they expect the investment to bring to them financial return. There is also the individual 
journalist level where a journalist or group of journalists demand money from events’ organisers 
for covering an event such as election campaigns.  
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With such a practice, it is obvious that public interest which is accepted as something generally 
good to the majority of citizens cannot be met. Satisfying public interest demands that the news 
media report on a number of events as well as issues which probably may go to satisfy or meet the 
news needs of the generality of citizens. In other words, with the practice of ‘soli’ journalism 
during the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana, it is suggested, that the social and public 
service functions of the press were greatly undermined. The vice president of the Ghana  
Journalists Association laments: “Because it is the desire of the media owners to make huge profit, 
they have closed their eyes on the role of the media as public service so are these owners pretending 
as if they are not aware that their reporters as well as editors are taking ‘soli’ for coverage. And 
journalists aware of this attitude of their owners are also not interested in stories that serve the 
public good. In such a situation, it has become extremely impossible to preach ethics to journalists.  
What therefore is happening in this country is that journalists during election campaigns publish 
stories about candidates and political parties that are ready to pay for coverage. With ‘soli’ in the 
pocket, they give candidates the desire positive image.”  Meanwhile both the social responsibility 
theory (Siebert et al, 1956) as well as the democratic-participant media theory (McQuail, 1987) 
demand intense focus on the needs, interests and aspirations of citizens. To this end, McQuail’s 
theory calls for complete dismantling of media conglomeration and monopoly and to be replaced 
by pluralism, decentralization and small scale media enterprises. What this section appears to 
suggest is that as commercialization of the Ghanaian media is encouraging ‘soli’ it also affects the 
quality of journalism practice. 
  
8.8.1 Commercialization: Its effects on journalism practice in Ghana      
There is no denying the fact that the deregulation and commercialization of the Ghanaian media 
landscape have had an impact on journalism practice in the country. The newspapers are clearly 
partisan, political and also sensational. Before the state media monopoly was finally shattered and 
allowed for competition, the newspapers, the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Times were some 
sort of governments’ ideological apparatus. The newspapers as well as the state broadcasting were 
tools for the state and government officials. But today, the deregulation and commercialization of 
the media have allowed for changes in the form and content of news. The newspapers are still 
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political as they give intense publication to the NDC and the NPP just as the result of election 
campaign coverage of the 2008 and 2012 indicated. 
 
The press has become so partisan and excessive and sometimes uses adjectives and phrases only 
to exaggerate. For instance, an opinion piece in the Ghanaian Chronicle states: “the enthusiasm 
that people currently have in political issues was as a result of Nana Akufo-Addo’s charming 
voice…” (Ghanaian Chronicle Friday, November 21, 2008). Also the Ghanaian Chronicle of 
Wednesday November 7, 2012, with the headline, “Volta stands for Nana” reads: “…yesterday’s 
display of love for the opposition NPP and its flagbearer, Nana Akufo-Addo would go down in 
history as unprecedented.”  The Ghanaian Chronicle of Friday November 21, 2008 also in an 
opinion piece states: “The plain truth is God has prepared and reformed the NPP flagbearer to man 
the affairs of this country to meet the demands of globalization and aspirations of her citizens.” 
The newspapers also end up mixing freely facts and comments in straight news stories. For 
example, “with less than a month to go for the general elections, Mr. Kofi Osei Ameyaw, the 
sitting New Patriotic Party (NPP) Member of Parliament (MP) for the Asuogyaman Constituency 
in the Eastern Region, has already buried the main opposition party, the National Democratic 
Congress (NDC)” (Ghanaian Chronicle Tuesday November 18, 2008).  
 
There is also evidence of the newspapers publishing unbalanced news stories. For instance, a news 
story with the headline: “Bagbin distributes cutlasses to NDC” the story reads: “The New Patriotic 
Party (NPP) campaign team in the Nadowli West Constituency has expressed concern about an 
alleged distribution of cutlasses to National Democratic Congress (NDC) sympathizers in the 
constituency by Alban Bagbin, the Minister of Health… the distribution of the cutlasses to the 
NDC loyalists was tantamount to arming NDC activists to possibly harass and intimidate NPP 
supporters during and after the poll” (Daily Guide Thursday November 1, 2012). A serious 
allegation of this nature did not include the version of the accused nor any other credible sources.  
Considering the already high political tension at the time, a story of this nature should have 
benefited from some form of investigation to establish the credibility of the allegation before 
allowing it to go through the gates. 
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It is no secret that in Ghana the newspapers with political links to the political parties both in power 
and opposition have become praise singers. In this situation, it has become so easy for the 
politicians to take advantage to use the press to set the agenda for the public. This appears to have 
encouraged Ghanaian journalists knowing that politicians are in keen competition for space to set 
their agenda, they have also taken advantage to make money for covering political activities 
including election campaigns. The vice chairman of the GJA observes: “Take it from me, the very 
politicians who pay money to journalists for them to do their bidding are in most cases suspicious 
of the stories that are published in the papers. As executives of the association when we get the 
opportunity to meet the politicians they are always blunt in expressing their disappointment in 
Ghanaian journalists. You can imagine how we feel before these politicians rubbishing our 
profession. Look, they have no respect for journalists in this country. It is all because of the ‘soli’ 
that journalists take from them.” From this perspective, in an attempt to find an answer to research 
question three, one then can argue that it is difficult for one to fit Ghana’s journalism practice into 
the global model of journalism profession. 
 
8.9 Response to research question three 
This chapter attempted to provide an answer to research question three which asks: How 
significant is the difference between global model of journalism profession and Ghana’s 
practice of the profession in the context of the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana? 
 
From the above, it is obvious how ‘soli’ journalism has affected election campaign framing in 
Ghana. What is expected to be a critical press, according to the study, has largely become the 
lapdog of the NDC and the NPP , the two main political parties, instead of being the watchdog 
overseeing the activities of the politicians and reporting the realities to the electorates for the 
electorates to base their voting decisions on. This stems from the corruption and compromising 
nature of the press as evidenced in the ‘soli’ journalism model. The irony is that the journalism 
profession is expected to be the gatekeeper of society exposing corruption and corrupt practices. 
It is one profession that should take itself serious. From the analysis, if Ghanaian journalists will 
continue to enjoy the ‘soli’, a time may come when the practice of journalism will completely be 
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undermined, highly commercialized, a tool for the highest bidder and may not have anything 
valuable to give coverage to and disseminate to the electorates. According to the ideal public 
sphere, the media are supposed to serve leading to more participatory and more deliberative 
democracy. Finally, global model of journalism profession is characterized by objectivity, 
accuracy, balance and truth. These are strong pillars that global journalism rests on. The Ghanaian 
press like any press in any democracy is expected to meet these principles with the highest 
sacredness. This can only be achieved by being principled, independent and highly objective and 
doing away with ‘soli’ otherwise, ‘soli’ becomes the primary objective with morality and truth 
crucified.   
 
According to the social responsibility theory of the press, freedom of the press also means 
concomitant obligation. In other words, journalism practice should be responsible to the society 
and its citizens. By this, critical functions of the press should be allowed to work for the supreme 
interests of citizens. In effect, the social responsibility theory also calls the journalists to order if 
journalists are abusing what seems to be unrestrained freedom. McQuail (1987: 117-118) points 
out: “That media should regulate itself within the framework of law and established institutions to 
be able to carry out its responsibilities.” From the above, the code of ethics of GJA, for example, 
was formulated to regulate and guide journalism practice in the country. This is to help give real 
meaning to the social responsibility theory of the press for journalism practice in Ghana to also 
identify with the global journalism model with the interest of Ghanaian citizens well protected 
whereby the press provides the platform for rational public discourse of issues of common good. 
 
8.10 Summary of the chapter  
Under no circumstances journalists covering events and issues be paid by sources of information. 
However, in an emerging democracy such as Ghana, journalists expect to be paid or rewarded for 
covering events including election campaigns. Meanwhile the media in democracies are expected 
to play a significant role, functioning as effective public sphere in order to enhance democracy. So 
far in this chapter, it has been revealed how ‘soli’ journalism model is undermining the credibility 
of journalism practice in Ghana leading to unethical and unprofessional practice.  
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The chapter has demonstrated that ‘soli’ journalism forms the core of journalism practice in Ghana 
and as such defines the profession. In this case, there is a significant difference between global 
model of journalism profession and Ghana’s practice of the profession in the context of 2008 and 
2012 election campaigns in Ghana. The chapter found out that as the editors denied indulging in 
‘soli’ practice, political officials insisted that they paid ‘soli’ to journalists for coverage of their 
events. Again, the chapter explored what accounts for ‘soli’ journalism and suggested that poor 
conditions of service, poor salaries as well as journalists’ prior knowledge of budget of organizers 
for payment of ‘soli’ are to be blamed for ‘soli’ journalism model in Ghana. The chapter has also 
revealed what drives Public Relations Officers and events organizers to offer ‘soli’ to journalists 
as well as editors for coverage of their events.  
 
 According to the study, unlike the advanced democracies where negative tone dominates election 
campaigns, it is rather positive tone that dominates election campaigns coverage in Ghana. On the 
basis of the result of the in-depth interview which shows that journalists were just reporting from 
speeches of candidates, this practice may go to explain why Ghana’s election campaigns’ tone was 
largely positive. The chapter shows that under the influence of ‘soli’ there was every reason for 
Ghanaian journalists to frame more positive stories about candidates. Contrary to the advanced 
democracies where journalists would go beyond speeches to investigate into the dealings, 
competence of candidates, analyse candidates’ promises and even private lives of candidates, in 
Ghana, it appears with ‘soli’ defining election campaign journalism, there was no incentive for 
investigative kind of election campaign journalism. If for some reason a journalist would be 
motivated to go to the extent of framing a negative story about a candidate, an editor who might 
have been compromised by the candidate in question would obviously not allow such a story to 
go through the gate. Therefore, framing and gatekeeping practices of an emerging democratic 
society such as Ghana and that of advanced democratic societies such as the United States cannot 
be the same. In sum, the global model of journalism practice as discussed does not inform Ghana’s 
practice of the profession. The next chapter, which concludes the study, among other issues will 
discuss the implications of framing and gatekeeping practices on Ghana’s election campaigns 
coverage. 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSION 
9.1 Overview of findings 
The study investigated Ghana’s 2008 and 2012 election campaigns coverage by the press 
specifically two state-owned as well as two privately-owned newspapers. These newspapers are 
considered as the most prestigious newspapers in the country in terms of circulation and 
readership. These newspapers were faced with some major challenges in the coverage of the two 
election campaigns. 
 
The first was the long time held perception that Ghanaian press did not play to the rules of 
journalism practice and therefore, it lacked professionalism (Karikari, 1996). Secondly, the press 
was only interested in the two big political parties of the NDC and the NPP to the detriment of the 
smaller political parties. Thirdly, the state-owned press would be manipulated to give more 
coverage and more positive coverage to the incumbent candidate (CDD-Ghana, 2004; AfriMAP, 
OSIWA and IDG, 2007). Also these two elections were held at a time when the debate was: 
Election campaigns coverage across democracies were looking similar in form. For instance, 
election campaigns coverage was horse race and negative in tone (Farnworth and Lichter, 2011; 
Lengauer et. al., 2012). With these challenges, it was obvious that researchers and scholars would 
be watchful to see how the elections in an emerging democracy would play out. Besides these, 
with the mounting tension, threats, intimidation and sporadic political violence in the country, 
there was the need for the press to approach the coverage of the elections with high level of 
commitment and professionalism in contributing to peaceful and successful elections. This was a 
challenge for the press to meet in its coverage of the elections in order to achieve the objective of 
improving upon its credibility as a reliable institution, creating platform to give meaning to the 
public sphere thereby helping deepen democracy as deliberative and participatory. 
 
In order to understand how the press managed these challenges, the thesis undertook content 
analysis of the four newspapers sampled, using five journalistic styles of telling  stories and also 
conducted an in-depth interviews with editors of the four newspapers sampled, a journalist with 
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experience in election campaign coverage as well as three political parties officials. Besides these, 
the Vice Chairman of the Ghana Journalists Association (GJA) as well as former Vice President 
of the Institute of Public Relations, Ghana, were interviewed for their insight into Ghanaian 
journalism practice and the concept of ‘soli.’ 
 
The results were then examined within the framework of gatekeeping and framing theories. These 
communication research theories were essentially engaged to understand from journalistic 
perspectives, how the editors of the Ghanaian press went about their functions as gatekeepers and 
also how the reporters played their crucial role as election campaigns events framers through the 
use of journalistic genres such as straight news, editorials, features and opinions to tell the 2008 
and 2012 election campaign stories. The results of the study have unearthed some interesting 
thought provoking conclusions and implications for election campaign coverage studies as well as 
practical ways of election campaign coverage generally including gatekeeping and framing 
practices as compared with the practices of other democracies such as the United States. 
 
Overall, the results of this research provide evidence that framing of 2008 and 2012 election 
campaigns in Ghana as horse race and issues appear not consistent with previous studies in the 
advanced democracies such as the United States. As previous studies indicate that horse race was 
dominating election campaigns coverage in the advanced democracies such as the United States, 
in Ghana, according to the 2008 and 2012 elections, it was issues that dominated election 
campaigns coverage. However, it needs to be pointed out that unlike previous study that observed 
that horse race was not an issue in Ghana’s election campaign coverage, this study has found out 
that horse race is taking root in election campaign journalism and it has the potential of dominating 
election campaign coverage in the country as in the case of the advanced democracies. Again the 
study shows that the press did give intense publication to the two presidential candidates of the 
NDC and the NPP with the NPP candidate not just receiving more coverage but also received   
more positive coverage, which were largely present in straight news stories, creating the 
impression that the press in Ghana was biased in favour of Nana Akufo-Addo. One other 
interesting finding of this study was that the state-owned press did not give incumbent candidates 
coverage bonus or advantage as previous studies have claimed. Again, unlike in the case of the 
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advanced democracies such as the United States, where studies have shown that the tone of election 
campaigns was negative, in the situation of Ghana, the election campaigns’ tone happened to be 
positive. 
 
This study also indicates that advertising revenue appears to play a significant role in news that is 
allowed to go through the gate by the gatekeepers of the press. This may explain the dominance 
of the candidates of the NDC and the NPP in framing of the two elections by the newspapers. This 
is because they were considered to be news makers and therefore, the newspapers which are in 
business could attract adverts from them and the business community. Besides these, the study 
also revealed that journalists who covered the election campaigns received ‘soli’ from the political 
parties and candidates. This unprofessional practice of journalism might have elicited favourable 
framing, which might have undermined objectivity as well as promoting uncritical reporting.  
 
It must be noted that the study was aimed at sharing some thought with editors, journalists, 
ownership of the media, politicians as well as scholars in Africa to pay particular attention to 
election campaigns trend of coverage since it appears studies in the field is lacking. It is also to 
draw attention of the media to place much value when covering elections campaigns on fairness, 
equality and balance. These principles should be made to define Africa’s election campaign 
journalism and not ‘soli’ or ‘brown envelop’ as it appears to be the case as of now. As a result of 
the ‘soli’ journalism regime in the country, the press has become visible sites of competition 
between the NDC and the NPP during election campaigns. The result was that the model of 
journalism used in the 2008 and 2012 political contestations was generally mediated through the 
narrow confines of the NDC and the NPP by the newspapers. The study, therefore, suggests that 
to put in place a media establishment that will serve the public sphere and in turn helps the 
democratic governance to be more deliberative and participatory, Ghana, as an emerging 
democracy, will need a radical reform at the levels of both policy and journalism study and 
practice. Finally, the study, hopefully, will contribute to the knowledge of Africa’s political 
communication trend as it advances the ongoing debates about the trend of election campaigns 
coverage across democracies and the need to de-Westernize communication studies.    
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This study has shown that election news framing, which was influenced by ‘soli,’ only ended up 
molding the facts into narratives that succeeded to undermine independence of the profession and 
thereby affecting the quality of election campaigns stories consumed by Ghanaian voters during 
the 2008 and 2012 elections. 
 
9.2 Media framing of Ghana’s election campaigns: Concluding discussion 
The mass media in Ghana have become such an important cultural form with various dimensions 
to the extent that scholars need to focus intense attention on them for the Ghanaian media to be 
better understood and serve citizens better. One critical dimension is the relationship between 
political actors and the political journalists, who politicians tell their stories to, with the desire that 
journalists will give them favourable publicity. With the increasing differences between political 
actors and the news media, there are more instances of negative journalism and media bias 
(Schudson, 2002). The media with their freedom have the power to supply citizens with personal 
preferences of stories of events and issues unconstrained. The selection of stories, nonetheless has 
an effect on the decision voters make. The selection of stories and the way and manner events and 
issues are framed are subjected to scrutiny because of the ability of the media to shape public 
perception through the stories the media supply the society. This function of the news media goes 
to influence agendas and policies because of how citizens react. 
 
One significant issue which influences media content of politics is the preference the media give 
to one side of politics over another. News media tend to project one side of political news and give 
coverage to event or issue with the perspective of favouring one political party or candidate over 
the other. This ends up in supplying one sided discussion, supported by sympathetic interests 
(Hayes and Guardino, 2010). The selection of news that favours one side over another adds to the 
claims of media bias. With news media, facts constitute news, but outside interests can influence 
and shape the tone and slant the news (Wright and Rogers, 2010). 
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9.3 Framing and gatekeeping practices: Implications for Ghana’s elections coverage  
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how framing and gatekeeping theories apply to this 
study. The section is in two parts. First, the section will examine how election campaign coverage 
can influence and shape citizens perception of election events and issues. The second section 
explores the influences on the news media in sending information to citizens. This discussion 
demonstrates how and why the two communication theories are significant for this study. 
Ghanaian electorates expect the media, including newspapers, to supply them election campaign 
stories. What is striking about today’s journalism practice in the country is that politicians are 
paying for coverage of election events.  This, therefore, impacts the quality of election campaign 
events and issues framed and selected by the news media. 
 
9.3.1 Framing theory 
Framing theory as discussed in chapter three does not focus on what is being communicated, but 
how it is communicated and the patterns which go to influence selection of events and issues. With 
this study, framing theory was to assist with analyzing not what events or issues were covered, but 
how the newspapers decided how to tell the various election campaigns’ events and issues. The 
theory outlines how events and issues are selected, evaluated and reported. A frame that presents 
a story in one way can influence how an event or issue is understood and also how it is going to 
be recalled in the future. According to Chong and Druckman (2007), stories of events or issues are 
formatted in a way that the facts are important to the journalists. Entman (2007) observes that 
elements such as communicator, text, receiver and culture combine for a frame formation. 
 
According to Entman (2007), the first step to evaluate framing is by looking at the attitudes of the 
journalist who framed the story. In this study we mean the various journalists who covered the 
election events. These journalists, may have framed the events or issues influenced by their 
personal evaluation of the facts. Contemporary journalism practice, has moved away from simply 
reporting facts to a practice which encourages interpretation of facts whereby the story will have 
background, significance and perceived influence on politics. This practice is expected to help 
voters to understand why the event happened the way it did. However, in Ghana, it appears, with 
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regard to the two elections, journalists attended rallies, focused attention on the crowd, and took a 
number of pictures which depicted candidates talking to a big crowd. After the event, these 
journalists went for copies of the candidates’ speeches, enjoyed some refreshments, picked up 
‘soli’ and rushed to the newsroom. In the newsroom, they produced their stories from the speeches, 
thereby leaving voters uninformed. Therefore, if framing is not what event is communicated, but 
how it is communicated, then election campaigns’ events communicated to voters were through 
‘protocol journalism,’ that is, simply reporting the facts as told by candidates. Framing stories 
including election campaigns is more meaningful if such a frame takes into consideration prior 
knowledge and views of audience. However, in a situation where an event or issue is framed in a 
fastidious manner that pleases the journalist, such a frame is more likely to influence the 
understanding of the story (de Vreese, 2005). 
 
Chong and Druckman (2007) note that in presidential elections, frame is the act of presenting one 
candidate as being better than the other. In this case, from the current study, Nana Akufo-Addo of 
the NPP was presented to voters as a better candidate than Atta Mills in 2008 election and John 
Mahama in 2012 election. However, Entman (2008) explains that until there is constant bias over 
some years such bias should not be seen as institutional rather, it is considered as passing. 
Therefore, if for two different elections the press projected Nana Akufo-Addo as being a better 
candidate, one can argue that the bias in favour of Nana Akufo-Addo is institutional. Frames 
function by projecting a specific definition or interpretation (Rodriguez and Dimitrova, 2011). In 
this regard, the press publishing more positive stories about Nana Akufo-Addo and publishing 
more negative stories about Atta Mills and John Mahama show how the press communicated to 
voters. This journalism practice by the newspapers in its framing of the elections appears to have 
combined some elements that Street (2001) describes as partisan and propaganda bias. 
 
According to Street, partisan bias is a cause which is explicitly and deliberately promoted. It can 
be of explicit recommendations to vote for one party or another or it can be identified in an 
endorsement of a cause (Street, 2001: 20). The findings of the study show that the newspapers 
published a lot of stories on NPP’s main campaign message of free Senior High School education. 
Street (2001: 20) also explains propaganda as when a particular story is published with conscious 
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objective to make a case for a particular party or policy or point of view without explicitly stating 
it. The framing of peace as the dominant issue tells how the press told the election campaigns 
events and issues. A selective visual aid such as a picture depicting a political rally to back a 
framed story, enhances the chances of readers believing the story (Rodriguez and Dimitrova, 
2011). This in a way goes to explain why the political actors were excited when the press during 
the election campaigns backed stories about their candidates with pictures of their rallies depicting 
huge crowd. As the political actors utilized the power of ‘soli’ to influence the kind of election 
stories that went through the gates, it might have been difficult for the average reader to have done 
quality analysis of candidates and their campaign messages. 
 
9.3.2 Gatekeeping theory 
As already indicated in chapter three of this study, it is obvious that newspapers have specific 
amount of space for publication of stories. With such limited space, an editor with his or her team 
will select few events and issues that will fill the space. Therefore, the process of selecting stories 
is the practice of gatekeeping. In effect, editors and journalists who are in charge of the newsroom 
control the kind of stories that finally get to the consuming audience (Castells, 2011).  The control 
is an indicative of the power of gatekeepers as they publish or broadcast stories which might have 
been filtered through a bias frame. With the kind of power that the editors and journalists of the 
four newspapers under study have and more so under the influence of ‘soli’, the gatekeepers 
allowed more and positive stories about the presidential candidate of the NPP to get to Ghanaian 
electorates. Based on the findings of this study, one can suggests that gatekeepers of the four papers 
with their power were able to control the stories of the smaller political parties and candidates that 
went pass the gates to get to the electorates. Thus the press showed its bias against the smaller 
parties as well as candidates who could not influence the editors and journalists with the kind of 
‘soli’ that the two main political parties paid to the gatekeepers. Findings of the in-depth interviews 
agree with the position of scholars including Shoemaker and Vos (2009), Folarin (2002) and 
Herman and Chomsky (2000) that gatekeeping practice is influenced by some factors such as 
finance, professional ethics, ownership, management policy as well as perceived needs and 
preferences of audience. 
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Empirical evidence from this study, however, suggests that during the elections in Ghana, ‘soli’ 
was a critical factor which influenced the gatekeeping processes. In effect, the argument of 
Shoemaker and Vos (2009) as well as Folarin (2002) that professional consideration influences 
gatekeeping practice appears non-applicable to the practice of election journalism in Ghana. In this 
case, selection of stories or placing emphasis on some information to favour one side of the story 
over the other obviously goes to affect true assessment of political parties as well as the media 
outlet (D’Alessio and Allen, 2000). This, therefore, informs the argument that political stories that 
get to the public are subjectively controlled by the media (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009). This act 
appears to confirm the belief that news media determine for the public what they should think and 
worry about. Although agenda-setting was not considered for this study, however, it is necessary 
to visit it since the theory focuses on how framing combined with gatekeeping produce the final 
product to influence the perception of citizens. In this case, the events and issues of election 
campaigns that were framed and went through the gates of the four newspapers determined what 
the Ghanaian electorates were called upon to think and worry about. This action might have played 
some role in influencing and shaping perception of electorates about the candidates who contested 
the elections.  
 
9.3.3 Agenda-setting theory 
News media are key in democracies since they inform citizens about events and issues. Agenda-
setting is about how audiences are influenced by the media as to what to think and worry about. 
Agenda-setters select information and mold it into a simple structure (Sanchez, 2002). Agenda-
setting has two approaches. The first is internal discussion, which is not seen by citizens. This 
involves the determination of the significance of events and issues with contrary or unfavourable 
information omitted (Littlejohn, 2002). The second on the other hand, is the effect and influence 
on the public perception of stories. The public perception contributes to influencing and shaping 
agendas. This process influences policy and politics. The mass media on the other hand have the 
power to help bring about political awareness, how citizens see politics and what is considered 
critical. The agenda-setters of the mass media have what it takes to influence and shape the course 
of politics including election campaigns (Littlejohn, 2002). Fuchs (2009) supports the idea that 
framing and agenda-setting are two major elements engaged in political communication to 
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influence citizens. And these are used not only by politicians but also by journalists to project one 
political side over the other. Hence, journalists of the four newspapers, according to the findings 
of this study, projected Nana Akufo-Addo and his message over the other presidential candidates 
and their campaign messages. In effect, the media details events and pass them on to the public in 
a selective way. Thus determining what citizens know, how citizens think about and how citizens 
discuss (Shaw and McCombs, 1977). 
 
Agenda-setting becomes real when for instance, a newspaper increases the prominence of a 
particular event or issue. The four newspapers selected for this study seem to have reported similar 
election campaign events and issues. The differences in language and emphasis on certain 
information go to demonstrate the agenda. In this case, priming effect would have taken place the 
moment readers of the Daily Graphic, The Ghanaian Times, the Daily Guide and the Ghanaian 
Chronicle, read, thought and discussed the election related stories. These four newspapers, 
therefore, acted as agenda-setters during the 2008 and 2012 elections as they framed the different 
election campaigns’ events and issues. The focus of the news they published demonstrated their 
agenda. To illustrate this point, an intense attention on peace, free Senior High School or the 
economy demonstrated the agenda of the papers. These four papers took over the Ghanaian news 
market to occupy a critical position of influence. 
 
The theories discussed above represent the basis for the study of four most influential papers and 
how they presented their stories, which were driven by the power of ‘soli’ to influence and shape 
the 2008 and 2012 election campaigns engaging ‘protocol journalism model.   
 
9.4 ‘Protocol journalism’ and election journalism in Ghana 
This study suggests that ‘protocol journalism’ was the guiding framework for explaining how the 
election campaigns news was framed or presented by the four newspapers and communicated to 
the Ghanaian voters. ‘Protocol journalism’ which is developing news stories from events such as 
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press conferences, political meetings, conferences and seminars mostly involving politics and 
political actors is described as reckless form of journalism (Andresen, 2009). 
 
 According to Taylor and Kent (2007) and Taylor (2009) stories from the practice are based on the 
main points of events sometimes with few additional comments and analysis. Such stories, the 
authors observe, lack critical question. In effect, journalists end up telling citizens what is said at 
an event, making journalists the mouthpiece for politicians or companies and such a practice does 
not allow for investigative journalism. Jibo and Okoossi-Simbine (2003:193), referring to Nigeria, 
note that journalism in the country is “open for all sorts of professional misconduct, ranging from 
‘protocol journalism’ to bribe taking.” 
 
 Meanwhile democracy, as discussed in chapter two of this study, is a political system that should 
ensure participatory process, where electorates have sufficient information about political parties, 
candidates, policies as well as the electoral process for citizens to engage in useful public debate 
in order for them to make informed choices. Lasch (1990) argues: “What democracy requires is 
public debate, not information. Unless information is generated by sustained public debate, most 
of it will be irrelevant at best, misleading and manipulative at worst. Much of the press, in its 
eagerness to inform the public, has become a conduit for the equivalent of junk mail.” In a situation 
where the public sphere has become a platform for journalists to tell citizens what their pay masters  
(politicians) are saying, such a practice cannot help deepen democracy, which the study argues, is 
supposed to be deliberative and participatory for democracy to become meaningful and accepted 
by citizens of emerging democracies.  
 
As the findings of this study reveal, there was not much difference in journalism among the four 
newspapers used for this study. They were all engaged in political parties’ organised events 
coverage. ‘Protocol journalism’ accounted for framing the election campaigns coverage in the 
2008 and 2012. First of all, the nature of the framing presented the elections as a political contest 
between the NDC and the NPP. The candidate of the NPP was framed in a more positive light than 
the candidates of the NDC. In effect, voters were presented with what appeared to be an obvious 
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selection. There was a dearth of analysis and investigation to allow voters to understand the issues 
being presented and also have an idea of the quality of candidates being framed for voters to base 
their votes on. Another point of ‘protocol journalism’ practice used to frame the elections was the 
one-sided sources of the election campaigns stories. All the newspapers generally sourced the 
candidates of the various parties and other party leaders to the exclusion of some contending 
opinions. Other interested groups within the civil society hardly featured as sources until they 
appeared to praise or endorse a candidate. The third point of ‘protocol journalism’ was the lack of 
critical debate on issues of common good. According to Boylan (1991), journalists may take 
citizens as news consumers but generally, ignore their role as citizens. This practice of journalism 
does not encourage communication, strengthen the public dialogue nor facilitate the formation of 
common decisions. In effect, the public sphere, which is key in democratic governance, is 
weakened by the practice of ‘protocol journalism’ in Ghana.  
 
To enhance and enrich the public sphere, Esser and Umbricht (2014) suggest a more interpretative 
news style of reporting policy issues. There are claims that news journalism has over the years 
changed from being predominantly descriptive in form to more interpretive journalism (Salgado 
and Strömbäck, 2012).This news style of journalists telling stories of issues and events involves 
the mixture of information and interpretation of the facts. Such stories present views of experts, 
use direct quotations as well as consideration of pros-and cons. They take the form of analysis 
(answering why- questions) and contextualization of political events addressing the issues of 
causes, consequences and connections in one story. In effect, interpretative reporting helps 
societies to create informed citizenry and by extension impact democratic governance. Schudson 
(2008) believes that interpretative news reporting aids citizens to understand the world of politics 
better. According to Schudson, journalism practice of this nature is not just defendable but 
laudable. Simply put: An emerging democratic society such as Ghana will need a media system 
whose owners understand journalism to be an “ideological force, communicating not just the facts 
but also a way of understanding and making sense of the facts (McNair, 1998: 7). In this way the 
media in Ghana may be transformed to become the public sphere’s one most significant 
establishment for citizens to engage in the much needed rational critical discourse for better 
democracy. 
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From this study, it is suggested that what informs this kind of ‘protocol journalism’ is the 
relationship between the press, political actors and economic interests of the press. On the 
institutional level, one significant factor for the framing of election campaigns’ events and issues 
was the economic benefit of the newspapers. On the other hand, on the personal level, framing of 
election campaigns was determined by ‘soli’ that journalists received from the political parties and 
candidates. ‘Protocol journalism’ is, therefore, undermining the credibility of the press in Ghana. 
Without a credible press, stories from all sources become suspect before citizens. The study argues 
that ‘the soli’ journalism practice of the Ghanaian newspapers provided the framework, which 
further provided some insight into press and politics relationship and their influence on the framing 
of Ghana’s election campaigns.  
 
With this turn of events, one argues that the contradictions of media commercialization in Ghana 
thus make it extremely difficult for the Ghanaian media including the four newspapers used for 
this study to demonstrate their ability to meet the demands of the ideal public sphere in order to 
protect the common good. Be that as it may, commercialization of the Ghanaian media may be 
considered as a necessary evil. However, looking at the responsibility and contribution of media 
to the society, through realistic policies they should be re-directed to serve as a social establishment 
with public service character to focus on development needs of the citizens. This, probably, may 
help enhance the professional commitment of Ghanaian journalists for them to uphold the principle 
of social responsibility of the media (Oso, 2006). Hallin (2000) believes that a truly professional 
will perform ones duty not because of the influence of money.  
 
It is clear from the above that Ghana and indeed Africa will need to search for and develop new 
theoretical frameworks and paradigms which should become more relevant to the cultural context 
of the individual countries. This should be done with the objective of formulating an alternative 
media model instead of always trying to apply the liberal media model to explain Africa’s situation. 
It must be noted that the idea and the need to formulate an indigenous media models is not an 
exclusive position of a few Ghanaians or African scholars. To illustrate this point, James Curran 
and Myung Jin Park in their groundbreaking study, De-westernizing Media Studies (2009) also 
make the case that the study of media should strive to extricate itself from ethnocentric 
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perspectives, essentially western orientation to broaden media theory and understanding in a way 
to take into account experiences of countries outside Anglo-American orbit. 
 
As Berger (2002) observes, today the challenge facing the continent of Africa is for scholars to 
research and develop original media model informed by African experiences which can explain 
experiences of Africa more accurately and to make use of it to enhance democratic governance in 
African societies. Berger, therefore, suggests a redefinition of ‘civil society’ as well as ‘public 
sphere’ not as defined in the Western scholarship but a definition reflects the cultural structures of 
public life as expressed in African journalism. Such a definition should be made to take into 
account the differences existing across African societies. 
 
9.5 Rethinking the model of political communication 
It sounds a cliché, to say that the mass media’s role in politics including election campaigns is of 
ultimate significant. Editorial independence, integrity and professionalism remain the key to 
democratic election coverage. The lack of journalistic responsibility undermines the outcome of 
elections. On this point, diversity of mass media institutions, available to variety of interests are 
of necessity in an emerging democratic society such as Ghana. However, in Ghana, it seems the 
expansion of media is struggling to uphold the ideals of the public sphere which should help 
provide a more rigorous accounting of political actors, supply society with credible and quality 
information as as well as variety of informed views about important political and social issues. On 
this note, it is argued that no one medium is capable of achieving this. Ghana’s media system 
should, therefore, be such that the system gives easy access to all Ghanaians. It is obvious that the 
difficulty facing the media in playing their role as expected is causing some concern since it is 
having some negative effect on election campaigns coverage. In the face of this, reading Curran 
for some ideas will be useful. 
 
Curran (2000: 143) suggests that an ideal media system should include specialist as well as general 
media sectors. According to him, such a structure should have a public service broadcasting, with 
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private enterprise, social market and civic media. For him, with such a proposed media system 
functioning in different ways, the media will have the capacity to “create spaces for the 
communication of opposed viewpoints and a common space for their mediation.” Curran explains 
that the specialist media will have to serve various audiences, allowing different social groups to 
discuss issues of social identity, group interest, political strategy and normative understanding on 
the terms of the groups (Curran, 2000: 140). The public service broadcasting is to serve both the 
specialized and non-specialized audiences. This kind of media should be accessible to all 
audiences who have the opportunity to discuss issues of common interest. To address the diversity 
in the society, the specialized civic media, made up of civil society groups including non-
governmental organizations; professional media, that is, media which address issues of 
professional; private media, that is, commercial and finally, social media, with focus on the 
minority and functioning within the market and also with support from the state. All these forms 
of media are to help meet the information and entertainment demands of all citizens.  
 
Based on Curran’s media system model and the attitude of media owners, editors, journalists and 
politicians in Ghana, the study argues that for the country to put in place the type of media system 
that makes the public sphere meaningful, ‘soli’ journalism should be eliminated and replaced by a 
system guided by a policy accepted by various social groupings, which insist on professional 
journalism practice. A policy of this nature should allow for media autonomy, public-owned media 
accountable to citizens through the parliament of Ghana and also create the space for commercial, 
community as well as non-profit media. This study, therefore, on the basis of Curran’s model and 
development Journalism model discussed in this study, calls for a policy which will ensure a 
robust, plural and responsible media which will bring quality to the public sphere and help deepen 
democratic governance of Ghana. Curran’s model, which attempts to create a media system 
controlled by neither the state nor the market forces combined with some ideas from Banda’s 
redefined development Journalism may have it challenges but it offers something that appears can 
help add and improve the system that already exists in Ghana. This may become an important tool 
for consolidating democratic culture in the country.    
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9.6 Towards democratic culture in Ghana: Contribution of journalism 
The coverage of election campaigns by the press in Ghana should contribute to cultivating in the 
citizenry virtues that will go to sustain national peace, stability and economic progress geared 
towards advancing their standard of living.  
 
For four decades now the important contribution of the press as Fourth Estate and as a platform 
for public discourse and debate has been acknowledged. There is criticism against the media for 
their sensationalism and superficiality. The role of media is to serve as watchdog of society, as 
guardian of common good and a conduit between rulers and the ruled is still deeply ingrained in 
people’s minds. But as has already been discussed in the literature and also evidence from content 
analysis and in-depth interview, the press in new and restored democracies including Ghana is 
struggling to meet the demands of the ideal public sphere. Ghana’s press for instance is being 
undermined by ownership whose primary interest is commercial oriented (making profit). As has 
been argued the market as well as the race among the mass media for loyal audiences and market 
share can affect the quality of news.  
 
It is worth noting that economic interests may have driven people to establish newspapers. The 
power of media to help influence and shape citizens’ attitutes and behaviours demand that society 
takes deep interest in the workings of mass media. Thus ownership of media must be accepted as a 
public trust and must not be seen the same as ownership of a house or any other business. Added to 
this is the fact that unethical journalistic practices as well as the applications of mass media by 
various vested interests go to contribute to the media’s difficulty in meeting their core democratic 
function. People continue to hail the mass media as a valuable gift to mankind. If indeed the media 
are truly valuable gift to humanity then they must be used for the benefit of all citizens and not a 
few individual politicians and elites.  
 
One thing is clear from this study: It was difficult for journalists in Ghana to make ethical decisions 
when they were covering the election campaigns. They could not do stories that could be said were 
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fair and balance from the perspective of principles of the journalism profession. They could also 
not publish election campaigns stories developed out of their own investigations. To this end, Ansu-
Kyeremeh (2000) who expresses concern and wonders why since 1994 when the Ghana Journalists 
Association (GJA) formulated its code of ethics journalists cannot cope with the professional 
journalistic standard leading to widespread perception that the practice lacks professionalism. 
Scholars such as Kunczik (1999), Karikari, (1996) and Nyamnjoh (1996) confirm low standard of 
journalism practice in Africa including Ghana. It must be noted that it is the responsibility of 
journalism establishment functioning in a democratic environment to help develop an active and 
efficient public sphere which will in turn helps to enhance democracy. To achieve this, a number 
of concerns will have to be addressed. 
 
Poor conditions of service and poor remuneration for journalists in Africa including Ghana have 
always been cited as a major factor for ‘soli’ journalism practice (Dunn, 2010; Kasoma, 2007; Holt, 
2008; Myers, 2009). Indeed Kasoma’s study (2007) established some relationship between poor 
salaries and ‘soli’ practice in Ghana. Based on this, this study suggests that the Ghana Journalists 
Association should be more active and see to journalists’ unionization to have the strength to 
negotiate for better conditions of service for its members although there is no guarantee that better 
conditions of service will end the ‘soli’ practice in the country. In Kenya, according to a study by 
Mak`Ochieng (1994), well paid journalists were identified to be taken money for coverage of 
events.  
 
In light of this, there is the need to strengthen the National Media Commission (NMC), which is a 
body with responsibility to ensure high level of journalistic standard in the country. However, the 
NMC appears to be a lame duck Commission with no teeth to bite to bring journalists in the country 
under control insisting on journalists to uphold the code to ethics of the GJA. The NMC should be 
empowered to have the power to prosecute, impose fines and even stop journalists from practising 
for consistently violating the ethics of the profession. This will mean that the Commission is well 
resourced to be in the position to monitor media institutions to enable it effect timely corrective 
measures to bring about media accountability. In addition the Disciplinary and Ethics Council of 
the GJA should be more active to bring about practical measures to resolve concerns of disregard 
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of the ethics by members to create in them ethical consciousness for journalists in the country to 
exhibit commitment to the principles of journalism profession. 
 
One other factor that has also been cited as undermining journalistic professional practice in Africa 
including Ghana is lack of proper training (Nyamnjoh, 2005: 95; Onadipe, 1998: 263).  This means 
that there is the need for measures to be put in place for enhancement of the quality of training of 
journalists. For instance, emphasis will need to be placed on media law, ethics, investigative and 
interpretive journalism. Training should help empower journalists to see the need to fight for their 
independence from media owners, sources of news, political actors, business community and even 
the newsroom. This perhaps will go a long way to enhance the public sphere and deepen the 
democratic governance in the country. In this way, election campaigns coverage may see more 
investigative and interpreted election stories for voters to be in the position to evaluate more 
accurately issues candidates talk about as well as competence of candidates. 
 
Finally, the study will want to acknowledge that beneath the assumption in the above discussion of 
the proposals for enhancing the practice of election journalism in Ghana, is the need for conscious 
political and moral will for such reforms to occur in the Ghanaian media to perform to expectation. 
With ‘soli journalism’ model, the study raises critical question as to the capacity of the Ghanaian 
press to provide the society with the needed platform for citizens to engage in rational debates to 
deepen democratic governance of  participatory and deliberative character. 
 
9.7 Conclusion  
The study of the coverage of 2008 and 2012 election campaigns in Ghana has to a large extent 
demonstrated that the relationship that exist between the press, political actors and economic 
interest suggest the nature of how political contestation was mediated by the press in the country. 
Money appeared to have influenced and shaped the way and manner in which the election 
campaigns were framed. The two major political parties because of their resources attracted the 
press to give them intense press visibility to the detriment of the smaller political parties which did 
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not have the kind of budget that they needed to buy the press for better news coverage of their 
activities. The practice is what this study refers to as: ‘soli journalism model.’  
 
The study suggests that to ensure a democratic press, which will lead to serving the interests of the 
public sphere and democracy, practical changes need to be effected within the journalistic 
professional practice in the country. The practice of cash for coverage, which does not allow for 
equal, fair and balance coverage for all political parties and candidates, needs to be abolished for a 
more independent and pragmatic media system along the lines suggested by Curran and Banda. 
This will make it possible for journalists to practise the profession in the interests of not only the 
main political parties and candidates but also more significantly, the smaller political parties, 
candidates and voters whose marginalized voices in the political discussions attracted little press 
attention. In addition, journalists will have to be more responsible to citizens by upholding the 
GJA’s code of ethics to ensure equal, fair and unbiased coverage of events and issues of political 
parties and candidates during future election campaigns.  In sum, hopefully, this study will 
contribute to election campaigns coverage debate across democracies. 
 
9.8 Contribution to knowledge 
For the study’s contribution to the field of election campaign communication, the study advances 
further the discourse on political communication. It examines a number of critical issues in one 
study that was previously lacking in Ghanaian political communication literature. Prior to this 
study, a comprehensive comparative academic study grounded in the theories of gatekeeping and 
framing has been American and European focus. The closest one could find on election campaign 
coverage in Ghana grounded in the two theories used for this study are the studies reviewed in 
chapter four. In contributing to knowledge, this study has revealed that in the context of 2008 and 
2012 election campaigns in Ghana,  journalism practice in the country does not conform to the 
global model of journalism profession rather what defines journalism practice in the country is 
‘soli,’ which also determines the gatekeeping and framing practices of Ghana’s journalism. Also, 
according to literature, the tone of election campaigns across democracies is negative and coverage 
is horse race framing. However, this study shows that in Ghana, the tone of election campaigns is 
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positive and issues-based. Unlike previous studies, that indicate that state-owned media gave 
incumbent presidential candidates advantage, this study reveals that the state-owned press is no 
longer giving incumbents election campaign coverage advantage. One significant contribution to 
knowledge is that the bias nature of the press as well as lack of incumbent advantage may be traced 
to the practice of cash for coverage journalism model in the country. Hence, the study has provided 
a new explanation as to the trend of election campaigns coverage in a developing democracy such 
as Ghana. In sum, the study’s ability to report significant findings and extend the theoretical 
models to include my findings is the study’s humble contribution to knowledge in the field of 
political communication. 
 
9.9 Limitations of study 
Despite the claims of the study, it also acknowledges that it has some limitations. The most obvious 
limitation of the study is for it to rely solely on what the editors told the researcher since there was 
no objective standard to find out the accuracy of their answers to the questions asked. Therefore, 
firm conclusions cannot be drawn. Thus the relationship between gatekeeping factors discussed in 
the literature and gatekeeping practices in the Ghanaian press must be interpreted with some 
caution. Hence, this is an unavoidable criticism of the study, which was also interested in 
examining the likely factors that Ghanaian editors took into consideration as to which events or 
issues would pass through the gates to be disseminated to the voters. As a result of this limitation, 
continuous and consistent studies using different methodologies are recommended. Such an 
approach could help gain greater insight into the factors that influence the selection of election 
campaign stories by Ghanaian editors. 
 
The data collection was confined to only the editors in the capital of Accra. Since all the four 
newspapers sampled have their correspondents in the other regions where these correspondents 
also engage in gatekeeping practices and framing before the stories are sent to the officers in Accra, 
the replication of the study at different regions of Ghana would enable better generalization of the 
findings of the study. Also data collection during real newsroom working experience could have 
elicited better results. 
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Next on method limitation was the in-depth interview with political parties’ officials to examine 
their impression about the 2008 and 2012 coverage of election campaigns. The sample for the 
study comprised of three political parties’ officials. This sample is only a small proportion of the 
entire population of political parties’ officials in the country. Therefore, research studies with much 
larger sample size would be helpful to ensure appropriate generalization of the findings of the 
study. This means the opinions of the political parties’ officials could not be entirely taken as a 
representation of the political parties’ officials’ population. The present research has relied largely 
on quantitative methodology of data collection even though qualitative methodology was also 
engaged but to a limited extent and it may be restrictive. Therefore, more of qualitative 
methodology of data collection could be undertaken in future to provide greater perspective to the 
current research. 
 
9.10 Future research directions 
With the above limitations, five main recommendations are suggested for future studies. First, 
Ghanaian researchers should go beyond critiquing ‘Westerncentrism’ and ‘Asiancentrism’ in 
media and communication studies to finding out where ‘Eurocentrism’ and ‘Asiancentrism’ came 
from, how are they reflected in the study of media and communication, what obstacles and 
solutions to decentralizing the production of theories are and what is called for in order to formulate 
and develop Ghanaian communication theories. Secondly, attention should be focused on 
examining gatekeeping and framing practices of Ghanaian editors as well as journalists applying 
different research methodologies to really come to terms with the relationship between the 
Westernized gatekeeping and framing theories and the selection and framing practices of 
|Ghanaian editors and journalists. Thirdly, this study brought out the issue of media corruption 
through the collection of ‘soli’ from the political parties during election campaigns. A deeper study 
into its form and shape and its effect on the quality of election campaign news is highly 
recommended. Also a study of this nature will be more effective during election period. Fourthly, 
a more rigorous research design should consider the effect of election campaign coverage on the 
Ghanaian electorates. Then finally, the study found out that the letter-to-the-editor as public sphere 
is becoming ineffective at least during the period of election campaigns. Therefore, future research 
should aim at this platform and its impacts on the public sphere towards democratic governance. 
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 Appendix A: Codebook 
 
Content Analysis of the JOURNALISM, ELECTION CAMPAIGNS AND DEMOCRACY 
IN GHANA 
Population: 
Content of press coverage of election campaigns of 2008 and 2012 in Ghana. Articles including 
letters relating to the election campaigns were identified from four daily newspapers (Monday-
Saturday): Daily Graphic, Ghanaian Times, Daily Guide and Ghanaian Chronicle. This included 
news stories, opinion, feature stories, editorials and letters from readers on the election campaigns.  
 
Kind of Data: 
Textual data. 
 
Data Sources: 
The originals of newspapers were from the library of Ghana Institute of Journalism with the 
Ghanaian Chronicle, October and November, 2013 from the library of the Graphic 
Communications Group Ltd. 
 
Method of Data Collection: 
Articles including letters to editors from readers relating to the campaign were identified from 
hard copies of newspapers. 
 
Variable name                      Description 
artdate                                   date of article 
paper                                     newspaper 
day                                        day of week 
papetyp                                newspaper type 
arttyp                                     article type 
pageno                                   page number 
storytyp                                 type of story 
 setting                                    setting 
thme 1st                                main theme 
thmeoth                               other main theme 
thme2                                 2nd theme 
thme3                                   3rd theme 
actor1st                                   main actor 
actor2nd                                 2nd actor 
actor3rd                                  3rd actor 
actor4th                                  4th actor 
journey1                                 journalist evaluation of main actor 
journey2                                 journalist evaluation of 2nd actor 
evlting1                                  1st actor evaluating 
evltion1                                  1st evaluation 
evted1                                    1st actor evaluated 
evlting2                                  2nd actor evaluating 
evltion2                                 2nd evaluation 
evted2                                    2nd actor evaluated 
tone1st                                   tone towards main actor 
tone2nd                                 tone towards 2nd actor 
policy                                    policy information     
prsonlty                                 personality information 
Headln                                  Headline 
                                      
  
 2008 and 2012 GHANAIAN ELECTION CAMPAIGNS PRESS 
NEWS CONTENT ANALYSIS CODEBOOK 
 
VARIABLE LIST  
 
V1 ARTDATE (dd/mm/yy) 
Date of article 
 
V2 PAPER 
Newspaper in which the article appeared 
01 Daily Graphic 
02 Times 
03 Guide 
04 Chronicle 
 
V3 DAY 
Day of week on which the articles appeared  
01 Monday 
02 Tuesday 
03 Wednesday 
04 Thursday 
05 Friday 
06 Saturday 
 
V4 PAGENO 
Page number on which the article appeared. Where a continuation page is given, only the first 
page number could be coded. 
 
 V5 STORYTYP 
Type of story 
01 Straight News 
02 Feature/Profile 
03 Editorial 
04 Comment/Opinion 
05 Interview 
06 Letters 
(STRAIGHT NEWS if article relates to events over previous 24-hrs; FEATURE/PROFILE if 
article has current information combined with substantial background information and often 
interviews with several protagonists OR if article contains attributes of the main actor with no 
interviews or substantial background information (e.g. ‘Day in the life’ type articles); EDITORIAL 
if article is specifically titled as such; COMMENT/OPINION if article is explicitly titled as such 
or appears to be the journalist’s opinion without being a Signed Column or Editorial article, 
LETTERS if specifically titled as such or appears to be written by and sent by a reader to the 
editor. 
 
V6 SETTING 
Setting/Occasion of the story (HOW?) 
01 Political 
02 Campaign 
03 Media 
04 Other 
05 No identifiable Setting 
This variable is intended to identify how the story came about. Which source set the agenda for 
the story? What is the setting or occasion that generated/initiated the story, i.e. the immediate 
stimulus for the action or events reported in the story? (POLITICAL would include legislative, 
government, party events or international events; CAMPAIGN would include press conferences, 
press releases/statements campaign events such as photo opportunities, rallies, speeches, meet-
and-greet, candidate debates, launches; MEDIA would include interviews, reporting opinion poll 
results, journalists analysis, straight news reports of non-campaign events or news analysis; 
OTHER would include financial community, agricultural community, European community, 
readers’, letters for example). As an example, an article about the launch of a manifesto would be 
coded ‘CAMPAIGN’, an article analysing the content of the manifesto would be coded ‘MEDIA’. 
 V7, 8, 9, 10 THEME1ST, THEME2ND, THEME3RD THEME 4TH 
Story theme (WHAT?). What is the story about? The theme list should be used to identify the most 
important/predominant subject in the story. The second and third-most important/predominant 
stories should also be coded (if applicable). 
Use attached table of Story Subject (What?) variables (Table 1) for subjects/themes. 
 
V11, 12, 13, 14 ACTOR1ST, ACTOR2ND, ACTOR3RD, ACTOR4TH 
Story actors (WHOM?). Who is the story about? The first and second (if applicable) most 
important/predominant actors should be coded. If applicable, up to 2 subsequent actors may also 
be coded. This variable will assess the importance of the actors as indicated by a combination of 
the number of times they are mentioned or referred to, in order in which they appear and their 
appearance in the headline. The most important/predominant actor in the story should have the 
highest reliability between coders. 
See attached table of Story Actor (Whom?) variables (Table2).                         
Code Main, Second Actor and up to 2 subsequent actors 
 
V15, 16, JOURNEV1, JOURNEV2 
Reporter evaluation of Main and Second Actor as identified in Variables V10 and V13 (if 
applicable). 
00 Can’t determine 
01 Criticising 
02 Mixed/both 
03 Supporting  
04 Neutral 
The coder should provide up to two entries to summarize the tone of all reporters’ comments 
directed towards the main and second (if applicable) actors in the story. The aim is to determine 
whether or not reporters’ comments were overall neutral (non-directional, straight, descriptive), 
mixed (a balance of criticising and supporting) or whether they appear to be purely supporting 
(reinforcing, agreeing,) or criticising (deflating, disagreeing,) the statements and activities of the 
MAIN ACTORS mentioned in the article. Max. 2 entries. 
 
 
 V17, 21 EVLTING1, EVLTING2 
Evaluating actor. The coder may provide up to two actors who have been identified as evaluating 
other actors in the story. 
Use attached table of Story Actor (Whom?) variables (Table 2) to identify the actor(s) making 
the evaluation. Max. 2 entries. 
 
V18, 22 EVLTION1, EVLTION2 
Actor evaluation of main actors in the story.  
00 Can’t determine/N/a 
01 Criticising 
02 Mixed/both 
03 Supporting 
04 Neutral 
The coder should provide up to two entries to summarize the tone of comments directed towards 
the main actors in the story by other actor/s. the aim is to determine whether or not the comments 
of another actor mentioned in the story were overall neutral (non-directional, straight, descriptive), 
mixed (a balance of criticising and supporting) or whether they appear to be purely supporting 
(reinforcing, agreeing) or criticising (deflating, disagreeing) the statements and activities of the 
MAIN ACTORS mentioned in the article. 
 
V19, 23 EVLTED1, EVLTED2 
Evaluated actor. The coder may provide up to two actors who have been identified as having 
been evaluated by other actors in the story. 
Use attached table of Story Actor (Whom?) variables (Table 2) to identify the actors(s) being 
evaluated. Max 2 entries. 
 
V20, 24 TONE1ST, TONE2ND 
Tone/favourability towards Main and Second Actor (as identified in variables V25 and V28 (if 
applicable). 
01 Negative 
02 Mixed/Both 
 03 Positive 
04 Neutral 
00 Can’t Determine 
Based on the story as a whole including all information in the story, what is the tone of the story 
towards the main and second (if applicable) actors? The story should be coded AS A WHOLE, on 
the four point scale where 1 is negative, 2 is mixed (i.e. both negative and positive), 3 is positive 
and 4 is neutral (negative and positive both absent). To avoid bias and to differentiate from ‘V15-
16’ JOURNEV1, JOURNEV2’, coders should evaluate the tone of the story FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF THE MAIN or SECOND ACTOR. As an example, this may result in a 
situation where JOURNEV1 and JOURNEV2 are both coded as ‘Neutral’ but due to comments 
and information provided within the story about the main and second actor TONE1ST and 
TONE2ND may be coded as ‘Negative’ 
 
V25 POLICY 
Density of policy relevant facts/information. 
01 Low 
02 Medium 
03 High 
00 None/N/A 
Some stories may contain a great deal of policy relevant facts/information while others will contain 
very little, and these should be coded on the three point scale. Some will contain none whatsoever, 
and these should be coded as 0. (In some instances issues may be referred to without any 
facts/information regarding policy towards that issue being provided-these should be coded 0). 
Refer to the policy/Issues in the attached table of Story Subject (What?) variables (Table1) for 
guidance. A judgement should be made depending on the number of policies referred to, the 
amount of facts/information and the size of the article. 
 
V26 PRSONLTY 
Density of personality information. 
01 Low 
02 Medium 
03 High 
00 None/N/a 
 Some stories may contain a great deal of information about actors’ personalities while others will 
contain very little, and these should be coded on the three-point scale. Some will contain none 
whatsoever, and these should be coded as 0. Personality information is present where comments 
are made specifically about the actor(s) character(s). A judgement should be made depending the 
amount of information and size of the article. 
 
V27 HEADLINE  
 
TABLE 1: STORY SUBJECT (WHAT?) 
Election Campaign/Election Process 
101 ‘Campaign Trail (out & about, meetings, speeches, launches, outdooring of candidates etc.)’ 
102 ‘Campaign Strategy (security, emphasis on certain issues, actual running/management of                  
the campaign, etc.)’ 
103 ‘Announce Election Date’ 
104 ‘Negative Campaigning/Scare Tactics/Smears’ 
105 ‘Scandals/Controversies’ 
106 ‘Campaign Gimmicks (use of celebrities, theme tunes, presentation of Gifts etc.)’ 
107 ‘Political Distrust/Voter Alienation/Voter Cynicism/Disenchantment 
108 ‘Voter Apathy’ 
109 ‘Tactical Voting’ 
110 ‘Hecklers/Protests’ 
111 ‘(Risks of a) Low Turnout’ 
112 ‘(Risks of a) Landslide’ 
113 ‘Spin’ 
114 ‘Electoral Reform’ 
115 ‘Electoral Process (inc. capacity building voting data, picking of form, Electoral laws)’ 
116 ‘Campaign Funding’ 
117 ‘Women MPs’ 
 118 ‘Skirt and blouse voting’ 
119 ‘Ethnic Vote/Politics’ 
120 ‘Young Vote’ 
121 ‘Female Vote’ 
122 ‘Christian/Muslim Vote’ 
123 ‘Media Manipulation’ 
124 ‘Departing/Retiring MPs/Party Official’ 
125 ‘Free and Fair Election’ 
126 ‘Wives/Partners (role/importance of, etc.)’ 
127 ‘Election Campaign Process-Other’ 
128 ‘Exercising of franchise’ 
129 ‘Political Violence’ 
130 ‘Peaceful Election’ 
131 ‘Electoral Fraud’ 
132 ‘Presidential Debate’ 
133 ‘Defection’ 
134 ‘Voters Register’ 
135 ‘Issues-based campaigning’ 
136 ‘Dirty Politics (inc corruption, greed, selfishness etc.)’ 
137 ‘Electoral disputes’ 
 
Media Coverage/Polls 
201 ‘Opinion Poll Result’ 
202 ‘Opinion Poll Design etc.’ 
203 ‘Reaction to Poll’ 
204 ‘Outcome Prediction/On Winning’ 
205 ‘Turnout Prediction’ 
 206 ‘Media Coverage of Campaign (inc. analysis of coverage, deliberate concentration on 
specific events/people etc.)’ 
207 ‘Party/Candidate Endorsements’ 
208 ‘Voter Panel’ 
209 ‘Stats/Facts & Figures’ 
210 ‘Summary of Events’ 
211 ‘Joke/gimmick column’ 
212 ‘Constituency profile’ 
 
 
Parties/Party Leaders and Candidates 
301 ‘Leadership Qualities/Image-Professional and/or Personal’ 
302 ‘Aims/Goals’ 
303 ‘Record/Achievement’  
304 ‘Compare Qualities/Aims/Record’ 
305 ‘Manifesto (launch)’ 
306 ‘Manifesto Content’ 
307 ‘Conflict/Disagreement between Parties’ 
308 ‘Conflict/Disagreement within Parties’ 
309 ‘Party/leader/Candidate profile’ 
310 ‘Parties/Party Leaders/Candidates-Other’ 
311 ‘Reaction to electoral Promises’ 
 
Issues/Policy 
401 ‘NHIS/Health’ 
402 ‘Education’ 
403 ‘Crime/Law & Order’ 
 404 ‘Taxation’ 
405 ‘Pensions’ 
406 ‘Economy’ 
407 ‘Transport 
408 ‘Employment’ 
409 ‘Environment, 
410 ‘Farming/Agriculture’ 
411 ‘Culture/Arts/Sport, 
412 ‘Local Government’ 
413 ‘Public Services in General’ 
414 ‘Social Security inc. Benefits, etc.’ 
415 ‘Rural Development’ 
416 ‘Housing’ 
417 ‘Parliamentary Reform’ 
418 ‘Information/Technology’ 
419 ‘Private Sector Involvement’ 
420 ‘Petrol Prices’ 
421 ‘Policies in General’ 
422 ‘Public Spending’ 
423 ‘Business’ 
424 ‘Care for the Elderly’ 
425 ‘Defence/Security’ 
426 ‘Poverty inc. Gap Between Rich & Poor’ 
427 ‘Welfare of Women’ 
428 ‘Gender of Balance/Gender equality’ 
429 ‘Infrastructure Expansion/Modernisation’  
430 ‘Energy’ 
 431 ‘Welfare of children’ 
432 ‘National Unity’ 
433 ‘Science and Technology’ 
434 ‘Water’ 
435 ‘Road Network’ 
436 ‘Fight Corruption’ 
437 ‘Factory/Industry 
438 ‘Electricity’ 
439 ‘Free senior high school education’ 
440 ‘Youth development’ 
441 ‘Tourism’ 
442 ‘Peace’ 
 
 
TABLE 2: STORY ACTORS (WHOM?) 
Political Parties/Institutions 2008 
110 ‘Reformed Patriotic Democrats’ (RPD) 
111 ‘New Patriotic Party’ (NPP) 
112 ‘Democratic Freedom Party’ (DFP) 
113 ‘People’s National Convention’ (PNC) 
114 ‘National Democratic Congress’ (NDC) 
115 ‘Convention People’s Party’ (CPP) 
116 ‘Democratic People’s Party’ (DPP) 
117 ‘EGLE Party’ (EP) 
118 ‘The Government’ 
119 ‘The Cabinet’ 
120 ‘Government Department’ 
 121 ‘The Opposition’ 
122 ‘Parliament/MPs (in general)’ 
123 ‘Electoral Commission’ 
124 ‘Religious Institutions’ 
125 ‘Electoral Commissioner’ 
126 ‘Political Parties/Presidential Candidate/Politicians’ 
127 ‘National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE)’ 
128 ‘The Council of State’  
 
Political-Presidential Candidates (2008) 
210 ‘RPD’ 
211 ‘PNC’ 
212 ‘NPP’ 
213 ‘DPP’ 
214 ‘DFP’ 
215 ‘NDC’ 
216 ‘CPP’ 
217 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
Vice Presidential Candidates (2008) 
218 ‘RPD’ 
219 ‘PNC’ 
220 ‘NPP’ 
221 ‘DPP’ 
222 ‘DFP’ 
223 ‘NDC’ 
224 ‘CPP’ 
 225 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
Chairmen of Political Parties (2008) 
226 ‘RPD’ 
227 ‘PNC’ 
228 ‘NPP’ 
229 ‘DPP’ 
230 ‘DFP’ 
231 ‘NDC’ 
232 ‘CPP’ 
233 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
General Secretaries of Parties (2008) 
234 ‘RPD’ 
235 ‘PNC’ 
236 ‘NPP’ 
237 ‘DPP’ 
238 ‘DFP’ 
239 ‘NDC’ 
240 ‘CPP’ 
 
Deputy General Secretaries of Parties (2008) 
241 ‘RPD’ 
242 ‘PNC’ 
243 ‘NPP’ 
244 ‘DPP’ 
245 ‘DFP’ 
 246 ‘NDC’ 
247 ‘CPP’ 
 
Campaign Managers (Chairmen Directors Coordinator) of Parties/Presidential 
Candidates/National Organiser (2008) 
248 ‘RPD’ 
249 ‘PNC’ 
250 ‘NPP’ 
251 ‘DPP’ 
252 ‘DFP’ 
253 ‘NDC’ 
254 ‘CPP’ 
 
Spokespersons/Communication Directors (2008) 
258 ‘RPD’ 
259 ‘PNC’ 
260 ‘NPP’ 
261 ‘DPP’ 
262 ‘DFP’ 
263 ‘NDC’ 
264 ‘CPP’ 
265 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
Party Official/Aide/Special Advisor/Strategist (2008) 
266 ‘RPD’ 
267 ‘PNC’ 
268 ‘NPP’ 
269 ‘DPP’ 
 270 ‘DFP’ 
271 ‘NDC’ 
272 ‘CPP’ 
273 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
Party Activist/Supporter (2008) 
274 ‘RPD’ 
275 ‘PNC’ 
276 ‘NPP’ 
277 ‘DPP’ 
278 ‘DFP’ 
279 ‘NDC’ 
280 ‘CPP’ 
281 ‘An independent candidate’ 
 
Party MP/Candidate (2008) 
282 ‘RPD’ 
283 ‘PNC’ 
284 ‘NPP’ 
285 ‘DPP’ 
286 ‘DFP’ 
287 ‘NDC’ 
288 ‘CPP’ 
 
Political Parties/Institutions 2012 
110 ‘Convention Peoples Party’ (CPP) 
111 ‘United Front Party’ (UFP) 
 112 ‘Independent People’s Party’ (IPP) 
123 ‘National Democratic Congress’ (NDC) 
124 ‘New Patriotic Party’ (NPP) 
125 ‘Peoples National Convention’ (PNC) 
126 ‘Progressive People’s Party’ (PPP) 
127 ‘Ghana Freedom Party’ (GFP) 
128 ‘Great Consolidated Popular Party’ (GCPP) 
129 ‘The Government’ 
130 ‘The Cabinet’ 
131 ‘Government Department’ 
132 ‘The Opposition’ 
133 ‘Parliament/MPs (in general)’ 
134 ‘Electoral Commission’ 
135 ‘Religious Institutions’ 
136 ‘Electoral Commissioner’ 
137 ‘Political Parties/Presidential Candidate/Politicians’ 
138 ‘National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE)’ 
139 ‘The Council of State’ 
140 ‘Other Institution’ 
 
Political-Presidential Candidates (2012) 
210 ‘NDC’ 
211 ‘CPP’ 
212 ‘PNC’ 
213 ‘GCPP’ 
214 ‘UFP’ 
215 ‘GFP’ 
 216 ‘PPP’ 
217 ‘IPP’ 
218 ‘NPP’ 
219 ‘Independent Candidate’ 
 
Vice Presidential Candidates (2012) 
220 ‘NDC’ 
221 ‘CPP’ 
222 ‘PNC’ 
223 ‘GCPP’ 
224 ‘UFP’ 
225 ‘GFP’ 
226 ‘PPP’ 
227 ‘IPP’ 
228 ‘NPP’ 
229 ‘Independent Vice President Candidate’ 
 
Chairmen of Political Parties (2012) 
230 ‘NDC’ 
231 ‘CPP’ 
232 ‘PNC’ 
233 ‘GCPP’ 
234 ‘UFP’ 
235 ‘GFP’ 
236 ‘PPP’ 
237 ‘IPP’ 
238 ‘NPP’ 
 General Secretaries of Parties (2012) 
239 ‘NDC’ 
240 ‘CPP’ 
241 ‘PNC’ 
242 ‘GCPP’ 
243 ‘UFP’ 
244 ‘GFP’ 
245 ‘PPP’ 
246 ‘IPP’ 
247 ‘NPP’ 
 
Deputy General Secretaries of Parties (2012) 
248 ‘NDC’ 
249 ‘CPP’ 
250 ‘PNC’ 
251 ‘GCPP’ 
252 ‘UFP’ 
253 ‘GFP’ 
254 ‘PPP’ 
255 ‘IPP’ 
256 ‘NPP’ 
 
Campaign Managers of Parties of Presidential Candidates/National Organiser (2012) 
257 ‘NDC’ 
259 ‘CPP’ 
260 ‘PNC’ 
261 ‘GCPP’ 
 262 ‘UFP’ 
263 ‘GFP’ 
264 ‘PPP’ 
267 ‘IPP’ 
268 ‘NPP’ 
 
Spokesperson/Communication Directors (2012) 
269 ‘NDC’ 
270 ‘CPP’ 
271 ‘PNC’ 
272 ‘GCPP’ 
273 ‘UFP’ 
274 ‘GFP’ 
275 ‘PPP’ 
276 ‘IPP’ 
278 ‘NPP’ 
279 ‘Independent Candidate’ 
 
 
Party Official/Aide/Special Advisor/Strategist 
280 ‘NDC’ 
281 ‘CPP’ 
282 ‘PNC’ 
283 ‘GCPP’ 
284 ‘UFP’ 
285 ‘GFP’ 
286 ‘PPP’ 
 287 ‘IPP’ 
288 ‘NPP’ 
 
Party Activist/Supporter 
289 ‘NDC’ 
290 ‘CPP’ 
291 ‘PNC’ 
292 ‘GCPP’ 
293 ‘UFP’ 
294 ‘GFP’ 
295 ‘PPP’ 
296 ‘IPP’ 
297 ‘NPP’ 
 
Party MP/Candidate 
298 ‘NDC’ 
299 ‘CPP’ 
300 ‘PNC’ 
301 ‘GCPP’ 
302 ‘UFP’ 
303 ‘GFP’ 
304 ‘PPP’ 
305 ‘IPP’ 
306 ‘NPP’ 
307 ‘Independent Candidate’ 
Other-Organisations/Individuals/Representatives 
4010 ‘Agriculture Representative’ 
 4011 ‘Business/Representative’ 
4012 ‘Business Organisation 
4013 ‘Civil Servants’ 
4014 ‘Celebrity (state whom)’ 
4015 ‘Economist’ 
4016 ‘Farmer/Rural worker’ 
4017 ‘Film/Documentary Maker’ 
4018 ‘Heckler/Demonstrator’ 
4019 ‘Media Consultant Commentator/Journalist/Author’ 
4020 ‘The Media’ 
4021 ‘Police/Security Services 
4022 ‘Pressure Group’ 
4023 ‘Professional Individual (teacher, lawyer, social worker, police etc.) 
4024 ‘Pollster’ 
4025 ‘Pensioners’ 
4026 ‘Religious Spokesperson/Leader’ 
4027 ‘Scientist/Scientific Expert’  
4028 ‘Social Service Representative’ 
4029 ‘Trade Union/Representative/Member’ 
4030 ‘Unnamed Source-Non-Party’ 
4031 ‘Universities Academic’ 
4032 ‘Voter/Citizen/Person in Street’ 
4033 ‘Think Tank’ 
4034 ‘European Union’ 
4035 ‘National Union of Ghana Students (NUGS) 
4036 ‘Judiciary’ 
4037 ‘National Peace Council’ 
 4038 ‘Women Group’ 
4039 ‘Students’ 
4040 ‘The National Media Commission (NMC)’ 
4041 ‘Politicians’ 
4042 ‘Traditional Rulers’ 
4043 ‘Ghana Journalists Association (GJA)’ 
4044 ‘National Association for Graduate Teachers (NAGRAT) Representation 
4045 ‘Chief Justice’ 
4046 ‘Members of Parliament (MP)’ 
4047 ‘National Elections Security Task Force (NESFT)’ 
4048 ‘Ghana Education Service Representative’ 
4049 ‘Inter-Party Dialogue Committee (IPDC)’ 
4050 ‘Ghana National Association of Teachers (GNAT)’ 
4051 ‘Disabled’ 
4052 ‘Wife of Presidential Candidates’ 
4053 ‘Relative of Presidential Candidates’ 
4054 ‘Wife of Presidential Candidates  
4055 ‘President’ 
4056 ‘Vice President’ 
4057 ‘Former President’ 
4058 ‘Former Vice President’ 
4059 ‘Minister’ 
4060 ‘Ghana Bar Association (GBA)’ 
4061 ‘National Security Co-ordinator’ 
 
 
 
  Appendix B: Letter to editors 
Ebo Afful 
School of Journalism, Media and Cultural Studies 
Cardiff University, Wales-UK 
 
Dear Editor, 
I am a PhD candidate of the above-named university conducting a study into Journalism, Election 
Campaigns and Democracy in Ghana. The survey asks about the factors that your newspaper 
took into consideration in the coverage, selection and representation of 2008 and 2012 election 
campaigns in Ghana. Beside this there will be discussions on ‘soli’ and media bias. 
 
Within the next few weeks, I will call on you for us to have discussions on the subject. The 
interview should take about an hour. I will be tape recording the session because I do not went to 
miss any of your comments though I will be taking down some notes. If you so wish I will ensure 
that in the write up of the thesis I will not identify you as the respondent. 
 
I must add that I rely on editors’ voluntary co-operation in undertaking such survey and so I would 
be very grateful if you would agree to take part in the survey which will go a long way to help me 
in achieving the objective for which this study is being undertaken. 
 
Please for further information about the study, you may contact me by telephoning 0205958143. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
(EBO AFFUL) 
 
 
 Appendix C: Question guide for editors 
 
The editors were asked questions about four broad areas: 
 
1. Gatekeeping 
Under this category of the interview, the editors were asked about the factors that motivated 
them in their selection of political stories. 
 
2. Editorial policy 
In this section, the editors were questioned about whether their media outlet has any policy 
that defines their coverage of election campaigns. 
 
3. Media corruption 
In the media corruption category, the editors were asked questions about being influenced 
by political actors with gifts during election campaigns and whether they were aware that 
their journalists on covering election campaign activities were influenced with gifts. 
 
4. Media corruption 
Under media bias, editors were asked questions about the election stories made available 
to them by their journalists and whether these represented equal and fair coverage of 
election campaigns. They were also asked about the stories they select and whether these 
were selected to reflect the principle of equal and fair coverage of candidates and political 
parties. 
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